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Kurzfassung

Die maschinelle Verarbeitung digitaler Daten stellt ein nie dagewesenes Informationspo-
tential dar, das eine Vielfalt an neuen Möglichkeiten eröffnet. Ziel und Zweck von Visual
Analytics ist die Verbindung von automatischer Datenverarbeitung mit interaktiven
Visualisierungen zur Gewinnung von Einblicken in komplexe Sachverhalte. Der Mensch,
als sogenannter human in the loop, ist unabdingbar um resultierende Cluster, Trends
und Abweichungen zu analysieren und um semantische Informationen zu ergänzen. Der
Prozess des Sensemakings, der Sinnstiftung, an sich und wie dieser am besten unterstützt
wird, ist bisher jedoch weitgehend ungeklärt. Die Frage ist, welche Sensemaking-Strategien
in zunehmend komplexeren Visual Analytics-Systemen angewendet werden. Empirische
Untersuchungen zeigen auf welchen Einfluss die Art der Darstellung auf den Erkenntnis-
gewinn hat und wie der Mensch bestmöglich unterstützt werden kann. Der interaktive
Umgang des human in the loop mit dem System gibt Aufschluss über seine analytische
Arbeitsweisen und sein Sensemaking, wodurch er für Designempfehlungen herangezogen
werden kann. In den empirischen Erhebungen der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit werden daher
interaktive Prozesse während explorativer Analysen beobachtet. Das Ziel ist, dadurch ein
besseres Verständnis vom Sensemaking-Prozess und dessen Strategien zu erlangen.

Die Analyse der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit beinhaltet zum einen die Untersuchung
von Sensemaking-Modellen und deren Auswirkungen auf die Gestaltung von Visual
Analytics-Systemen, und zum anderen ein Set von Sensemaking-Strategien, welches
aus fünf empirischen Untersuchungen hervorgegangen ist. Die qualitative Analyse der
Untersuchungen liefert konkrete Gestaltungsrichtlinien dafür, wie Sensemaking durch
Visual Analytics unterstützt werden kann. Darüber hinaus leisten diese empirischen
Studien einen Beitrag zum besseren Verständnis der untersuchten Modelle und demons-
trieren zugleich die Verallgemeinerbarkeit des Strategien-Sets durch die Verwendung
unterschiedlich komplexer, vor allem realistischer Systeme.
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Abstract

Digital data has the potential to inform us in novel ways as computing allows us to
process and analyse vast amounts of data which would not be possible otherwise. The
aim of visual analytics, combining automatic computation and interactive visualisation,
is to enable insight into complex data. The inevitable human in the loop provides
contextualised human judgement to reason about discovered clusters, trends, and outliers
in the data. The process of sense-making, i.e., giving meaning to one’s experience, and
how design influences insight, however, is not understood very well. It is an open question
which sense-making strategies get employed while working with increasingly complex
visual analytics systems. Empirical investigations on system design can show up how
to support the human in the analysis process and how to present the available data
appropriately. Investigating how users interact with a system provides an understanding
of how they work and make sense of data, and consequently, informs system design
with regard to the human sense-making and insight process. We, therefore, investigate
interaction processes to improve the understanding of how people make sense and to
describe the observed sense-making strategies.

First, this thesis includes an analysis of sense-making and insight models and their
implications for the design of visual analytic tools in the form of design guidelines. Sec-
ondly, we describe a framework of sense-making strategies derived from five investigatory
studies closely exploring user interaction. The qualitative analysis of our investigations
yields detailed design implications for the support of sense-making and insight models
in visual analytics. The empirical work not only contributes to a better understanding
of these models but also demonstrates the generalisability of the framework by using
systems of different, notably realistic, complexities.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

To see what’s in front of one’s
nose needs a constant struggle.

George Orwell [Dag]

Humans ask questions because we want to understand the world. Many efforts in the
psychological and neuroscience discipline have been made to study the human mind and
human thinking processes but the questions remain: How do we make sense? Where do
insights come from? In the following I will introduce the terms sense-making and insight
and set the scope of this thesis by describing the characteristics of Visual Analytics
(VA) and basic models of sense-making and insight before the research questions and
the domain of criminal intelligence analysis are discussed. Finally, I will present the
methodological approach and main contributions of this thesis.

With sense-making we mean the processing and understanding of information, i.e.,
giving meaning to what we see, perceive and further reason with. Sense-making is related
to many research areas, such as problem-solving, memorisation and learning, the visual
processing system, and last but not least visualisation. Visualisation in the field of Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) is concerned with supporting the human to understand and
explore multidimensional datasets and helping them to gain valuable insights into their
data by designing user-friendly systems, i.e., systems adapted to the users’ needs. To
ensure this the human visual system and information processing was the focus of many
user studies, which showed up individual variabilities in our population that range, for
example, from an approximately 4.5% colour vision impairment (around 8% male, 1% of
the female) to issues that come up with age, such as a reduced contrast sensitivity and
useful field of view [WGLL98, WGK10, War04, Sch09]. There are many more aspects to
the human perception and perceptional phenomena are fairly complex - moving objects
draw our attention even in the peripheral vision, whereas change blindness occurs right
in front of our eyes.
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Effective visual analytics systems consider not only the users’ needs, but also user
experience and expectation of what they want to accomplish with the tool. This is
addressed in the research on sense-making and insight and, therefore, benefits utilisation
of the tool and outcome of the analysis.

Visual analytics is the science of
analytical reasoning facilitated by
interactive visual interfaces.

Thomas and Cook [TC05, p.4]

Visual analytics offers visual representations and interaction techniques that make
it possible to reach a conclusion in human judgements when dealing with complex
data [KKEM10, TC05]. The task of the analyst is to solve specific problems and gain
insights with the data at hand. The moment of insight is often described as a sudden
Aha! experience when we get an answer to a problem we are currently working on. This
light bulb moment is the point in thinking when all pieces fall into place and the answer
suddenly becomes clear [DS03, Kle13]. A single representation can answer a small set
of questions only, which is why such interfaces include various representations of the
information objects, e.g., network graphs (node-link diagrams), timelines, spatial or
multiple views. Fewer error rates and saving time are typical economic goals but a well
designed system can do much more – especially in analytics tools the user experience
influences imagination and motivation. Consequently, a tool that manages to answer
various kinds of questions is crucial to produce better results.

The need to analyse large amounts of disparate data emerged from the security
domain to understand catastrophic events better, such as, e.g., natural phenomena
like the occurrence of hurricanes. Analysts gain insight by repeatedly looking at vast
amounts of data in space and time. They iteratively explore and refine the view on
the data to get new insights, thus, insight is the result of meaningful analysis. The
train of thought that enables creativity and sense-making is motivated by interactivity,
enabling the exploration of data in a natural manner. Therefore, user interfaces need
to be specifically designed to support the interactive dynamics of real-time analytic
interaction [HS12, KKEM10, PSCO09].

A considerable amount of research in cognitive psychology and HCI might guide the
design of analytical systems. Unfortunately, the utilisation of already available results is
not a straightforward process. Sometimes, it is not clear how basic research from cognitive
psychology might be applicable due, e.g., to its abstract nature. Another problem is that
psychological research is often formulated in ways accessible only by specialists [War04].
Therefore, a process of translation of this research is needed [Spe11]. Spence argues for a
structured approach to translate the existing information from cognitive psychology and
HCI to interaction design. In the systematic form of design actions, empirical research
from cognitive psychology and HCI can be made useful for the purpose of information
visualisation.
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1.1 Sense-making

To understand how our brain works a body of research on human perception and cognition
exists [War04]. The main input stream for information processing is the visual perception.
Many characteristics of the visual processing system can be explained with evolution.
We can see the most number of shades of the colour green simply because green is most
dominant in nature. Our brain sees patterns because of evolutionary necessity. In order
to survive in the wild we have to detect palatable fruits like red berries and moving prey,
which we attend to immediately. These quick, pre-attentive processes are also responsible
for phenomena such as change blindness or optical illusions, which are effective even
if we strain ourselves to see "the real world" [NHT01]. However, psychological theories
can not comprehensively describe sense-making in naturalistic settings. There is some
research to support human sense-making with visualisation in general that brought forth
recommendations on how to use colour, when to animate data or present small multiples,
for example, but research specifically focusing on the sequence of interaction and on
sense-making as a process is quite scarce[PDH17].

Sense-making in HCI was characterised by Russell et al. [RSPC93] as the search for
information to answer task-specific questions. Russell’s model of sense-making consists
of a learning loop and encodings that yield a good representation. In sense-making
research making inferences is described as a central factor for the interaction with visual
analytics tools as they are essential to generate hypotheses. Furthermore, the process of
abduction plays an important role for sense-making in visual analytics. Abduction is
used by humans to find explanations for perceived phenomena [AHW10].

Our work focuses on sense-making in the individual during visual analytics working
on wicked problems, which are ill-defined, evolving, multi-factored situations [RW73].
Most importantly, they have no stopping rules so a clear and evident solution is lacking.
In intelligence analysis, for example, time is a crucial factor, however, checking all facts
and suspects as they evolve is a must. There is also no immediate solution but usually
more than one valid answer and it is not easy to distinguish between correct and wrong
by the time. In retrospect one can also only assume if there might have been better
solutions.

The theory of mental models assumes that we try to build a representational model
with the information we have at hand [Joh80]. With this model in mind we then reason
about, ask questions and make inferences. Gaining an understanding from data is
supported by computation and visualisation of the data. A successful representation
triggers questions to be answered by the representation so that we can add information
to our mental model and consequently be able to gain new insights. Thus, different
representations can support building mental models. A simple rearrangement of data
can already lead to new insights if, for example, new groups show up in the data, where
the basic interaction of sorting supported sense-making [Spe14]. On the other hand,
background knowledge and individual differences in mental models of different people
might lead to different insights using the same visualisation.
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1.1.1 Insight

Insight is not a clearly defined term in the literature. Currently, two meanings of insights
co-exist – a short moment of a new understanding and a longer process incorporating
several steps towards gaining the insight. Both include the aspect of unexpectedness, in
a way that it is impossible to predict when insights will occur. Chang et al.[CZGR09]
discuss these two parallel meanings of insight. On the one hand, there is a notion of a
sudden move from a state of not knowing how to solve a problem to a state of knowing.
The common understanding of insight in psychology is the short, spontaneous moment
which is referred to as "Aha!", "Eureka!" or the "light bulb moment". On the other hand,
Chang et al. contrast a broader notion of insight occurring within the visualisation
literature, which is regarded as equivalent to the acquisition of knowledge, which they
refer to as model-confirming insight.

Many accounts consider a step-change in understanding as an insight process [May95].
North, for example, argues that insights build up over time, and often raise new questions
that lead to further insight. He further describes insight as qualitative on multiple levels
of resolution [Nor06]. It is suggested that information visualisation ought to promote
both kinds of insight.

For the purpose of our research, however, choosing a definition is necessary and
we think the psychological view of insights – the quick shift in the way we understand
things [KPRP07] is appropriate when sense-making processes are considered as precursors.
This kind of insight has also been defined as ”sudden unexpected thoughts that solve
problems” [Hog01, p.251]. Insight in that sense provides a comprehension of a situation
by the unconscious synthesis of prior knowledge and experience with newly collected data
to create an unexpected, dramatic realisation. This means that we know more after the
moment of insight than before. A common agreement on insight characteristics is that
they are useful, which signifies a quantifiable measure. North describes this characteristic
as relevance in the domain of the data [Nor06].

The short moment is a somewhat pragmatic notion because it can be better observed
and measured. This notion is, for example, used in neuroscience, because specific cortical
activity changes can be observed via functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI).
In this domain Aha!-moments are described as the feeling of relief and the sudden
emergence of a solution to a problem occurring without any conscious forewarning. Tik
et al. [TSL+18] distinguish a low feeling of insight from a high, emotional Aha!-moments.
They interpret insight as the reward during exploitation, which follows from exploration
and consequently describe sense-making tasks in two phases: the exploration phase
costing cognitive demand and the rewarding phase when a solution is found.

The specific research area of problem-solving discusses insight a lot and distinguishes
non-insight problems, that do not require insights to get to an understanding to insightful
problems. The difference here is that two people, given the same information, come to
the same conclusion following common understandings, whereas insight problems may
only be solved by persons getting the insight [GM05].

Therefore, the meaning of insight is a critical factor. Ranging from a simple under-
standing to a ground breaking breakthrough, insights can be described on different levels,
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highlighting the necessity for qualitative research and high-level analyses.

1.1.2 The Notional Model of Sense-making for Intelligence Analysis

In 1999 Pirolli and Card [PC05] published the information foraging loop, incorporating
seeking, searching and filtering, and, finally, reading and extracting information. Humans
do not only perceive information by user-driven processes, like searching for information,
but also by visualisation-driven processes, like salience or Gestalt laws. The information
processing theory of Pirolli and Card’s model supports that, so that processing can be
driven from data to theory (bottom-up) or from theory to data (top-down).

This framework evolved into the Notional Model of Sense-making for Intelligence
Analysis that organises the process of foraging and sense-making in two major loops.
The foraging loop incorporates search activities whereas the sense-making loop tries
to interpret the gathered information and make sense out of it to develop a consistent
mental model. Pirolli and Card point out that the model brings a cost structure with it
which results in a trade-off between wide exploration and detailed exploitation of the
information.

The notional model may be criticised in several ways. It describes task-oriented
processes via stages that build on one another. This is accomplished without the
distinction between processes that are driven by the information provided and those that
are driven by the user’s prior knowledge. From a cognitive perspective, processes like
schematise or build case, for example, should rather be classified as knowledge-driven
(top-down) processes than bottom-up processes [PSM12].

Furthermore, the categorisation of the sense-making effort is problematic. Green
and Fisher [GF09] argue that search tasks, which are put on the lower effort side in the
model, already require complex cognition since reasoning and decision making strategies
need to be applied from the very beginning. Finally, the model is not suitable to explain
user interaction with information visualisations because it misses the tool and perceptual
interaction that are relevant in this context.

To close this gap, the Data-Frame Theory was proposed by Klein et al. [KPRP07] to
explain real-world decision making appropriately (see description in subsection 2.1.1). On
this basis a new model was developed by Klein, the Triple Path Model of Insight [Kle13].

1.1.3 The Triple Path Model of Insight

Klein is a psychologist who played a crucial role in establishing the field of naturalistic
decision making. The Triple Path Model of Insight [Kle13] is grounded on the Data-Frame
Theory and evolved from Klein’s analysis of 120 solutions for problems in demanding
situations of different orders of magnitude. He observed five cognitive strategies that
change the way we think and ultimately lead, often in combination, to insights:

• Connections

• Coincidences

5



• Curiosities

• Contradictions

• Creative desperation

These cognitive strategies form the triggers in this model which combines Connections,
Coincidences and Curiosities as a trigger which changes our activities to add new
information and to create a new anchor in a story. The connection path is the main
pathway to insight as 85% of Klein’s problems showed this kind of activity, where an
implication was spotted and a new anchor was added to one’s understanding. The other
two paths occurred less often but Contradiction and Creative desperation were observed
when a weak anchor was either used to rebuild the story or totally discarded to escape an
impasse. The paths are not mutually exclusive, i.e., they can all be part of the outcome,
which is a solution to a problem or a new understanding of the problem. In this sense
our activities change the way we act, see and interpret the data, and also feel a greater
sense of urgency or desire.

Making new connections may create new ideas or open up new pathways to consider
or investigate. Klein points out that connecting the dots is easy if we know which dots
need to be connected. Therefore, in a first step, analysts have to identify dots from so
called non-dots, anti-dots and other ambiguities. Dots are information relevant to the
problem and non-dots are irrelevant. With anti-dots he refers to information that is
different, contradicting or conflicting. An anti-dot could be, for example, situational
information that makes an idea seem less likely, though perhaps plausible.

A critical aspect of Klein’s theory of how insights are generated is that they are up to
the individual. People with the same information and background knowledge might still
not gain the same insight, as it is up to the individual to identify which dots need to be
connected. Person-related factors that might become barriers to insight are flawed beliefs,
insufficient experience, a passive stance, and a concrete reasoning style. The activities
described in his Triple Path Model are no guarantee for insight and the main question of
why one gets an insight and the other does not remains open.

It is an open question how to design a system to overcome the above-mentioned
person-related factors. Current person-related factors that might hinder insight are yet
too vague and need to be further investigated. Building upon Klein’s model, it is thus
the main goal of this thesis to shed more light onto this grey area. Furthermore, this
thesis aims to contribute further research on cognitive strategies to encourage insight, as
expressed in more detail in the research questions below.

1.2 Research questions

Sense-making processes of users of visualisations are still not understood very well in
general. The above-mentioned models provide a basis for empirical studies in that area.

There are still many open questions regarding the analysis of sense-making strategies.
Individual differences and the generalisability to other domains are examples for such
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open questions. Providing additional interaction techniques such as filtering, highlighting,
etc., possibly influences these sense-making strategies which is worth to investigate in an
empirical way.

There is a gap in the state-of-the-art research concerning realistic sense-making with
visual analytics tools. Some research on graph comprehension, e.g., Kosslyn [Kos89],
Tversky [Tve05], deals with sense-making processes using visualisations. In general,
generic and fairly simple tasks, such as path finding or look-up tasks are used. Differences
between experts and novices, for example, lie in the former’s ability to focus their attention
to relevant areas. However, this applies only to tasks from their domain of expertise and
are not universally transferable [GS13]. It is, therefore, crucial to determine if the task
falls into the domain of the expert and, additionally, how novices can be trained to gain
expertise.

To get a greater picture of sense-making processes, realistic, more complex tasks are
useful for studying thinking steps and complex reasoning. Friel et al. [FCB01] developed
a model consisting of three different levels:

1. reading the data (extracting data, locating data)

2. reading between the data (finding relationships, integrating data)

3. reading beyond the data (extrapolating from the data, generating hypotheses)

We make use of this model to study insights on different levels as we research sense-making
in realistic settings and complex problems to reach better decisions. In collaboration
with various co-authors we conducted multiple investigatory studies regarding the work
of visual analysts. We address the following research questions:

1. How can the design of visual analytics tools support cognitive processes for intelli-
gence analysis?

a) Should the emphasis be on the perception of details or rather on a compre-
hensive mental model [KYW+07, Joh96]?

b) How should a system be designed to support connection strategies [Kle13]?
c) How should a system be designed to support contradiction strategies [Kle13])?
d) How should a system be designed to support creative desperation situa-

tions [Kle13]?

2. What kinds of sense-making processes get employed in visual analytics?

a) Can sense-making strategies be observed on a general level or are they rather
task and/or domain specific?

b) Is it more helpful to adopt visualisations that are already in use in the context
of intelligence analysis, like network visualisations, timelines and geographical
visualisations or to develop new visualisations specifically addressing the needs
of intelligence analysts?

7



3. What kinds of interaction processes should be supported by the system (e.g., scroll,
zoom, pan, filter, reconfiguring elements on the screen)?

a) Which of these interaction processes is especially helpful in the context of
sense-making processes in intelligence analysis?

b) How can these interaction processes be supported?

4. How useful are models of insight generation? Does the representation of the
problem influence insights [HS74, ZK10]? Does using different representations lead
to different kinds of insights and which visualisations are especially useful in the
insight generation process?

a) How should maps be designed to support the analysts in their work?
b) How should social networks be designed to support the analysts in their work?
c) How should time-oriented data be designed to support the analysts in their

work?

The next section will give an introduction to the domain of criminal intelligence
analysis, as well as a brief overview of analysis techniques common in this community.

1.3 Criminal intelligence analysis

Intelligence analysis is seen as a combination of sense-making and expert knowledge [PC05].
Criminal Intelligence Analysis covers sense-making for the purpose of investigation and
making sense of the crime situation in general. The terminology crime analysis is used
for the latter, general crime and disorder problems, rather than investigation support
of single crimes. Crime analysis has been described as the "systematic study of crime
and disorder problems and police-related issues – including socio-demographic, spatial,
and temporal factors – to assist the police in criminal apprehension, crime and disorder
reduction, crime prevention and evaluation" [BS13, p.22].

This research was undertaken in the course of the European funding programme FP7
Research & Development (R&D) project Visual Analytics for Sense-making in Criminal
Intelligence Analysis (VALCRI) [VAL18], funded by the European Commission (EC).
The project was carried out over the span of four years from June 2014 to June 2018
at TU Wien (Vienna University of Technology) in cooperation with sixteen academic
and industry partners across Europe. The result of VALCRI is an integrated software
support system for police analysts to analyse crime reports and crime-related behaviour.

1.3.1 Ethical considerations in VALCRI

Ethical considerations are crucial when algorithms are used to facilitate human reasoning
and analytic discourse. In VALCRI interactive visualisations are tightly coupled with
semi-automated human-mediated semantic knowledge extraction computation. The
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project worked with guidelines on ethics concerning the transparency of system opera-
tions from the very beginning and is, thereby, picking up the notion of transparency of
Moor’s [Moo85] unique characteristic of computer technology that requires the considera-
tion of ethics in technology design and development, and provides the rationale behind
the computer ethics movement.

Another ethical concern relevant to how the system operates is that of privacy,
which is recognised as a fundamental human right and further recognised as vital to
the pursuit of human autonomy – the very characteristic of humanness that enables
ethics through human free will and the ability to think and act in an uncoerced and
undetermined way. Regarding data protection VALCRI addresses the national specifics
of core data protection principles for both end user countries, namely Belgium and the
United Kingdom. Although the principle of purpose limitation is manifested in all national
data protection laws of the EU member states, the wording and interpretation of this
principle based on the previous European data protection Directive 95/46/EC [Dir95] can
differ significantly per country. The EC triggered the process of shaping a new, coherent
and common legal data protection framework, acknowledging this lack of harmonisation
with regard to central principles of data protection. According to the European Directive
2016/680 [Dir16] regarding data protection in the area of law enforcement and criminal
justice, law enforcement agencies are required to analyse the risks and consequences of
technological advancements and personal data processing in order to implement adequate
mitigation techniques. It is, however, not specified how such an impact analysis should
be performed by police actors. One of the goals of VALCRI was to draft an innovative
methodology and overview of this process, yielding the very first guidelines to exist
specifically for law enforcement under this new legislation.

Criminal intelligence in general is a controversial topic for ethical discussions. On the
one hand, pre-empting crime is a driving factor to improve security for people while, on the
other hand, privacy and legal issues are crucial to protect people’s rights and to prevent
the misuse of personal data. Klein’s sense-making research addresses a similar problem
with a performance equation comprising error prevention and insight generation [Kle13].
He argues that a good balance is necessary as too much error prevention might block
insight generating and that making errors is a valuable contribution. The privacy impact
arising from the algorithmic processing of various data and datasets is discussed within
the project, but not part of this doctoral thesis.

The emphasis of this project was to design the technology from cognitive, legal,
privacy and ethical perspectives to provide a support tool for fluent analysis that enables
law enforcement agencies to make their activities more transparent, while at the same
time respecting the rights of the individual with respect to security and liberty. The
processes by which conclusions are reached should be made easy to inspect since the
collection and processing of data underlies legal, privacy and ethical guidelines. The
differing national laws constitute the conditions under which personal data processing
can happen in VALCRI. These guidelines along with human factors that influence the
analysis were addressed in the design of the system. Our work focused on cognitive
issues within the Human Issues work package. Analysts have to stay creative as well
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Figure 1.1: How analysts think: Inference making is not uni-directional [Won14]

as critical and reason analytically and inferentially throughout the whole thinking and
reasoning process. The reasons for the analysis may change from establishing crime
patterns to assembling evidence. Also the kind of analysis may change from statistical
analysis to constructing an argument, which further changes the rules regarding the
access and holding of data versus evidence. From a cognitive perspective the goal is to
rapidly provide access to information necessary to help the analyst structure and explain
a series of events.

1.3.2 Intelligence analysis

The intelligence and investigation analysis process is seen as a continuum where the
purpose changes from the support for thinking and reasoning about anticipating and
pre-empting crime, to support for thinking and reasoning about specific investigations.
Analysts form hypotheses and build up from a loose story to a formal argument by
changing the focus from playful, creative thinking to deliberate, critical thinking again
and again until they reach a rigorous insight, see also Figure 1.1.

Strategic analysis of criminal behaviour aims to monitor the implementation of
intervention strategies and re-evaluate changed behaviour [Cla13, KGS11, Kri99]. In
that sense, intelligence-led policing focuses on three major fields: 1) the identification
of short and medium term risks in form of harm for the community, 2) the identifica-
tion of opportunities to improve its well-being, and 3) the evaluation of intervention
strategies [SHK+16].

An analytical method is to identify patterns and anomalies in the collected evidence.
This approach is called Comparative Case Analysis (CCA) and is used by law enforcement
professionals for sense-making and evidential reasoning. CCA focuses on series of linked
events which can be distinguished from other events to evaluate crime that has already
happened, hoping to prevent future crime.
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1.3.3 Crime pattern theory

According to crime pattern theory criminals stick to their Modus Operandi (MO), i.e.,
proven successful the perpetrator’s criminal strategy is unlikely to change. The Major
Incident Manual 2006 [Ass06] describes Crime Pattern Analysis as a method to identify
such patterns and trends in data on crime and incidents to prevent future crime. Among
other methods, the report particularly suggests visualisations like, e.g., bar charts or
maps. The analyst adopts an iterative process of manipulating, searching and sorting the
characteristics of crimes and trying to recognise differences and similarities in the cases
of interest. The United Nations Report on Drugs and Crime 2011 [Nat11] distinguishes
between four different analysis techniques: link analysis, event charting, flow analysis,
and telephone analysis. The authors also point out that links between entities (e.g.,
persons, locations, etc.) should be represented graphically to clarify their relationships.

In the context of our work, link analysis is of special interest since a disproportionate
amount of harmful impact comes from people engaging in co-offending, which is readily
identified through the analysis of crime networks [AF11]. Insights on their evolution
are obtained by monitoring the temporal development of co-offending networks. Boba
Santos [BS13] also points out that crimes often follow distinct patterns, especially
geographical patterns. Using maps to visualise crimes helps to uncover these patterns
because the spatial and temporal dimensions of criminal activity can be clarified easily
through such visualisations.

Crime analysis is typically done with volume crimes, i.e., crimes that occur in
quantity (e.g., burglaries or petty theft) by areas, days of the week or time of the day.
More advanced analytics correlate crimes by similarities of key features such as specific
attributes of the MO across crime categories, which might allow to connect them to a
gang or organised crime group. Crime and crime pattern analysis, therefore, concerns
sense-making of space and time, including hotspot analysis, statistical process control
charting and crime profiling as well as network analysis of offenders [HP14]. Hotspot
analysis maps crimes to geographical areas in space. Statistical process control charting
compares crimes across periods on a timeline and calculates statistically significant
differences over time. In general, a hotspot is described as a popular location. Hotspot
analysis is an adopted method in crime analysis to map areas of interest where crime
is concentrated [BDM+17]. The interpretation of hotspot maps can be difficult when
aggregation is used or occlusion occurs, design considerations which needs to be taken
care of in the map design [Rot13, BDM+17].

To compare crime over time several timelines can be juxtaposed (small multiples
approach), superimposed (stacked approach) and integrated, i.e., combined time steps
that are inseparable without changing the layout [BBDW14]. Horizontally stacked
timelines, for example, can be used to colour-code time varying weighted digraphs to
provide an overview of dynamic graphs [BM15].
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1.4 Methodological approach

Visual analytics systems should be specifically designed to support users in perceiving
the essential information at a glance and, additionally, allow an intuitive interaction with
the system at hand. Empirical research can help with this task by studying the usage
behaviour and showing up where improvements are necessary. To evaluate a system with
regard to sense-making we use the theory of distributed cognition and the idea that a
system is easy to make sense with if it is seen as intuitive, i.e., when the system is designed
in a way that its conceptual structure overlaps with the users conceptual structure. The
analysis of sense-making and reasoning processes can help to develop systems that are
adapted to specific user concepts like the introduced theories of intelligence analysts.
This work includes an analysis of the Triple Path Model of insight by Klein [Kle13], to
investigate how well it reflects the work of analysts and the implications of the model for
the design of VA tools.

In the course of the VALCRI project we developed a set of empirically based guidelines
and recommendations for the design of visual analytics tools for criminal intelligence based
on empirical research. Based on these guidelines we conducted a series of exploratory
studies on sense-making strategies within this framework. The studies were designed
to answer specific questions of the analyst’s work. The result of these investigations
supported the development of design guidelines again, and thus, informed the design of
the VALCRI system. The examination of the connection path of Klein’s model and our
first research question, for example, identified factors that support to see connections in
the crime data of CCA.

To measure insight in visualisations and VA we take the granularity of insights into
account. Gotz and Zhou [GZ08] developed a multi-tier model of insights which emphasises
the fact that the process of insight generation can be, on the one hand, generic, and, on
the other hand, task-dependent. They argue that insight generation on a more general
level is task dependent. Lower level tasks, which are more generic, can be generalised
over many domains. Choosing the right task is an important factor to represent the rich
exploration possibilities of interactive information visualisations [GB98].

Our research focuses on rich insights, which can be studied using domain dependent,
realistic tasks and real data. North [Nor06] argues that using simple benchmark tasks can
only lead to identifying low-level effects and can not be used to study insight. Therefore,
we developed challenging tasks for our evaluations. For some studies we consulted police
analysts during task development to ensure realism. The datasets underwent a process
of depersonalisation to protect the privacy of the used data. In the course of our user
investigations we carefully chose which data to collect for the analysis and only collected
data necessary to the purpose of fulfilling the aim of the investigations. To conform
to the code of ethics we informed the participants about the goals and asked for their
consent to publish depersonalised findings.

In our investigations we evaluate the use of visualisation on an action level. We derive
strategies based on exploration actions which get interpreted through thinking aloud
protocols and screen captures. In the thinking aloud protocol participants are asked to
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think out loud while working with a visualisation. Fleck and Weisberg [FW04] could
show that verbalisation did not overshadow the problem solving process. The advantages
and disadvantages of the employed methods are discussed in detail in chapter 3.

1.5 Overall impact and associated publications

The main contribution of this thesis lies in a systematic analysis of sense-making and
insight models and the empirical research in the area of visual analytics, yielding a
generalisable framework of sense-making strategies. We adopted a novel approach to
describe cognitive sense-making processes as, to the best of our knowledge, no existing
framework can describe sense-making in visual analytics comprehensively. Our research
differs from related work in its level of detail and the employed methodology, i.e., applying
thinking aloud in extensive, realistic prototype evaluations. Our investigations show that
the strategies are transferable from rather simple to complex systems by re-using the
sense-making strategies to evaluate different kinds of systems.

In addition, we report specific design recommendations for various visualisations de-
rived through qualitative analyses from our investigations. Taking existing literature into
account, we condensed our results into compact, ready-to-use design recommendations,
to facilitate their usage in practical applications. They are listed at the beginning of each
study in chapter 5 and also summarised in chapter 6.

The results from the empirical work, guidelines from literature (part A) and five
user investigations (part B), were published in the form of peer-reviewed journal articles
and appeared in conference proceedings. The following papers build the basis for this
doctoral thesis, which were partly published under the author’s former name Haider, J.:

1. Haider, J., Pohl, M., Pallaris, C., & Wong, W. B. L. (2015). Supporting Sense-
Making and Insight Processes in Visual Analytics by Deriving Guidelines from
Empirical Results. In Schulz, H.-J.; Urban, B. & von Lukas, U. (eds.), Proceedings
of the International Summer School on Visual Computing 2015. (pp. 59–68).
Rostock, Fraunhofer Verlag, ISBN: 978-3-8396-0960-6.

2. Pohl, M., Haider, J., Pallaris C., & B.L. William Wong. (2015). Guidelines for
Sense-Making in Intelligence Analysis. In European Intelligence and Security In-
formatics Conference (p. 177). https://dx.doi.org/10.1109/EISIC.2015.
45.

3. Haider, J., Pohl, M., Hillemann, E.-C., Nussbaumer, A., Attfield, S., Passmore,
P., & Wong, B. L. W. (2015). Exploring the Challenges of Implementing Guidelines
for the Design of Visual Analytics Systems. In Proceedings of the Human Factors
and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting, 59(1). (pp. 259–263). https://doi.
org/10.1177/1541931215591053.

4. Kriglstein, S., Haider, J., Wallner, G., & Pohl, M. (2016). Who, Where, When
and with Whom? Evaluation of Group Meeting Visualizations. In M. Jamnik, Y.
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Uesaka, & S. Elzer Schwartz (Eds.), Diagrammatic Representation and Inference:
9th International Conference, Diagrams 2016, Philadelphia, PA, USA, August
7-10, 2016, Proceedings (pp. 235-249). Cham: Springer International Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-42333-3_19.

5. Seidler, P., Haider, J., Kodagoda, N., Wong, B. L. W., Pohl, M., & Adderley, R.
(2016). Design for Intelligence Analysis of Complex Systems: Evolution of Criminal
Networks. In 2016 European Intelligence and Security Informatics Conference
(EISIC) (pp. 140–143). https://dx.doi.org/10.1109/EISIC.2016.036.

6. Doppler Haider, J., Seidler, P., Kodagoda, N., Adderley, R., Wong, B. L. W., &
Pohl, M. (2017). How Analysts Think: Sense-making Strategies in the Analysis of
Temporal Evolution and Criminal Network Structures and Activities. In Proceedings
of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting, 61:193–197. https:
//doi.org/10.1177/1541931213601532.

7. Kriglstein S., Pohl M., & Doppler Haider, J. (2018). How Users Transform
Node-Link Diagrams to Matrices and Vice Versa. In P. Chapman, G. Stapleton,
A. Moktefi, S. Perez-Kriz, & F. Bellucci (Eds.), Diagrammatic Representation
and Inference (pp. 526–534). Cham: Springer International Publishing. https:
//doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-91376-6.

8. Doppler Haider, J., Gastecker, B., Seidler, P., Kodagoda, N., Wong, B. L. W.,
& Pohl, M. (2018). Sense-making Strategies in Explorative Intelligence Analysis of
Network Evolutions. In Journal of Behaviour & Information Technology. https:
//doi.org/10.1080/0144929X.2018.1519036.

9. Doppler Haider, J., Seidler, P., Kodagoda, N., Wong, B. L. W., & Pohl, M.
(2019). Sensemaking Strategies vs. Quality of Insights: Investigating Analysis
Processes of Multiple Tiles. (Manuscript submitted in 2019)

10. Doppler Haider, J., Pohl, M., Beecham, R., & Dykes, J. (2019). Understand-
ing Map Comparison: Strategies for Detecting Difference in Map Line-up Tasks.
(Manuscript submitted in 2019)

Papers 1, 2 and 3 are a result from both a literature review and the development
of guidelines for the design of visual analytics systems in the starting phase of the
VALCRI project. We adopted a systematic approach for the development of guidelines,
including the steps 1) requirements analysis, 2) the analysis of related work and design
recommendations, and 3) translating this knowledge into applicable guidelines using
Spence’s framework of design actions [Spe11]. This approach yielded 17 guidelines
to support the sense-making process, concentrating on insight generation, reasoning,
visualisation principles, and recommended techniques. Papers 5-10 deal with our second
empirical part. We conducted five studies on sense-making processes in visual analytics
with the goal of analysing cognitive strategies during realistic tasks. Aiming for a general
framework of sense-making strategies we evaluated visualisations of different complexities
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and contexts. We investigated systems in the context of intelligence analysis, ranging
from static representations in the first investigation (paper 4), to an interactive system
of two visualisations, a matrix, and a node-link diagram (papers 5-7) and, finally, to a
complex prototype including multiple visualisations (paper 9). In addition, we analyse
sense-making strategies in the context of geographical maps (paper 10).

The results of this empirical work are design recommendations based on the results
of the investigations, as well as the framework of sense-making strategies, developed in
investigations 3-5. In the last two studies we could observe that some strategies were
more successful than others, but further investigations are necessary to generalise these
results. My contributions and responsibilities for each paper are declared and referenced
separately at the end of each section in chapter 4 and chapter 5 respectively.

Additionally, my dissemination includes the following papers and peer reviewed
posters, which are not incorporated in this thesis:

1. Haider, J., Pohl, M., & Fröhlich, P. (2013). Defining Visual User Interface
Design Recommendations for Highway Traffic Management Centres. In Information
Visualisation (IV), 2013 17th International Conference (pp. 204–209). https:
//doi.org/10.1109/IV.2013.27.

2. Pohl, M., Haider, J. (2015). Guidelines for Sense-Making in Intelligence Anal-
ysis. Poster at the European Intelligence and Security Informatics Conference,
Manchester, United Kingdom. "Best Poster Award"

3. Haider, J., Pohl, M., & Wong, W. B. L. (2015). Supporting Sensemaking and
Insight in Visual Analytics. Poster at the International Summer School on Visual
Computing 2015, Rostock, Germany.

4. Haider, J., (2016). Understanding Sensemaking Strategies in Criminal Intelligence
Analysis Looking at User Interaction. Participation in the IEEE VIS Doctoral
Colloquium 2016, Baltimore, United States.

5. Pohl, M., Doppler Haider, J. (2017). Sense-making Strategies for the Interpreta-
tion of Visualizations – Bridging the Gap between Theory and Empirical Research.
In Multimodal Technologies and Interaction 1(3) 16. http://dx.doi.org/10.
3390/mti1030016.

The research of this doctoral thesis follows the work on design guidelines developed
in the course of my master thesis (main results published in paper 1). Early work of the
project was also published in the form of two posters (paper 2 and 3). Research results,
furthermore, got published within the IEEE VIS Doctoral Colloquium in 2016 (paper 5)
and have been incorporated in a journal article (paper 6).

1.6 Structure of the thesis
In chapter 2 I will give an overview of the current state-of-the-art and describe existing
approaches that are relevant for the present work. Then I will describe our research
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questions and the conceptual framework of this thesis in chapter 3 where I also discuss
the methods that were used in the empirical parts of this thesis: the development of
guidelines and the execution of five studies.

The first empirical part, chapter 4, focuses on guidelines for sense-making derived
from existing literature and the second empirical part, chapter 5, provides details on
the investigatory studies that we conducted and published in the course of this work.
The main outcomes are described in chapter 6 and a critical reflection of the results and
the challenging task of formulating successful guidelines are discussed in chapter 7. To
conclude my thesis the last chapter, chapter 8, summarises our research on sense-making
and design recommendations for visual analytics tools.

The catalogue of guidelines in the form of design actions can be found in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2
Theoretical background

The important thing is not to
stop questioning. Curiosity has its
own reason for existing.

Albert Einstein [Ein55, p.64]

Sense-making can be studied on different levels, e.g., individual or collaborative
sense-making in groups, which draw on different theories and models of how sense-making
works. For consultants sense-making constitutes a business model as they promise insights
on how to optimise their customers’ processes. Early on Weick raised the awareness for a
sense-making perspective by shifting the focus from how we shape an organisation with
decisions to how meaning drives our organising behaviour. He points out that meaning
is derived from the cognitive activity of framing experienced situations which depends
on various interests of the individual. In 1995 Weick [Wei95] described seven properties
of sense-making that interact and intertwine as individuals interpret events. The first
property is especially relevant for individual sense-making: Identity – who people think
they are in their context shapes the interpretation of events.

In 2005 Weick described sense-making as "the ongoing retrospective development
of plausible images that rationalize what people are doing" [WSO05, p.409]. Sense-
making on an organisational level is different to individual sense-making, as it means a
collaborative process of developing a shared understanding out of different individuals’
perspectives.

In our work we focus on individual sense-making in decision contexts, a research field
heavily influenced by Russell [RSPC93], Pirolli and Card [PC95], as well as Klein, Moon
& Hoffman [KMH06a, KMH06b].
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2.1 Individual sense-making
How do we make sense of the world? A common theory is that we devise several strategies
to answer questions about the world around us.

Most immanent is our gut feeling, which is very fast and out of our mental control.
The opposite is a brain decision based on elaborate thought processes, which takes a
lot of effort and therefore can be quantified via measuring physiological symptoms such
as dilation of pupils or increased heart rate. In psychological research the former is
called system 1 (fast thinking), while the latter is referred to as system 2 (slow thinking).
The repercussions of intuition and impulsive decision making [Kah11] make us believe
that slow thinking results in better decisions with less biases and a fewer error rate.
However, this view is questioned by Gigerenzer [Gig07], who argues that inferences based
on heuristics can lead to better results than slow and deliberative reasoning (system 2).
There are situations where the gut feeling is better than elaborate thinking and we do
not know why. One explanation for the gut feeling is the use of heuristics – simple rules
of thumb leading to inferences that are automatic, rapid and involuntary. Johnson-Laird
describes the two systems as unconscious and conscious processes [Joh96]. An advantage
of unconscious reasoning is that it can process large amounts of information at once,
whereas conscious processes are restricted by the working memory, which can process
only a few elements at a time [Mil56].

Sense-making has been discussed widely in the information visualisation community
but there is no generally accepted model of how sense-making with visualisations works.
There are serious concerns about this kind of research and its generalisability due to the
used tasks, e.g., Kahnemann’s critics see specifically designed tasks that will generate
errors in laboratory settings only [Wol01].

The identification of sense-making processes is quite a challenging issue in this
context. Blandford et al. [BFA14] and Sedig et al. [SPLM16] have addressed this issue
in great detail. The concept of cognitive strategies, parted into general and domain
specific strategies, is discussed by Lemaire and Fabre [LF05] who argue that many
reasoning processes are a combination of the two. Sedig et al. [SPLM16] point out
that complex cognitive activities can be described on different levels of abstraction. In
information visualisation and visual analytics such issues have been discussed within the
framework of sense-making theories. In this context, Klein’s approach has been especially
influential [KMH06a, KMH06b, Kle13].

2.1.1 The Data-Frame Theory of Sense-making

The sense-making model described by Klein et al. [KPRP07] claims to be able to represent
real-world decision making in a more appropriate way. Here, sense-making is defined as
the "deliberate effort to understand events" [KPRP07, p.114]. This model is based on
the concept of frames, which stand for hypothesised connections in the data which get
elaborated on iteratively, questioned and re-framed (if necessary). Klein’s Data-Frame
Model [KPRP07] is used as a conceptual basis to conduct empirical research, such as
Attfield et al.’s [AHW10] research on fraud investigation. On top of this model Attfield
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et al. [AHW10] developed a model of sense-making where sense-making processes are
set within a context of goals, interests and values. Interactions can occur between the
significant elements of the model (frame), information (data) and semantic knowledge.
They discuss the distinction between naturalistic and normative sense-making and
its implications for intelligence analysis, where rigid arguments need to be developed.
Kodagoda et al. [KPS+17] developed a coding scheme influenced by the Data-Frame
Model to classify the activities of intelligence analysts.

Klein’s research in sense-making and insight evolved from the Data-Frame Model into
the Triple Path Model of Insight [Kle13]. This model incorporates three processes: Con-
nection, Contradiction and Creative desperation, which were described in the introduction
of this thesis. According to Klein we have to shift an anchor in our prior knowledge to
make sense of events and get new understandings. This can sometimes be a central belief
that needs to be changed to alter the direction of thinking, and to get new ideas about
the kinds of actions we take. Klein distinguishes in total between five different processes
that enable people to gain insights: making connections, finding coincidences, emerging
curiosities, spotting contradictions, and being in a state of creative desperation.

More research is needed to be able to make conclusive statements on sense-making
strategies and how to improve decision making with interactive visualisations and inform
system design in general.

2.1.2 Heuristics

Interacting with visualisations is often interpreted as a sense-making process in which
users adopt different strategies or heuristics. The idea of heuristics has received a
considerable amount of attention in recent years. Although the usefulness of heuristics is
controversial, there is some agreement that they reduce the mental load during reasoning
and decision-making processes and that they can lead to useful results in many cases.
Newell and Simon [NS72] describe how heuristics are used to cut down the large problem
space to manageable dimensions. They describe two heuristics in particular – hill-climbing
and means-end analysis. Hill-climbing deals with local search where small changes are
made to see if they improve the solution or not. With these little steps one climbs to
the top of a set of possible solutions – leading to the best solution. Means-end analysis
is a problem solving technique that envisions the end, i.e., the ultimate goal, to find a
strategy that will lead there in a sensible way. Gigerenzer [Gig07] argues that reasoning
processes in everyday situations are often based on a specific heuristic – gut feeling.
Based on empirical research he could show that this heuristic can be very efficient.

2.1.3 Storytelling

The activity of telling a story is characterised by occasional improvisation, theatrics, or
embellishment. These elements can have a great effect in entertaining others but also
play a role in memorisation techniques, since a coherent story is easier to recall than a
series of random events or arbitrary numbers – a short storyline is faster to learn than a
telephone number. It has been argued that the development of a storyline supports users
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to form connections between disparate facts to make them memorable. Similar issues
have been discussed in cognitive psychology (see, e.g., [ZMG95]).

In cognitive psychology, the emphasis is on the activities of the study participants
and how they make sense of the material that is being presented to them. Based on this
material participants construct coherent models. Using storytelling as a way to design
visualisations has been discussed in the visualisation community [KM13, LRIC15].

2.1.4 Distributed cognition

The theory of distributed cognition in contrast to most psychological theories sees knowl-
edge embodied in artefacts and humans instead of only in the human brain alone [HHK00].
In this view cognitive processes which are distributed among users and computers are
carried out with the help of artefacts. Knowledge about computing, for example, is
embodied in a computer. People using computer systems are often times not competent in
the knowledge that is embodied in the system. Nevertheless, they can use this knowledge
as it is accessible through the system.

Humans excel at providing contextual meaning and outperform computers in rea-
soning tasks where background information plays a crucial role [KKEM10]. In contrast,
computers are better at formal reasoning processes and can process large amounts of
information. Therefore, visual analytics works best if system design and tasks support
the strength of the user. The computer can take over parts of the information processing
and, therewith, reduce the cognitive load of the user.

Cognitive load theory suggests that we can use external structures to change the way
we think. By reducing the need to keep information in memory we can improve thinking
and reasoning [Swe94]. Clark describes scaffolded minds as a decentralised problem
solving technique which describes human sense-making taking the help of external aids
into account [Cla98].

In the sense of this theory, the analysis of user interactions with the system gives
access to the sense-making processes that are going on in one’s mind. It further indicates
that a mental model of how things work emerges while using technology [OD92, PSM12].
A mental model provides some kind of representation of the world, blending visual
characteristics with conceptual and physical features. The abstraction of a mental model
can be used as a template for understanding [Pyl03, Rap05].

There are several ideas of how we construct and work with mental models. A
visualisation is, on the one hand, a representation of a mental model (the one from the
designer of the visualisation), and, on the other hand, a means of externalisation or
communication (looking at a visual representation might involve insights when we get a
new understanding). Early research based on the cognitive load theory suggests that can
hold seven plus or minus two elements at a time in memory [Mil56]. The human mind,
however, finds ways to be capable of more. Psychological researchers began to describe
the use of chunks first when studying the game chess, to explain how chess master are
able to remember the location of 20 or even more pieces on the game board [CS73].

The construction of mental models for complex visual representations enables the
filtering and abstraction of the information of interest and it is suggested that visualisations
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should only change in a way that allows to form a coherent mental model. When animation
is used for transformations, for example, the transformation should happen at the speed
of perception. Furthermore, techniques to preserve the mental map in animations are
suggested [DGK01, AP16].

2.1.5 Gestalt psychology

The whole is something else than
the sum of its parts.

Kurt Koffka [Kof35, p.176]

Gestalt psychology is well known for its research in the area of perception. Gestalt
theory tries to explain how we organise individual elements into groups in the way we
perceive and recognise patterns and is used for the design of visual displays. The idea
that the combined perception can mean something else than the single parts plays an
important role for insight problem solving as well. The representational aspect of problem
solving is emphasised in this theory. When the structure (Gestalt) of a problem is made
clear, a solution can be found easily. Problem solvers redefine the representation of the
problem to find a solution. Insights are a result of creative thinking going beyond the
given information. Gestalt psychologists are interested in short "Aha" insights, which
involve the activation of less clearly relevant information corresponding to a paradigm
shift (or reframing) with respect to a problem. However, researchers from the field of
Gestalt psychology argued that "Aha" moments often come from a long-term iterative
reasoning process [DD95]. It is still controversial whether gaining an insight is a specific
process compared to other problem solving activities or not, as there is no commonly
agreed definition of insight [FW04, PSCO09].

In problem solving psychology, there is a renewed interest in the concept of insight.
According to Novick and Bassok [NB05] this is related to a trend toward examining
more complex, ill-structured problems. Everyday reasoning is often confronted with
ill-structured problems and trade-off decision making and, therefore, Gestalt psychology
can be considered highly relevant for sense-making research.

2.2 Guidelines for visualisation

Visualisation is key for sense-making as humans quickly interpret visual information with
seemingly little effort. In recent years human centred visualisation and the perspective on
interaction were increasingly discussed in the information visualisation community, e.g.,
by Kerren et al. [KEM07] and Ward [WGK10]. Guidelines for the design of graphical
displays exist for various contexts, such as guiding a process, suggesting general and
specific principles, communicating good solutions or capturing previous experiences as
best practises [Nes05]. Interaction is seen as the solution to working with big data, i.e.,
vast amounts of data that need preprocessing prior to visualisation. The information needs
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to be aggregated to be visualised at once, or filtered to display parts in detail. Interaction
patterns have been studied to support different kinds of tasks, such as comparison
tasks [Tom15], because interaction is seen as the key to manage cognitive overload.
Interactive visualisation is a challenging research field as sense-making processes are still
not understood very well and how analysts derive insights is current state-of-the-art
research.

Graphical displays use space to organise information and to facilitate memory by
externalising information and simultaneously using the power of spatial inference making
for other domains [TMB02]. The reuse of pre-designed solutions is an approach to utilise
and apply design knowledge. However, it is often difficult to transfer such a solution
to another domain with different requirements. Thus, related taxonomies of cognitive
work systems are developed instead and appropriate design methodologies encourage the
utilisation of existing design knowledge across different work domains [PDE10].

Sutcliffe [Sut00] describes design advice for specific scenarios (claims) as an alternative
to the representation of HCI knowledge, which can be generalised for future reuse.
Appropriate recommendations from theory can be drawn from bridging representations
that build on models of interaction or claims with a task-artefact approach. However,
when applying cognitive theories directly to visualisation design we face scalability
problems. Another problem is that cognitive insights acquired by psychologists are too
generic or difficult to understand for the direct application by interaction designers. The
knowledge has to be presented in a way to improve design guidance without the need for
the extensive background knowledge [Spe11].

2.2.1 The visualisation - interaction gap

Not only is there a need to transfer knowledge from psychological research to HCI, but
there is even a communication gap within the visualisation community, between the
developer (interaction designers) and visualisation designers [Tom15]. Designers with
an HCI background tend to focus more on the human, whereas developers traditionally
focus on the computer and the interaction interface. Only by bringing interaction and
visualisation research together a good experience with visualisation tools can be achieved.
The goal is to develop systems that integrate effective visual representations and intuitive,
enjoyable interfaces in order to generate insight.

Challenges in this area become more and more relevant with the design of novel
systems and innovative controls, such as advances in augmented reality or robotics.
Already widely used interaction techniques are joysticks, motion sensors or trackpads,
e.g., in the domain of gaming and mobile visualisation, e.g., the interaction with events or
Point of Interests (POIs) in maps on mobile devices [SSS10]. New developments should
be based on empirical results; basic principles are especially important because of the
fast technological progress which widens the gap between research and development. In
the following I will discuss some of the basic principles which apply to the design of
(interactive) visual analytics tools.

A considerable amount of guidelines is proposed in the literature. The human
visual system, for example, is well investigated having established guidelines for per-
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ceptually salient graphics [EBB05, CN06, HE12] which are supported by empirical
research [FNPS99a, SC99, NSH02, CFL10]. A general short list for interface design, e.g.,
comprises the eight golden rules by Shneiderman [Shn10]:

1. Strive for consistency.

2. Cater to universal usability.

3. Offer informative feedback.

4. Design dialogues to yield closure.

5. Prevent errors.

6. Permit easy reversal of actions.

7. Support internal locus of control.

8. Reduce short-term memory load.

This short list is an example for guidelines on a very general level with a big margin
in the application. These guidelines do not tell designers how to apply them in a specific
implementation. We can find lengthy sets of such advices for different design aspects
in the literature, such as the organisation of displays, navigating the system, getting
the user’s attention and how to facilitate user entries. They need to be treated with
caution, however, as not nearly all of them are based on empirical evidence. In the
second best case they are based on theory, but many are derived from experience or
personal preference instead. Efforts to retrieve knowledge from experts through workshop
discussions on their domain can yield a valuable collection of advice, such as when and
how to use multiple views [WBWK00] but guidelines for specific trade-off situations need
further empirical evaluation.

2.2.2 Minimise cognitive load

Contrary to common expectation,
static displays are generally more
effective in terms of both time
and accuracy.

Farrugia and Quigley [FQ11, p.79]

One finding from literature is that visualisation should prefer schematic graphics that
are reduced to the essential information instead of rich realistic ones [TMB02, Bar97].

Cognitive overload occurs easily in static representations but has even more dramatical
effects with dynamic visualisations, such as change blindness. Animated data is an
intriguing technique to show change over time because a lot of information can be
conveyed quickly but the problem is that not all the information will be perceived at
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the first sight. Animations often times are just too fast to be accurately perceived and
overwhelm our mind as they present increased amounts of information in larger time-
series [AMST11]. Actively paying attention to the animated data is no guarantee to not
miss part of the information, because of disappearance and split attention [ON11, HF08].
Disappearance occurs when the user misses information because of time, e.g., when the
user does not pay attention from the beginning or starts watching at a later point of the
animation’s time span. Split attention occurs when the user focuses on a specific part of
the screen, while other things happen in the other areas. The change-blindness effect is a
robust effect, i.e., we miss big changes even if we are aware of the problem and despite
our efforts to see them [NHT01].

Several studies compared animation to alternative, static representations and showed
that despite its enjoyable nature it is not as effective for analysis as other techniques. Now
the quasi-consensus in the visualisation community is that animation is more prone to
participant errors and is therefore not the recommended choice for trend analysis [AP16].
Kriglstein et al. [KPS12] systematically reviewed the literature on animation with the
result that there are few evaluations of animation for time-oriented data. Hence, the
first question should be if animation is the only option and, secondly, how it can be
designed to make it work. Some studies, on the other hand, suggest that in certain
situations visualisations can benefit from animation, e.g., animated transitions in evolving
graphs that support maintaining the mental model or real time reorientations in time
and space [RFF+08, TMB02]. When animation is used for complex data it is generally
agreed upon that interaction possibilities need to be provided. The general belief is that
with the options to halt, jump back and watch a sequence again, it is possible to support
the Apprehension Principle of good graphics, according to which graphics should be
accurately perceived and appropriately conceived [TMB02].

A comparison of animation and small multiples with temporal graphs has shown that
small multiples produce less cognitive load [FHQ11]. Small multiples are limited by the
size of the screen, because the essence of the idea is to see all the data at once. This
means a sharp constraint on the level of detail that can be shown [RTJ+11]. The analysis
of eye gazes using small multiples suggests that computationally equivalent animations
can only be provided when backwards animation and the option to reverse sequencing is
available [AA08].

Another technique that comprises all the data in an integrated summary view, is to
use different encodings in one layout. Interaction is the key to counteract the limitations
of these techniques. The goal is to enable analysts to make new connections and show
up missing data at the same time.

Empirical results can provide valuable insights on the influence of graphical features.
Rodgers et al. [RSC15], for example, extensively studied linear diagrams and derived
design principles, which were useful for the design of the visualisations we evaluated in
our first investigative study. I figured that it is hard to find empirical data for specific use
cases when we were working on guidelines relevant for monitoring floating car data. In
the course of a project about traffic management systems we gathered recommendations
for static and dynamic data, the representation of change and interaction [HPF13].
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(a) Width (b) Dashes (c) Hue

(d) Glyphs and markers (e) Segmentation (f) Multiple lines

Figure 2.1: Continuous (a-c) and discrete (d-f) line features.

Chang and Nesbitt [CN06] suggest that structuring existing guidelines on the basis of
Gestalt-based principles can be useful to support the development of new guidelines. In
the domain of criminal intelligence analysis the visualisation of event data and social
networks are relevant. In the following I will discuss the related work of graph design
and how time can be incorporated into graph visualisations.

2.2.3 Graph design

Graphs are traditionally represented in node-link diagrams and sometimes literature
on graph visualisation implies that kind of representation. Entities are represented as
nodes and the relationships between them as links (lines). Lines offer a limited number
of encodings; properties that span over the entire line length are: a) width, b) style, and
c) colour. Additional features can be used, such as: d) markers or glyphs, e) segments
and f) multiple parallel lines, compare Figure 2.1.

Nevertheless, graphs can also be represented in a strictly structured way – ma-
trices – which in general, as studies have shown, are more efficient than node-link
diagrams [GFC04, ABHR+13]. The nodes are represented in rows and columns and their
relationship is depicted in the respective cell. Node-link diagrams and matrices have
been compared several times to identify their advantages and disadvantages. Node-link
diagrams are well-suited for path related tasks [GFC04, KEC06] and matrices are more
efficient for large dense graphs. Drawing abstract versions of such diagrams make up an
own discipline – graph drawing – which is concerned with rules for graph layouts that
produce representations that are clear to understand.

A common rule to reduce the cognitive cost in understanding graphs are, for exam-
ple, to minimise edge crossings and bends and maximise symmetry [Pur97, WPCM02].
More recent research, however, suggests that edges are not as important for graph
comprehension [BPWv17].

The readability of two graph representations, a matrix and a node-link diagrams, was
evaluated by Ghoniem, Fekete and Philippe [GFC04] using seven generic tasks which
yielded recommendations for graph representation depending on graph size and density.
They report that matrices are especially efficient for larger, denser networks.

To leverage the strength of both representations some visualisations combine them,
such as the MatrixExplorer [HF06] and Nodetrix [HFM07]. Both juxtapose matrices with
node-link diagrams. MatrixExplorer shows the whole data in both styles and Nodetrix
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uses matrices as nodes for dense sub-networks which are linked, representing the sparse
connections in the graph network. Henry and Fekete [HF07] developed another hybrid
tool, MatLink, that shows curved links for the connected nodes in lines and columns to
support path-finding tasks in the matrix. They could show that their combination of
both tools is superior to using either node-link diagram or matrix alone.

More specific research on the design of matrices was done by Liu and Shen [LS15].
They show that square matrices lead to improved pattern recognition in comparison to
triangular matrices and propose a compact juxtaposition of many matrices, as well as
three design recommendations for matrices:

1. Triangular representation does not hamper graphical perception of adjacency
matrices.

2. Symmetric rather than translational juxtaposition should be preferred for detecting
changes of structures and patterns.

3. Complementary juxtaposition is beneficial for optimising utilisation of display space.

Graphs incorporating temporal developments – dynamic graphs

Research on evolutionary graph visualisation is state-of-the-art in the Visualisation
community. Network visualisation faces the challenge of scalability and a major factor
to provide a successful visual analysis tool is the interaction design [PAKC15]. Most
commonly, a series of diagrams gets animated or is shown next to each other as small
multiples [AAK+14, BBDW14]. To be able to follow and understand changes over time,
mental representations need to be preserved, which is especially relevant in animation as it
depends on the ability to memorise [AAK+14]. This is problematic due to a high cognitive
demand on the working memory and perceptual effects like change blindness [NHT01].
The benefit of animation is not conclusive for real world visualisations that depict many
changes [AA11, AAK+14, AP16, BPF14a].

Other methods to visualise network evolution are either based on small multiples or
on summary views, incorporating a time-to-space mapping within a timeline [BHD+15,
BBDW14]. Using the third dimension Matrix Cubes, stack adjacency matrices in a
space-time cube [BPF14b]. However, the general problem with Three-dimensional (3D)
layouts is that they do not only suffer from occlusion but also from perspective distortion
and are, therefore, difficult to comprehend [CS98, KDA+09, RTJ+11].

Unrolling the dynamic network in space is the alternative. Views that attempt to
incorporate all data points in time usually use a timeline on the x-axis or z-axis in 3D
space (Space-Time cubes[AAD+10]). Another type of visualisation are summary views
that integrate or superimpose the temporal information, e.g., by encoding recency by
transparency (older fading out) or layer ordering (newer on top of older ones).

New approaches and novel designs get developed and evaluated as well. The analysis
of trends in NetEvViz [KNC+11] offers a timeslider to select two time points in a network
to show their differences in a node-link representation.
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Other research proposes to use multiple links between nodes. Node-link diagrams
with multivariate edges [KAW+14] were presented as multiple threads depicted through
parallel, multi-coloured lines. Although there are many application areas for multiple
links, the problem is that sometimes they can be difficult to distinguish and that an
appropriate design is needed. Beck et al. [BBDW14] also discuss multiple links for
dynamic graphs.

Some alternative solutions to node-link diagrams for dynamic graphs have been eval-
uated as well. Rufiange and Melancon’s [RM14] taxonomy of dynamic networks includes
glyphs that show small summaries of the evolution of edges. They propose extended
glyphs for the visualisation of multivariate edges, e.g., by using animation or stacked bar
charts, and introduce AniMatrix, an animated matrix-based software evolution repre-
sentation. Other techniques are timelines in edges for ego-networks [Rei10] and parallel
edge-splatting [BVB+11]. The first technique focuses on the representations of single
actors, but has the constraint of reading directions for the temporal interpretation and,
therefore, a sharp layout limitation. The latter visualises communities in an aggregated
overview and consequently impedes the view on individual nodes and relationships.

2.3 Evaluation of sense-making and insight

The research community of information visualisation is well established and it is a common
practice to assess new solutions with user studies. The call for empirical studies remains
open [KPSL08, CFL10, KP15].

In recent years an increasing amount of research addresses sense-making and in-
sight [Nor06, Won14, SPLM16, GF09, PC05, Kle13, CZGR09]. Nevertheless, there are
still many open questions. One open question concerns the identification of insights and
how insights can be measured. It is extremely difficult to solve this problem on a general
level, but it is probably manageable for defined application areas where the definition of
insights follows from the task description.

Recent research in sense-making focuses on everyday insight experience that also
includes examples of negative insights for the first time [HK18]. This kind of research
addresses insight generation beyond cognitive problem solving including elements related
to applied psychology. Pohl et al. [PWK16] combined interaction log analysis with
thinking aloud to understand how analysts interact the system. They studied patterns
from interaction sequences on the basis of Yi’s taxonomy [YaS07]. The analysis of
interaction logs alone is difficult as it requires an interpretation of the interaction
sequences to connect user actions to intentions and effectively gained insights. The
insight-based method [SND05] is an alternative to the traditional task-based method to
evaluate visualisations by different characteristics of insights and will be discussed later
in more detail.

Connecting neural processes to insight moments is current state-of-the-art research.
The idea of stimulating certain regions of the brain to promote insightful thinking is
intriguing. To investigate insights and problem solving an experimental setup was
developed. The Remote Associates Test asks participants to find an associated noun
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when being presented a sequence of three words. The used datasets are constructed so
that the search for the solution is hard because it is not closely associated, which would
be obvious answers. The mental work is to break through this habitual mode of thinking
and find a remote associate. From the sequence house–bark–tree, for example, the remote
associate word would be tree. This kind of test is suitable for controlled experiments
because once the solution is found it can be reported immediately. Tik et al. [TSL+18]
describe neural processes of two types of insights through an fMRI study. On the one
hand, they observed at the Aha!-moment as an emotional short moment, and, on the
other hand, they found low insight events during analytical solutions. They showed up in
the same areas of the brain but differ in the signal strength – the Aha! moment having a
bigger impact.

Laboratory studies, however, are not suited for the analysis of naturalistic sense-
making. Nevertheless, results from such controlled experiments are interesting and can
spark up new directions for other kinds of sense-making research.

2.3.1 Choosing the right method

Formative usability evaluation of visualisations aims to identify and solve problems in the
tool use. Typically used qualitative methods that go beyond time and error are interviews,
observation, field studies, and diaries. Interviews on sense-making processes are unlikely
to yield new results due to the obscure nature of insight and because humans interpret
their reasoning while they think of how they think and likely idealise their thinking steps
by emphasising rationality and logical thinking. The observation of participants as they
perform given tasks using a thinking aloud protocol deems better as cognitive processes
can be observed in a direct way.

These qualitative methods are practical as they are cheap, easily accessible and
transferable to natural working environments compared to technical equipment that only
works in laborious settings, e.g., eye-tracking devices or Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scanners. The main drawback is that the analysis process is very time-consuming
and the study design as well as the data collection require careful planning as, e.g., asking
the "wrong" question can lead to unsatisfactory results. Qualitative methods are used in
the social science because quantifiable measures, such as log data, typically open up more
questions than they can answer. Looking at response times with regard to sense-making,
for example, does not reveal much about the thinking and it is not possible to say
why the tool was used in certain ways. Therefore, sense-making and insight generation
are often studied using thinking aloud protocols and, sometimes adapted, methods
for the qualitative content analysis, such as Integrative or Emerging Themes Analysis,
Cognitive Task Analysis or Critical Decision method [May03, HCS98, FW04, HK18,
KCM89, WB02]. In the analysis of the verbal reports it is necessary to development
an appropriate coding scheme to get systematic results from thinking aloud protocols.
This can either be done in a top-down approach using literature or by starting with the
content in a bottom-up manner through a repeated analysis of the protocols [Sn15].

The thinking aloud protocol asks a great deal from the participants because they
should speak out loud what they think during fulfilling a task in an experiment [ES93].
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Thinking aloud gives additional insights on the tool use but the method induces an
unnatural feeling for the participant and reduces the realism of the study. With regard to
sense-making research the method is criticised because it increases the cognitive load for
the participant during problem solving in the tasks. With thinking aloud protocols alone
it might not be possible to understand the user behaviour in complex tasks, when the
cognitive load is too high for the user to describe his or her inference making [CFL10].
The advantage of hearing at least some of the participants’ thoughts and plans, however,
often out-weighs these disadvantages.

Eye-tracking is often used to study insight problem solving. This is fitting because
the tasks in such studies have clear answers and the components of the problem are
well defined. Eye movements alone, however, do not explain thinking steps of the users.
Results from the eye-tracking (scanpaths and fixations) need to be interpreted, which
is not a straightforward process and the tasks need to be designed carefully to support
the interpretation as well as to avoid, for example, precision problems. To get a more
diverse picture of the user’s behaviour Opach and Nossum [ON11], for example, suggest
to combine the eye-tracking technique with other evaluation methods. They conclude
from their experiments with animated maps that eye-tracking is valuable for evaluating
the user’s attention in a way that is not easily accessible with other methods. One might
assume that thinking aloud can help to interpret eye movements, but the combination of
thinking aloud and eye-tracking is rather difficult. The concurrent recording of eye-gazes
and verbal protocols yield unsatisfactory results because participants should not explain
actions and manipulation of the software and verbalise cognitive processes instead. The
process of verbalisation might also influence fixations, when the thinking aloud protocol
is used in a conversational manner. Thus, verbal protocols can not be linked directly
with eye movements.

Retrospection with the help of recordings of the users’ eye-movements proved to
yield better results than cueing without eye-movements because more comments and
explanations of the analytical process can be retrieved. The problem with retrospection
in general is that it is not suited for long exploratory studies because participants easily
forget their thinking steps, even when they see their own eye movements. As a rule of
thumb short sessions of about ten minutes should be cued. For the overall duration of the
session this procedure means a doubled amount of time is needed, or rather half of the
tasks can be performed in one session. This needs to be considered if timing is an issue.
On the other hand, an altered performance of the main task because of the thinking out
loud task is impossible [HNA+11]. Ericsson and Simon, however, argue that concurrent
thinking aloud may, if anything, slow down performance but does not alter it [ES93].
Even more problematic for studying sense-making, however, is that retrospective cues are
an interpretation of the reflecting participant whereas the goal with concurrent thinking
aloud is to observe immediate thoughts.

Gegenfurtner and Seppänen study expert performance in a thinking aloud and eye-
tracking study and address another important issue for evaluations – choosing the right
sample. By using two different user groups in their sample they could show that results
depend on the participants’ level of expertise and reveal specific differences in the area of
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interest. Experts focused on task-relevant areas in familiar tasks and were able to transfer
these underlying processes to semi-familiar tasks, but not to tasks from an unfamiliar
domain [GS13]. The importance of the user sample and tasks is discussed in the next
section.

The insight-based method

The insight-based method follows an unguided data analysis protocol and thus, enables an
open-ended analysis of insight generation by not restricting the users analysis to a set of
preplanned benchmark tasks. Saraiya et al. [SND05] point out that a higher level analysis
of reported insights which are domain dependent is needed, such as grouping them into
different categories. They quantified the insights gained from the exploratory use of
visualisations in the field of bioinformatics and grouped them into four categories: overview
(overall distributions of gene expression), patterns (identification or comparison across
data attributes), groups (identification or comparison of groups of genes), and details
(focused information about specific genes). They also distinguish between unexpected
insights, like the Aha-moment described by Klein, and directed insights, that answer
specific questions of the user.

Due to the unguided protocol, it is possible that two participants may analyse the
data in different ways and report different insights. With a sufficiently large number of
participants this can cover several different types of possible insights for the visualisation
tools. Thus, investigations using this kind of method may often provide feedback that
the evaluators may not have thought about earlier.

It is possible that two different evaluators may analyse the reported insights differently
resulting in different conclusions about the visualisation tools. Therein lies the strength
and the weakness of the insight-based method. The subjective group makes the insight
method less uniform, however different insights derived by different participants suggest
that different kinds of insights are possible and they potentially depend on how or which
tools are used. Also, this method can help to determine if participants’ with different
backgrounds may use the visualisation tool in different ways.

2.3.2 Users and tasks

An empirical evaluation of visualisations should ideally be conducted with potential
users to reveal problems and show up possible improvements in the quality of the visual
representation. In situ observations are field studies where activities can be observed by
the experimenter as they take place in situ and simultaneously are not altered through
the observation. An experimenter, however, only remains truly unobtrusive if not present,
i.e., using a hidden camera. In an actual setting this is impossible most of the time
and the trade-off for designing a user study is to make sure that the observation feels
natural and that the observer fades into the background. Ideally participants will forget
about the observer after some time when they engage in the task itself. To reduce the
"eye over the shoulder" effect certain measures can be taken, such as to position the
observer in some distance or video record the activities of interest, when a camera is
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suitable. When eye-tracking is used a high realism might be reached, but data collection
and analysis is expensive and there is no guarantee for a clear interpretation of the data.
Participatory observation, laboratory observational studies and contextual interviews are
good alternatives to study user activities [Car08]. The difficulty of evaluating information
visualisations lies in the generalisation, precision and realism of the results, which cannot
be addressed equally in one study with current methodologies. This is why the choice
of the research method needs to be appropriate for a specific context and a particular
goal. Also choosing the right sample for a user study is important to produce valid
results [Car08, Maz09, KP15].

Describing the user sample is especially important to support reproducibility. The
renewed interest in reproducible methods was made very evident in the broadening of the
scope of the BELIV workshop in 2018 and the complementary focus topic: replication
practices in visualisation that gives the rare opportunity for reflective assessment even of
unsuccessful replication efforts. The workshop also changed its name from "Beyond Time
And Errors: Novel Evaluation Methods For Visualisation" to "evaluation and BEyond –
methodoLogIcal approaches for Visualisation".

The expertise of participants plays a role depending on the tasks that get studied.
However, experts are not always easy to reach. They can be difficult to recruit as
participants for controlled user studies due to various reasons. Sometimes they are just a
very rare resource that is hard to access, and if available, they are expensive and often
better exploited through other methods. Analytic evaluations include reviews by experts,
such as with heuristics [Nie92]. Inspection methods are inexpensive evaluation approaches
and use a set of heuristics as a method of focusing attention in important aspects of the
visualisation which need to be considered. Several experts develop the heuristics and the
inspection is done from an individual expert. While heuristics may represent a valuable
tool for improving the quality of information visualisations the application process and
taxonomies are yet to be defined.

2.4 Limiting the scope

Research in this area necessarily includes perceptual issues. The bandwidth of perception,
however, is broad. Decades of research concern the physiology of the human visual system,
the theory of optics, colour and the saliency of visual properties. Ware summarises
perceptual fundamentals in his information visualisation book "Information Visualization:
Perception for Design" [War04] . We do not address attention or biases with our studies,
as each would constitute a research field on its own.

We focus on sense-making processes during visual analytics, i.e., analytically solving
tasks with the help of interactive visualisations. The domain of intelligence analysis
imposes certain requirements and at the same time delimits the field of application and
visualisations of interest. Police analysts need tools which are intuitive and ready to be
used in practice. Visualisations, on the one hand, need to be flexible for open exploration
and, on the other hand, need to communicate findings unambiguously to be able to act
as rigorous evidence.
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These requirements set the boundaries on technically feasible types of visualisations,
which is reflected in our studies. We evaluate basic, tried and tested visualisations, and
adapted them as needed. Thus, we did not consider techniques that are famously difficult
to comprehend, such as animation or 3D [CS98].
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology

To study sense-making and insight generation processes with visual analytics we studied
the interaction with tools using the distributed cognition approach [HHK00]. The basic
assumption is that interaction processes are an indication of the sense-making processes
users engage in while they work with the system. It implies a tight relationship between
the users’ activity and their thought processes. Hence, interaction processes help to un-
derstand problems in the tool use and to identify design recommendations, but also reveal
general sense-making strategies. Distributed cognition has been suggested as an appropri-
ate basis for modelling reasoning processes of analysts using visualisations [PSM12]. The
Triple Path Model of Klein [Kle13] fits in this concept because the activities mentioned
in the model are typically supported by interactive visualisations.

In the next chapter I will describe the results of my research, the guidelines and the
empirical work. Here I will describe my approach, how I addressed the research questions
and which methods I used.

3.1 Approach

In the initial phase of this work I covered the topics sense-making, insight, visual analytics,
visualisation, intelligence analysis, decision-making and problem solving in an extensive
literature review.

This was the basis to formulate the research questions:

1. How can the design of visual analytics tools support cognitive processes for intelli-
gence analysis?

2. What kinds of sense-making processes get employed in visual analytics?

3. What kinds of interaction processes should be supported by the system (e.g., scroll,
zoom, pan, filter, reconfiguring elements on the screen)?
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4. How useful are models of insight generation? Does the representation of the
problem influence insights [HS74, ZK10]? Does using different representations lead
to different kinds of insights and which visualisations are especially useful in the
insight generation process?

We attempt to answer these questions with empirical research and conducted several
user studies with end users and students as participants. The goal of the studies with
end users as participants is to clarify the more task specific aspects of the sense-making
process. Additional goals are to investigate which kinds of visualisations are advantageous
for the tasks of end users or which cognitive processes in the sense of the Triple Path
Model of Klein [Kle13] are most valuable to solve problems occurring in intelligence
analysis. The selection of methods will take into account the constraints of the research
with the end users (e.g., studies will not exceed certain time limits, experimentation in a
narrow sense will not be possible).

We further conduct more general research on sense-making issues with students as
participants. This allows to recruit a larger participant sample in order to conduct
quantifiable research in a mixed methods approach. In these studies, the specifics of
the tasks of intelligence analysts will not play a major role. The emphasis will be on
the investigation of interaction processes with visual analytic tools for sense-making
and their design and also the analysis of the Triple Path Model of insight developed by
Klein [Kle13]. We want to investigate how well this model reflects the work of analysts
and what the model implies for the design of visual analytic systems. We believe that
basic sense-making strategies are independent of domain knowledge in the same manner
as the fast thinking (System 1) can not be controlled, i.e., trained or altered through
experience. We, therefore, think it is feasible to conduct studies with non experts as
participants, which is an important factor for successfully recruiting participants in large
quantities. Experts in the field of criminal intelligence analysis are a very limited resource
and are, therefore, not accessible at this rate. Hence, we argue that the best approach is
to combine the resources in that way. Finally, we want to stress that the results of our
studies are necessarily tentative because of the exploratory nature of the investigations,
but they can act as a stepping stone for future work.

3.1.1 RQ 1: How can the design of visual analytics tools support
cognitive processes for intelligence analysis

To address this research question we first had to get a comprehensive picture of the intelli-
gence analysis process and the workflows in law enforcement agencies. The characteristics
of this kind of analysis were investigated within the requirement analysis of the R&D
project VALCRI. The requirement analysis started with observations and interviews with
intelligence analysts from the law enforcement agencies. It was essential to get to know
current policies in Belgium and the United Kingdom and how these analysts work and
how their tasks look like. Furthermore, we had access to the transcripts of interviews
with experts, conducted by project partners, to get detailed requirements of the end users
who are experienced in the field of CCA. With this knowledge we could plan studies
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to answer the sub research questions, i.e., how to design visualisations to support the
individual sense-making strategies and, if the emphasis should be on the perception of
detail or a comprehensive model, respectively.

The Triple Path Model of Insight by Klein [Kle13] introduced in chapter 1 was the
main inspiration for the analysis of sense-making strategies. We see a challenge in Klein’s
theory of how insights are generated in the context of criminal intelligence. He points
out that people with the same information level might still not be able to gain the same
insight, as insight is up to the individual to identify which dots need to be connected. So
the pathways are no guarantee for insights and the main question of why one person gets
an insight while another does not remains an open question.

In study 1 and 2 we evaluate basic visualisations and the transformation of one visual-
isation to another to better understand cognitive processes of the respective visualisations.
The overall goal of the remaining studies is the analysis of sense-making processes on
a general level. The assumption is that such investigations can assist the formulation
of guidelines for the design of visual analytics tools for criminal intelligence (being thus
specifically useful for the VALCRI project), but also apply to a broader range of the visual
analytics field. We use the model of How Analysts Think by Wong [Won14], which points
out that inference making is not uni-directional and that uncertainty keeps playing a
role within this process. It better suits naturalistic decision making because it represents
potential spontaneous jumps in the thinking and reasoning strategies compared to Pirolli
and Card’s sense-making model [PC05], which suggests a rather linear model of data
foraging and synthesis to arrive at an insight.

We investigated visualisations that are currently used in the context of intelligence
analysis, e.g., maps, node-link diagrams and timelines. For the exploratory studies we used
datasets from the domain of visual analytics and tasks related to criminal investigations,
e.g., the Global Positioning System (GPS) data from the Visual Analytics Science and
Technology (VAST) Challenge 2014 [CGW14], see Figure 3.1. The visualisations for the
study materials were developed using Tableau Desktop [TAB14], a tool that focuses on
business intelligence and interactive data visualisations, and R, a software environment
for statistical computing and graphics [R C13]. For the data analysis we used R.

3.1.2 RQ2: What kinds of sense-making strategies are adopted in
visual analytics?

It is increasingly difficult to derive valid inferences from the growing amount of information
that is available [TC05]. The goal of our user studies is to get a better understanding
of sense-making processes while users work with visualisations, such as maps, timelines,
or networks (compare Figure 3.2) and how analysts derive knowledge from information
systems.

Visualisations are often evaluated with regard to effectiveness through rigorously
controlled experiments, where aspects of the tools, tasks, data, and participant are
controlled (making up the independent variable) and accuracy and performance are
typically measured (the dependent variable) [Pur12]. Measures for accuracy include the
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Figure 3.1: The interactive analysis of movement data in Tableau showing timestamps of
the GPS dataset from the VAST Challenge 2014 [CGW14] overlaid on a schematic map.

number of correct and incorrect responses, as well as precision or error rates. Regarding
performance the time to complete predefined benchmark tasks is measured. Such
controlled experiments have a limited range of applicability. When comparing two
or more tools in controlled experiments, for example, tasks need to fit the measure
requirements and the performance assumption needs to be met, i.e., faster responses
are better. Both of these aspects are problematic for wicked problems, that have no
clear answer and ending point per se, thus, it is not clear when a solution is reached and
further analysis might be preferred over fast responses.

Therefore, we conducted thinking aloud investigations to study how visual analytics
systems are used. We investigate if it is more helpful to adopt visualisations that are
already in use in the context of intelligence analysis, such as network visualisations,
timelines and geographical visualisations or to develop new visualisations that specifically
address the needs of intelligence analysts. For study 3 we developed two visualisations

• Open	  Exploration	  
Allow	  the	  redefinition	  of	  the	  goal	  and	  the
methods.	  

• Interaction	  possibilities
Provide	  interactions	  that	  help	  analysts	  to	  
manipulate,	  sort	  and	  search	  the	  data	  (3).	  

• Facilitate	  connections
Represent	  links	  between	  entities	  graphically	  to	  
clarify	  their	  relations.	  

• Meaningful	  patterns
Support	  the	  identification	  of	  meaningful	  
patterns.

Design	  guidelines
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How	  to	  support	  sense-‐making?	  

The	  organisaIon	  of	  the	  informaIon	  and	  design	  of	  
the	  system	  should	  support	   the	  users’	  percepIon	  
and	  reasoning	  processes.

Requirements	  
• Efficient	  procedures:	  IncorporaIon	  of	  mulI-‐
dimensional	  data	  from	  different	  systems	  

• Support	  of	  human	  reasoning:	  CounteracIon	  on	  
human	  deficiencies,	  such	  as	  cogniIve	  bias	  or	  
possible	  misuse

Goals	  

• A	  thorough	  understanding	  of	  sense-‐making	  
processes	  

• A	  set	  of	  design	  guidelines	  for	  visual	  analytics	  
systems	  to	  support	  sense-‐making

Consider	  human	  issues	  
• The	  users’	  experience	  levels	  	  
• Management	  of	  task	  uncertainty	  

Provoke	  quesIons	  
• Show	  contradicIons	  (2)

GUIDELINES	  FOR	  SENSE-‐MAKING	  IN	  INTELLIGENCE	  ANALYSIS
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Figure 3.2: Examples of common visualisations.
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on the basis of traditional techniques, the matrix representation and the node-link
diagram. The prototype in study 4 comprises traditional as well as specifically designed
visualisations for the intelligence domain. Study 5 also compares a traditional with a
newly developed visualisation.

3.1.3 RQ3: What kinds of interaction processes should be supported
by the system?

Nowadays a variety of innovative controls for the interface are available, like, for example,
touch screens, 3D gesture, speech or gaze recognition. Yet basic techniques are not
fully researched yet, although their study can be very rewarding, as it could be shown,
for example, that scrolling and tooltip usage depends on the user group [PWM+12].
Traditional interaction techniques for visualisations are, e.g., scroll, zoom, or pan for
navigation, select and filter to reduce the search space, and sort and reconfigure to
structure elements on the screen.

Studying interaction processes is a laborious work. Log data can lead to insights about
interaction patterns [FW04, PSM12, PWK16] but it has to be cast into meaningful actions
first and is not well suited for exploratory studies and prototypes like in our case. We,
therefore, take a qualitative approach through the analysis of screen captures and thinking
aloud protocols and look at basic interaction techniques in study 3, such as hover and
zoom as well as the switching behaviour between two visualisations. In this investigation
we compare two visualisations which both offer a reduced set of interaction possibilities:
hovering to show details, zooming and scrolling/panning, which was only necessary in a
zoomed state. The system was kept simple on purpose to reduce confounding factors
when studying how users work with a visualisation and which visualisation they favour
for which kind of task. As a result we can show that one of the visualisations has a much
higher demand for interaction than the other and that hovering can be supported by a
visual highlighting.

In study 4 we address interaction patterns on the basis of tool use as we investigate
the use of ten visualisations within the VALCRI prototype. We also describe the sense-
making strategies during tool used and, furthermore, assess the quality of self-reported
insights using the different visualisations.

An outcome of both studies is that the superficial use of a visualisation, i.e., seeing if
something pops out by changing the view (switching tools) when no thoughtful interaction
within a tool could be observed and when insight generation was low. This activity can
be interpreted as confusion and decreased satisfaction. We could further observe that
more diverse strategies were employed, which we interpret as the heuristic method of
trial and error. This indicated that the applied strategies are either not well supported or
the expectations on the visualisations support are not fulfilled to one’s satisfaction and,
therefore, caused a desire to switch. We take a close look at this switching behaviour
to analyse which visualisation is used for different sense-making strategies and analyse
the relation of applied sense-making strategies and generated insights. In one specific
case, the interaction of switching the whole visualisation can seen as favourable. The
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the aspects of the analysis process considered in study 3. In
this investigation we address the question of how to make sense of events in dynamic,
incomplete crime networks.

strategy of verification could be exposed through the experimental design in study 3,
where participants could only see one visualisation full screen at one time. Switching to
the other visualisation for verification purposes in this case led to concluding a task.

3.1.4 RQ4: How useful are models of insight generation?

Does the representation of the problem influence insights [HS74, ZK10]? Does using
different representations lead to different kinds of insight and which visualisations are
especially useful in the insight generation process?

It is suggested that representing the problem in a different way can support insight
as, e.g., rearranging data might produce new groups [HS74, ZK10, Spe14]. Based on the
results of study 3 we discuss how the observed sense-making strategies fit to the model of
fluidity and rigour (How analysts think, Figure 1.1). Optimal experience and performance
can be reached by providing support for a variety of human thinking processes in order
to cope with complexity, compare Figure 3.3.

In study 4 we evaluate a complex system with an exploratory open-ended study
design. We ask the participants to report any insight they find relevant and then study
the quality of the insights in a bottom-up approach. We assessed how well the task was
fulfilled with a qualitative analysis and grouped the results to see when richer insights
were gained.

To analyse insights the multi-tier model by Gotz and Zhou [GZ08], which consists
of tasks, sub-tasks, actions and events, is helpful to address different granularities of
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insights. Applied to intelligence analysis the overall goal (task) might be, for example, to
find out more about the network of criminal gangs. A sub-task might be to identify the
gang member with the highest activity or the newest gang members or if old members
change their crime behaviour. In study 3 we use several of such sub-tasks which focus
either on temporal changes or groups to identify if the evaluated visualisations are more
suited for certain tasks. For an open exploration we use the task "Identify key network
insights to generate strategic recommendations." in study 4. The action tier is a generic
set of user actions, like query, filter, sort, etc., that allow to accomplish sub-tasks. Gotz
and Zhou identified 20 actions and assigned them in three categories that describe the
intention of the action: exploration, insight and meta actions. A meta action would be
one with regard to a users own analysis history like undo or redo. Insight actions can be
identified by user annotations and recordings of findings, e.g., bookmarks. Exploration
actions are all those that have the intent to change the view on the data.

Three levels for sense-making of graphs were introduced by Friel et al. [FCB01]: (1)
reading the data (2) reading between the data, and (3) reading beyond the data. Similarly,
we may describe insights on different levels. The result of an action is the outcome, e.g.,
getting a list of criminals sorted by their activities. This would be a so-called low-level
insight resulting from interacting with the dataset. Looking at the phone calls of one
criminal might lead to new connections, and further low-level insights like these might
add-up to a higher level insight if the connections made are of special relevance, e.g., a
new gang member can be identified as a consequence. An overview of this example is
given in Table 3.1.

Our evaluation is mainly based on the action level. We particularly analyse exploration
and insight actions. In study 3, 4 and 5 insight actions constitute the answers to the
tasks. In study 3 the experimenter prompted and recorded the final answers after each
exploration phase. In study 4 and 5 we asked participants to document their insights.

Table 3.1: The granularity of insights gained through network analysis in criminal
intelligence.

Detail Connections Inference
Tasks Identify pat-

tern
Identify gang Predict development of a

gang/identify possible mitiga-
tion strategies

Sub-tasks Identify sin-
gle offender

Identify phone calls
between two offend-
ers

Predict successor of impris-
oned offender

Actions Identify
data point

Identify connec-
tions/contradictions

Predict/identify causal rela-
tionship

Events Hover Click Filter
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3.2 Methods

We used a mixed approach for user studies, combining qualitative and quantitative
methods, like thinking aloud, observation of behaviour, interaction log data and written
reports/diaries. An overview of the used methods is given in Table 3.2. RQ1 was
addressed with observations and interviews, the remaining research questions RQ2, RQ3
and RQ4 were addressed with exploratory studies where we manually code the usage
behaviour via screen captures and thinking aloud protocols for sense-making strategies.

With the qualitative approaches we could emphasise the human reasoning processes as
a whole to show up new patterns within the data, in contrast to quantitative measurements
like task performance. The thinking aloud protocols provided explanations on why the
tool was used in a certain way, raised new questions or confirmed results from quantitative
data. In the thinking aloud experiment sessions we used screen and audio recordings as
well as retrospective cueing as a basis for a thorough content analysis.

We use empirical research methods with exploratory protocols such as thinking
aloud [ES93, BR00], interaction analysis [JH95] and the insight-based method [SND05].
These methods are prevalent in the field of HCI and have a broad range of application as
they can be adapted for different domains. The data analysis is more contextual and
two different experimenter will most likely produce different evaluations. The issue of
reproducibility of results in this context is an ongoing discussion in the community, as no
solution to the problem is in sight, and, currently, the upsides of exploratory protocols
prevail [DL94].

3.2.1 Questionnaires

In our first study we compare which group meetings are perceived best in a variety
of visualisations. Here it was possible to collect standardised information from 21

Table 3.2: Overview of methods used in my research.

Research Data collection Analysis
Guidelines Interview,

Literature review
Requirement analysis, User
stories

Investigation 1 Questionnaire Mixed∗

Investigation 2 Pen & paper questionnaire Mixed∗

Investigation 3 Thinking aloud observation,
Interview

Qualitative content analysis,
Interaction sequences

Investigation 4 Thinking aloud observation,
Insight-based method,
Questionnaire

Mixed∗,
Interaction sequences

Investigation 5 Thinking aloud observation,
Interview

Mixed1

∗Combination of qualitative and quantitative methods
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participants via an online questionnaire (an excellent method to reach a large number of
people to collect quantitative data). A big advantage in our case is that participants do
not have an "eye over the shoulder" feeling and can work on the tasks without pressure or
time constraints. A disadvantage of questionnaires is that one might not reach the level
of detail in qualitative responses compared to, e.g., an interview. Free form fields are one
option to collect thoughts in a more open manner. To answer the research question of
study 1 we combined pre-defined answers (checkboxes) with free form fields.

Another option is to use pen & paper, which is an effective method that allows for
creative freedom and helps to express, develop, and communicate concepts with a low
entry barrier [Bux10, TS09, Tve11, WHC15]. In study 2 we collect hand drawn sketches
using this method in a questionnaire. In both studies we use a within-subject approach
so that the sample size is not reduced due to the number of evaluated visualisations.
Another advantage is that inter-personal differences have no effect on the results, but this
design also imposes severe constraints on the length of the questionnaire and, thus, the
number of questions. Participants are likely to get tired after some time and about one
hour is the maximum time before participants require a break. The result of surveys can,
on the one hand, be influenced by learning effects or, on the other hand, by symptoms of
fatigue, which both should be counteracted [YS10].

Extra efforts to the questionnaire design need to be made to avoid memorising answers
while testing different visualisations with the same dataset. Using the same dataset is
necessary to remove a confound - different datasets could lead to artefacts that might
favour one visualisation over the other. Hence, to use the same underlying dataset without
being recognised by the participants the data labels were altered to avoid repeating
answers. We can not eliminate the chance of recognising patterns in the answers entirely,
but by choosing a challenging setting chances are less likely than they are with simple
tasks.

3.2.2 The thinking aloud protocol

Human-computer interactions are often evaluated with direct observation, video analysis,
key stroke logs or pen & paper questionnaires [CFL10]. The thinking aloud protocol aims
to reveal the intentions of the interaction, which often can not be interviewed directly as
participants tend to forget them until they can be asked, e.g., via retrospective interviews.

The original thinking aloud protocol by Ericsson and Simon [ES93] suggests that
participants verbalise their thoughts on their own during an experiment, where certain
tasks are solved, and the observer is only allowed to remind the user to think out loud
at times in a standardised, unobtrusive way. This should reveal aspects of the user
interactions that are not accessed easily by other methods. The behaviour of talking out
loud is very unnatural, especially, in the presence of an observer. Ericsson and Simon
suggest that the successful application of the method is a matter of training to get used to
verbalising thoughts and not actions. In study 3 we let our student participants practise
for 10-15 minutes with pre-defined tasks giving them the chance to not only get used to
thinking out loud but also experience the side of the observer. As observers they could
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get a feeling of which kind of information is more interesting – comments on the users’
thinking steps rather than comments on actions that can be observed anyway.

Nevertheless we used the thinking aloud protocol in an engaging, conversational
manner, suggested by Boren and Ramey [BR00] rather than the strict way that was
envisaged originally. This way the resulting data is more valuable for HCI because the
experimenter can instruct the verbalisation process and unnecessary information can be
filtered out immediately. Furthermore, no training of the participants to use the method
is needed, which is essential when dealing with experts. In study 3, for example, we could
not ask the group of experts to train a method because of heavy time constraints. Last
but not least, this engaging protocol is especially suited for evaluating prototypes and
innovative technologies, which might need assistance in difficult situations [BR00, Tom15].
In study 4, for example, the prototype needed to be restarted at times when components
remained static or crashed.

3.3 Analysis

Laboratory studies often contain qualitative methods, such as experimenter observations,
thinking aloud protocols or surveying a participant’s opinions, to enrich the quantitative
results of the experiments and, in the best case, be able to explain them [Car08].

3.3.1 Qualitative analysis

For the interpretation of the thinking aloud data we used qualitative content analy-
sis [Sch12, May03]. This is an empirical methodology for the systematic investigation of
textual data that preserves some of the advantages of quantitative content analysis but
still yields rich qualitative information about textual communication. Qualitative content
analysis can either adopt a bottom-up or a top-down approach. The top-down approach
requires developing a frame of categories before the study, the bottom-up approach
consists of a repeated processing of the material with the goal to structure the material
in a way to derive the categories from the material itself. Hence, to ensure that we
cover all kind of sense-making strategies of the individual analysts we adopt a bottom-up
approach but we are also inspired by the Triple Path Model of Klein, suggesting some
categories like looking for Connections, showing up Contradictions and experiencing
Creative desperation.

For the analysis we use the Count Coding System as a systematic observational
measurement. This system helps to count key observations as number of instances
or duration of instances [YS10]. The number of specific behaviours, the duration of
behaviours or the time between observed behaviours can be of interest.

In the course of the VALCRI project we observed how police intelligence analysts
work in their working environments and which systems and tools they use. A focus
group and one to one interview findings helped define the requirements for the VALCRI
system. During the initial stage we used Cognitive Task Analysis to understand the
end user requirements. The requirements were collected from a focus group with 20
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intelligence analysts. This was followed by one to one interviews with seven intelligence
analysts using a retrospective interview technique, the Critical Decision Method [HCS98].
From the requirements and the literature review we derived guidelines for the VALCRI
prototype, which is described in chapter 4.

We also adopted the insight-based method [SND05] to count insights in the high-level
analysis of study 4 and categorised insights into low-level, moderate and high-level
insights. We assessed the quality of the insight based on the following criteria: whether
the participants provided a textual explanation of their insight and whether the text
was only an explanation or contained an additional recommendation. We also counted
the number of these insights. The task required that the insights were all of a similar
abstraction level. The research questions for this kind of investigation was: "How do
users generate insights with intelligence specific visualisations and which tools do they
use to gain insights?". We, thus, use the following measures in study 4:

• Number of insights: How many insights could be gained during the analysis?

• Quality of insights: On which level are the reported insights? How many conclusions
can be made for future actions?

• Tool use for insight reporting: Which visualisations are used to convey the insights
gained during analysis (screenshots in report)?

The coding scheme for sense-making strategies was developed in an iterative approach
combining bottom-up and top-down elements, where two authors studied the content
together and refined a coding scheme to eleven content-specific sense-making codes
through repeated in-depth discussions. The resulting coding scheme employed in Doppler-
Haider [DHSP+17] and [DHGP+18] is in turn based on the work of Klein [Kle13]. The
aim of the development of the coding scheme was to find categories that were distinctive
and on the same level of abstraction. Consequently, the entire thinking aloud protocols
are coded with these categories by one researcher. A second researcher independently
codes parts of the protocols randomly. This approach is a common technique to verify
qualitative results [KPS+17].

This, of course, is a trade-off of the mixed approach. To be able to do quantita-
tive analysis of qualitative data a minimum of 15-20 participants are needed to fulfil
requirements for statistical testing. For the qualitative analysis the data needs to be
prepared for the analysis of two independent researchers. Verbal protocols usually get
transcribed manually, which is a very time-consuming process because the material needs
to be watched more than once. In our case approximately 150-200 hours of experiment
sessions where analysed per study.

Elaborate discussions during the development of the codes typically result in a good
understanding of the coding scheme. We have high agreement rates of two independent
coders in our studies (2, 3 and 4) and the inter-coder reliability is very high too, e.g.,
Cohen’s Kappa κ = .871 in study 3 (N = 115).

In study 4 both researchers fully coded the verbal protocols of each participant (with
high agreement rates). In study 3 a second evaluator coded 12.4% of the protocols,
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choosing two minutes each from the first and the second half of the screen capture at
random. In study 2 a second evaluator coded an entire task per participant at random.

3.3.2 Quantitative analysis

We use quantitative analysis in the mixed approach studies to compare groups from the
qualitative results in order to look for significant differences between them. The compari-
son of means is appropriate for the deemed-to-satisfy provision of small populations in
qualitative research. Statistical tests, such as the Kruskal-Wallis test can be used for
that purpose. However, this test shows only if there is a significant difference between
groups. This does not mean that there is a significant difference between each pair of
groups. For this purpose a post-hoc pairwise comparison of the groups is necessary. We
use the Wilcoxon rank sum test with the Bonferroni adjustment method for that post-hoc
analysis.

Furthermore, we use inferential statistics as the American Psychological Association
(APA) promotes reporting of intervals since 1999 [Wil99]. The HCI community also
criticises significance testing due to the replication crisis in social sciences and the fact that
the practice of "p-picking", fishing for significant results, is theoretically possible [Cai07,
Dra16]. Inferential statistics uses a small sample of the population to make some
inference about a population. By using confidence intervals we can make educated
predictions about the approximate value of the population parameter instead of one
point estimate [Urd11]. P-values capture only the strength of evidence against the null
hypothesis that groups are about the same (no difference in the means). The downside of
null hypotheses testing is that the p-value as a single value gives not much information
about the distribution. Confidence intervals are based on the same statistical theory
but are much more informative because the interval indicates the extent of uncertainty
and enables a nuanced interpretation [Cum14, FL09]. Another advantage is that the
number of participants looses importance [Dra16]. We, therefore, report effect sizes and
interval estimates for our observations. We provide 95% confidence intervals, which
describe values that contain the population parameter, e.g., the population mean, with a
probability of 95%.

To address the question which sense-making strategies participants use most, the
following measuring are appropriate for quantitative analysis:

• Frequency: How often is a sense-making strategy used?

• Duration: How long does a sense-making strategy take?

Such results will then be interpreted using the qualitative data, as our focus is on
the thinking aloud protocols. Furthermore, we assess the correctness of tasks, where
possible. In open exploration tasks there is not always a clear cut answer, but one can
assess plausible answers. In study 5 there is only one statistically correct answer per
line-up. Here, we have to look at the results per condition to analyse and interpret
the sense-making strategies of the users with varying geometry and map type, compare
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The interpretation of quantitative results requires a detailed analysis of the
study material. In study 5 we used 24 conditions which we printed and spread out on a
desktop for comparison and discussion during the analysis process.

In study 5 we use the line-up method, which is an established tool for visual testing
to evaluate the validity of graphical findings in an objective manner, similar to standard
statistical inference tests [WCHB10, HFMC12]. The line-up is a visual inference technique
that got its name from the police line-up (or identity parade) where a suspect is placed
within random persons in order to be identified by a witness. Similarly, the plot of the
data is placed next to random null data, and an impartial observer is asked to identify
the most different plot. The probability that the observer identifies the plot of the real
data is called the power of the test. In null hypothesis testing the power is the probability
to reject a (true or false) null hypothesis. Low power indicates an inconclusive result as
it does not distinguish between a true null and the case that the experiment just could
not detect the null. A problem for replicating results is that most published papers lack
power at all [RK16]. Hofmann et al. show that although power is difficult to calculate
analytically because it is requires an alternative hypothesis, the power of line-ups can
be estimated as "the ratio of correct identifications x out of n viewings" [HFMC12, p.2].
Line-ups, therefore, can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of plot designs.

We analyse sense-making strategies during geographical line-up tasks for the first time
to better understand how the line-up task is solved. We investigate, on the one hand, the
influence of artefacts that are incidental to the statistical structure under investigation.
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Visual artefacts are especially relevant in geographies, as humans tend to perceive
Gestalt-like structures in visualisations [Kof35]. This may induce an interpretation of
false structure that affects the original task of the line-up. On the other hand, we
shed light on the interpretation of spatial autocorrelation in geographic maps. We use
the Moran’s I statistic to quantify the amount or intensity of spatial association – the
degree to which one object is similar to other objects nearby [Mor50]. The quantitative
analysis here reveals strategy usage per line-up and the success per strategy, i.e., if certain
strategies lead to correct or wrong answers in the autocorrelation task.

3.3.3 Research ethics

The research conducted in the course of this doctoral thesis follows the code of ethics
of the faculty of informatics and the code of conduct at Vienna University of Technol-
ogy [COD07].

As our research includes human participants we were concerned about the impact
and their well-being during our investigations. Ethical considerations include potential
risks and discomforts as well as privacy and data protection. To avoid discomforts we
planned breaks whenever necessary and that the whole process including introduction
and follow-up questions take no longer than one hour. Furthermore, participants were
informed that they could stop and discontinue if they wished to and that their data would
be destroyed on request. The data collected in the course of our user investigation was
chosen carefully to the purpose of their aims. The privacy of participants was maintained
through an anonymous evaluation as the results were analysed independently of any
personal information.

In all user investigations we informed the participants about the aim and procedure
of the investigation, the estimated time planned and provided contact information for
further questions. We also asked for their agreement to publish potential findings of
the collected data and let them sign a confidentiality agreement. In the thinking aloud
investigations we recorded their voice and tool use via screen capture software to ensure
that nothing important was lost in the process. These recordings did not contain any
personal information and were stored for the evaluation process only.

3.4 Summary

I use tried and tested research methods of the HCI field, so that we can rely on the
results. I choose a mixed approach to get a complete picture of the tool use and be able
to analyse sense-making strategies with qualitative content analysis. The thinking aloud
protocol is also an established method, but different variations in the strictness level
(from reminding to think aloud as the only interruption by the experimenter to answering
questions and helping with technical issues of a prototype) are used in the community. A
key challenge here is to get meaningful verbal reports of what the participants think.

Research on sense-making deals with theoretical concepts of thinking [PC95, PC05,
KPRP07, KMH06a, KMH06b, Won14] and the analysis of real world decision making
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[Kah11, Kle13]. This kind of research is challenging because human behaviour is so
complex that even one oneself is not able to explain every idea or insight. This is
typically referred to as a Gut feeling. Other types of insight describe an Eureka! or
Aha! moment, when a new understanding is suddenly available or the solution to a
problem is finally found. Using the think aloud protocol in a "soft" approach makes
the unnatural situation more comfortable through answering questions, and, therefore,
potentially improve the likeability of people to talk. It further enables the experimenter
to ask questions about particular insights right in the moment, where the probability is
highest that the participant remembers her thoughts. Here, retrospective cueing is not an
option because people most likely forget the seemingly unnecessary steps in between and
focus on the main insights they gained during the analysis. Thinking aloud is a common
method applied in usability studies because a few participants can already show up the
main issues and the peak of insight is gained quickly (after a few participants answers tend
to repeat and new insights are gained rarely). With regard to sense-making, however, we
are interested in commonly developed strategies, and are, therefore, especially interested
in such repetitions. Hence, we do qualitative studies in larger quantities than usual and
aim rather for 15-20 participants.

Asking about sense-making processes in an interview will not yield a complete picture.
In the interviews with experts we asked about procedures which have to be followed and
routines that were developed and what they do differently because of their experience
(as opposed to their formal training). We are aware that even these answers are skewed
because individuals like to think of themselves of being rational and not biased. Biases
are well-known examples of unconscious steps in our thinking processes and specific
training and methods are used to counteract on them as they are critical for the outcome
of the analysis. Bias mitigation is a whole research area on its own and is not part of the
research questions. However, some kinds of biases, such as the confirmation bias could
be observed in the thinking aloud protocols.
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CHAPTER 4
Empirical part A:

Guidelines based on literature

In the course of the R&D project VALCRI on sense-making in visual analytics we retrieved
results from empirical research to derive 17 principle guidelines for the development of
the system prototype. Our work within the project was located in the human issues
work package, including a literature review and the development of guidelines, which
was primarily conducted by the author of this thesis.

We conducted a literature review on the topics sense-making and insight and insight
generation with visual analytics tools with a focus on empirical results. On this basis we
carried out user studies aiming for more detailed information and to extend this knowledge
base for the design of systems. Through these studies, we put forward recommendations
for specific contexts (to be described in the second practical part).

The following guidelines were developed on the basis of an extensive requirement
analysis with 12 intelligence analysts from three law enforcement agencies of two different
countries. In the following I will first introduce the requirements of the VALCRI project
that built the basis to develop a human issues framework with respect to evidential
structuring and reasoning, sense-making, and cognitive bias mitigation. Then I will
elaborate on the guidelines regarding sense-making, which were our contribution to the
human issues framework of the project.

4.1 Requirement analysis of the VALCRI project

The goal of the VALCRI system is to facilitate human reasoning and analytic discourse,
tightly coupling semi-automated semantic knowledge extraction with human mediation.
The goal of the requirement analysis was to capture the different workflows in a few use
case scenarios and identify the analysts’ goals. Employing a use case scenario, interviews
and questionnaires requirements from twelve end users were collected. Shortcomings
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of current systems reported by the analysts highlight where analysts would like to be
supported and how they think of an optimal analysis process.

The requirements from the end users were described as user stories, which contain
the role, the desire/tool, the benefit and optional comments of the end users. As an
outcome of the analysis 500 user stories were collected and structured in to 28 themes
that cover, e.g., the user interface and system functionalities, intelligence processes, such
as tactical, strategic and operational planning, or data presentation and reporting. The
resulting extensive list of user stories should provide a comprehensive overview in a way
that is useful for the design of the prototype. The list was audited from each partner of
the human issues work package with regard to their field of expertise. Based on their
feedback comments were added on evidential structuring and reasoning, sense-making
and insight, bias mitigation as well as ethical, legal and privacy issues.

We contributed 94 aspects that need to be considered for sense-making and insight
generation. There were several user stories addressing similar issues with regard to
sense-making. We note that some user stories were not covered by current literature since
they were too specific. The literature review showed up several gaps where no research
results could be found. In our investigations (described in part B) we could address some
sense-making aspects in visual analytics, which were not addressed previously in the
literature. Before that, we could derive 17 guidelines for visual analytics systems from a
sense-making and insight perspective.

Figure 4.1: Early sketch of the user interface for the VALCRI prototype based on the
requirements analysis using a large canvas, tangible multiple views and two screens: one
for interaction and one for presentation.
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4.2 Using design actions as a framework

Based on the requirement analysis of the VALCRI project we created a guideline catalogue
within the framework for theory-based interaction design by Spence and De Bruin and
their concept of design actions [DBS08]. As Spence [Spe11] points out, knowledge
from cognitive research is often times not directly applicable for system design and a
process of translation is needed to broker the insights to system designers and developers.
Similarly, this approach was already employed in Haider et al. [HPF13] focussing on the
representation of floating car data of traffic management systems.

Consequently, the project’s development partners drafted a first design for the user
interface based on the requirements and the guideline catalogue, compare Figure 4.1.
They further applied the guidelines in the incremental implementation phase, which
included formative evaluation with the analysts to ensure that the developed system is
useful and stays relevant to work.

In the following I will describe the literature review, analysis of previous research and
the derived guidelines in more detail. To target developers the guidelines were prepared
in the form of design actions, which supposedly deliver only the important gist of theories
and empirical results. The original format suggests a long tabular format with ID, title,
description, effect, upsides, downsides, issues, and theory fields as rows. The title and
description explain the meaning of the guideline in short and in long. The effect describes
its consequences. Advantages and disadvantages inform the developer about the main
factors allowing trade-off decisions, which might be necessary. Finally, the underlying
theory and an example are given as a reference. We made minor changes to these fields as
we summarised the up- and downsides in one field which we call trade-off. An additional
field for the context refers to the theme of a user story. We think the context is especially
relevant to make informed decisions in the domain of visual analytics. The original
catalogue for the VALCRI project included an optional field for solution approaches to
refer to practical application examples. This information is omitted here as they are not
part of this thesis.

The adapted template of a design action can be found in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Guideline template based on Spence and De Bruin’s framework of design
actions [Spe11].

ID Gx short title
Title
Description
Trade-off (optional)
Context Within the user requirements of VALCRI
Theory Reference
Example
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4.3 The guideline catalogue

The first guidelines (G1-G7) are mainly influenced by Klein’s research on naturalistic
decision making [Kle13] and comprise recommendations of what should be supported
by the visualisation on a general level. The next eight guidelines address the human
reasoning processes and basic visualisation principles that can be found in the literature.
The remaining three guidelines concern specific visualisation techniques which are useful
in the domain of intelligence analysis. The design actions can be found in the Appendix,
while the investigations are described in chapter 5.

In the following, the seventeen guidelines G1-G17 from literature will be discussed.
They are grouped in themes addressing insight generation and reasoning, finally moving
on to practical applications from basic principles for visualisations to specific application
examples.

• Insight generation: Representations should show up

– G1 Contradictions
– G2 Clustering
– G3 Connections
– G4 Coincidences
– G5 Deviations or unexpected ideas

• Reasoning: Users should be supported in taking an active stance

– G6 Motivate curiosities
– G7 Provoke questions
– G8 Holistic processes
– G9 Open exploration
– G10 Locking-in assumptions

• Visualisation principles:

– G11 Graphs
– G12 Time
– G13 Clutter
– G14 Interaction

• Recommended techniques:

– G15 Node-link diagrams
– G16 Repeated search
– G17 Multiple views
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4.3.1 Insight generation

G1 Contradictions

Guideline 1: Support the user to identify contradictory information and ideas that just do
not make sense.

Analysts working with a visual analytics tool like VALCRI should be supported in
detecting stories that do not make sense. The system should identify differences between
observed patterns, e.g., in the modus operandi (MO) of criminals. Visualisations could
be used to present these differences for easy inspection, to support the human in the loop.
Contradictions warn the analysts that something is seriously wrong with the stories we
are telling ourselves and the hypotheses we generate. More importantly, it tells us that
we have weak anchors – important beliefs that are not fully supported. However, there is
a trade-off because it might be difficult for users to reach a coherent conclusion if the
system emphasises contradictions. In the end, we need to form hypotheses that can be
followed up upon with further investigations.

Klein [Kle13] points out that contradictory evidence can be a powerful motivation
for getting novel insights. There are different ways contradictory evidence can be made
visible. Semi-automatic analysis methods can show patterns in the data. A human
analyst is necessary to assess the significance of these patterns.

Gestalt theory is a powerful tool to highlight differences and similarities to users. In
this regard the gestalt principles of proximity and similarity are relevant. The law of
proximity (similarity) says that objects that are near (similar) to each other are seen as
belonging together [Pin90, CS98].

This is relevant in the context of patterns, trends, relationships, and outliers detection.
A volume crime-related task would be, e.g., to identify deviations from normal day-to-day
activities which can be interpreted as indication of suspicious behaviour. Contradictions
cause the analyst to think "That can’t be right! That doesn’t make sense!".

As part of the VAST Challenge 2014 [CGW14], the analysts were asked to assess the
significance of deviations from normal working hours in a company. Four employees met
regularly outside the premises of the company during working hours. This is contradictory
evidence which has to be explained and can be an indication for something unusual.
Such patterns can be made visible in a visualisation, e.g., by overlaying this information
on a map, or possibly by animation. Sometimes there are reasonable explanations for
deviations. The human user has to decide if a pattern is really unusual. When employees
come to work at night, for example, it is not necessarily an unusual, suspicious behaviour,
although it is a clear exception from the rule. There might be unexpected patterns that
can be explained by additional information. The contradicting information can prompt
further inquiry to find explanations that make sense.
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G2 Clustering

Guideline 2: Enable the user to cluster entities individually.
The system should allow for easy clustering and hotspot generation. Visualisations

can be used to achieve such clustering [ALS97]. Data may be clustered in different ways,
depending on the criteria for the clustering procedure. Different granularities can result
in a trade-off as they may induce clutter, which generally should be avoided (compare
G11 Clutter).

It is sometimes difficult to identify a clustering procedure which helps the user to gain
insights. In node-link-diagrams (networks), for example, the users may cluster persons
with similar attributes, crimes with a similar MO. Note that it might sometimes be
difficult to identify the criteria for what constitutes a similar MO to indicate that the
same group of persons is responsible for a series of crimes.

Clustering is a possibility to show similarities in the data. There are various mathemat-
ical methods to cluster data. Such methods can support analysts in finding similarities,
e.g., in MOs of criminal gangs. The results of the mathematical methods can be visualised
on the screen so that analysts can see which data is similar at a glance. It should be
possible for the users to influence the clustering process (e.g., to choose how many clusters
should be presented), so that different views on the data are introduced.

Clustering can be enabled in various ways. Users could be given the possibility to let
the system perform clustering algorithms or similar mathematical procedures. It is also
possible to let the users cluster data manually in a visual form (e.g., in a social network).

G3 Connections

Guideline 3: Indicate connections in the data in an appropriate way and show new or
other pieces of information and non-information.

This guideline is also based on Klein’s models of sense-making [KPRP07, Kle13].
Klein suggests that facilitating the making of connections supports insight generation.
The system should indicate connections between data in an appropriate way. Connections
between people, for example, can be shown as social networks. Such networks can indicate
connections between people, which are not obvious immediately. The system should
enable the user to explore such networks.

Furthermore, the system should help the analyst in distinguishing between dots,
non-dots, anti-dots, and other ambiguities. "Dots" represent information relevant to the
problem; "Non-dots" show information that in fact contain irrelevant messages; "Anti-dots"
are data points that are of different kind, contradicting, conflicting, such as situational
information that may make the ideas seem less likely, though perhaps plausible. To make
these new connections could spark up new ideas or open up new pathways to consider or
investigate.

A trade-off in this guideline is that too many connections might be confusing and may
lead to clutter, which should generally be avoided (compare G11 Clutter). Furthermore,
there is an external restriction through the limits of screen sizes, which allow to show
only a certain amount of connections.
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Connections between people, for example, can be shown as social networks. There
are different ways in which connections can be emphasised in the data. On the one hand,
social networks or other network-like visualisations can make connections visible. The
problem about social networks is that such visualisations may get too large for normal
screens. If the network contains too many nodes and links, it is difficult to identify
connections between single entities. Allowing the users to filter the data is a possibility
to overcome this problem. This also enables the user to look at the data from different
points of view. Another possibility to show connections is multiple views. Multiple views
enable the user to see connections which cannot be shown in one single visualisation. It
should be mentioned that multiple views can also show contradictions.

G4 Coincidences

Guideline 4: Enable the analyst to re-organise and present data in multiple ways that can
reveal repetition or co-occurrence.

The visualisation and the interaction techniques should enable the analyst to see
repeating events, patterns or co-occurring similar events in context. These are coincidences
and associations one does not fully understand, or relationships one can not (yet) articulate
– but they look like they are related in some way. This can cause one to break from initial
stories or to break away from initial anchors, and to initiate alternate stories.

Klein [Kle13] as well as North and Shneiderman 2000 [Shn96] suggest that insights
are sometimes coincidental. Multiple views, for example, can also show up coincidental
connections. One possible evaluation criterion, therefore, is whether multiple views and
linking and brushing exist or not.

G5 Deviations or unexpected ideas

Guideline 5: Enable the analyst to persistently see the ideas created by combining and
grouping data.

The visualisation and interaction techniques should enable the analyst to be persis-
tently exposed to other, unexpected and less expected ideas. This guideline is relevant
for pattern detection, trends, relationships as well as outliers detection. It is based on
Klein’s Triple Path Model of Insight and addresses the situation of creative desperation,
which needs to be overcome to reach an insight [Kle13].

Enabling the user to change the type of visualisation for the data can show different
aspects and, therefore, increases the possibility to show unexpected information. This is
a general guideline which is related to enable clustering (G2), showing connections (G3),
and enable identification of coincidences (G4).
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4.3.2 Human reasoning

G6 Facilitate the perception of curiosities

Guideline 6: Raise curiosity in the analyst for unusual single events that stands apart
from the trend, such as an outlier.

Curiosities make the analyst wonder about something. This reaction is not yet the
insight, but might trigger a path leading to insight. Curiosities are sparked by a single
event, while coincidences are observed as a repetition of patterns [KPRP07, KJ11, Kle13].
Hence, it is suggested that the system should emphasise outliers or other unusual data,
as well as coincidences (G4). Curious analysts ask themselves "what is going on here?" or
follow up on thoughts, such as "that’s funny", "that’s strange", or "that’s odd". However,
curiosities might also manifest as a distraction. Curiosity might cause oversight of
important patterns, e.g., when the analyst focuses too much on single events. A trade-off
between supporting coincidences and curiosities is necessary.

G7 Provoke questions

Guideline 7: Provoke the analyst to ask questions.
The visual representation should support open exploration and provoke questions

by system design. The intention is to create situations that prompt the analysts to ask
questions such as, "That’s interesting - why did that happen?" or "Why are there missing
elements?" This can be done, e.g., by emphasising "Blackholes" or gaps where data is
missing in a series. This guideline is crucial for tasks such as looking for patterns, trends,
and relationships, as well as outlier detection. The challenge in the application is how to
point out the unknown unknowns – the things we are not aware of not knowing.

This idea is based on Klein’s Data-Frame Model ("Question a frame") [KPRP07],
Klein’s Triple Path Model of Insight [Kle13], Klein and Jarosz [KJ11] and Wong and
Varga’s "Asking questions" [WV12].

G8 Holistic sense-making processes

Guideline 8: Information should be structured in a coherent manner to support holistic
sense-making processes.

Gestalt psychology indicates that sense-making is a holistic process where structure
plays an important role. There is empirical evidence that everyone develops his or her
own structure. It therefore makes sense to allow users to generate their own structures
of knowledge whenever this is possible [PNS03]. The analysts should be able to, e.g.,
structure network representations (e.g., social networks) themselves if it makes sense
in the context of their work. We emphasise that this needs to be an easy process. If
structuring is too complicated or time-consuming it is unlikely that it will be used at all
as a major characteristic of the intelligence environment is time-pressure.

This especially concerns the ability to freely organize different views in the user
interface, but also adding personal information such as notes or annotations. This is also
relevant for data presentation and reporting.
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G9 Open exploration

Guideline 9: Allow for open exploration and the redefinition of the goal and methods.
Research in everyday reasoning indicates that so-called wicked problems are solved

differently than clear-cut problems [DS03]. Wicked problems have no clear method or
path to the solution and it is sometimes not clear how the solution might look like. It
is typical for such problems that users explore the problem space and often redefine
the problem while working on the solution. To support such problem solving processes,
systems need to be open and allow the redefinition of the goal and the methods to reach
a solution [Kle13]. Exploration should be supported in a way which does not lead users
astray but helps to brainstorm on the one hand and on the other hand to focus at the
end of the exploration process.

This applies to areas where it is necessary to be uninhibited in exploring the data
creatively. From a system point of view it concerns data processing and the personal
knowledge management.

G10 Facilitate the identification of assumptions

Guideline 10: Enable the analyst to identify and change assumptions that lock-in.
Klein [Kle13] discusses situations, where we become fixated on or trapped by our

assumptions or habits. They are the basis of our understanding of the world and their
events. Analysts should be encouraged to reflect on hegemonic beliefs and supported in
thinking outside of the box.

This general guideline is especially relevant for data annotations in intelligence systems.
User annotations and selections should be considered in the user interface and its system
functionalities.

4.3.3 Visualisation principles

G11 Graph design

Guideline 11: Design of simple graphical representations.
This guideline concerns the visualisation of graphs. There is a systematic body of

research on the design of simple graphs, which include aesthetic guidelines that can be
applied in a straightforward way (e.g., avoid edge crossings) [Kos89]. The type of graph
design needs to match the context. Literature also makes some suggestions which graph
design suits a certain context. This kind of information supports the design process of
simple graphical representations. Line graphs, for example, are usually interpreted as
trends even if the data does not show a trend. Lines are better able to represent values
than other visualisations.

A design guideline for node-link diagrams (G15) is described in subsection 4.3.4.
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G12 Time

Guideline 12: Use different temporal representations for the visualisation of processes
over time.

The traditional linear timeline is only one possibility to present temporal data. To
describe recurring events, circular visualisations should be used, as they allow to identify
recurring patterns easily [Joh96, AAD+10]. There might be, for example, more crimes at
specific times/days of the week, which is more evident in a circular visualisation than
in a linear one. It is probably a good idea in many cases if a visualisation, that is most
appropriate for the data, is recommended by the system.

Especially challenging is the design of several co-occurring patterns [KBB+10]. An-
other challenge in this context is the fact that time has different and irregular granularities
(years, months, weeks, days, hours, etc.). System design needs to take individual pref-
erences into account, such as date formats which differ from country to country. As
does the reading direction. Therefore, timestamps need to be visualised in an clear and
unambiguous way.

A requirement in the context of crime intelligence, for example, is to determine
similarities and highlight differences in MOs automatically. It is sometimes interesting
if crime types are the same or if they are different, e.g., if they are becoming a bigger
threat when they get more violent. Time as well as geographic information is of interest
on different levels of detail (time of day, season variation, districts or larger regions, etc.)
Semantic zoom should be implemented, so that more details are shown as the chart is
enlarged in the area where the zoom is applied. This should be implemented not only for
temporal, but also for spatial visualisations.

G13 Clutter

Guideline 13: Do not overwhelm the users with too many connections.
Visualisations, even static ones, easily overwhelm human perception when many data

points are shown. Possible solutions for this problem could be filtering or highlighting
mechanisms to reduce the visualisation space to connections of interest. Filtering
mechanisms should be appropriate for the user’s task. Peng at al. [PWR04] suggest
that reordering of multi-dimensional data can already reduce clutter. In some situations
an automated clutter reduction can be used but, here, the problem is to decide what
constitutes clutter. This can sometimes be difficult because it depends on the users
and their tasks how much information they need. A combination with hierarchical data
visualisation is considered a good trade-off in this context.

Crime maps need to convey a lot of attributes in different granularities, such as the
incident numbers per year (as well as per hour a day, etc.), type of the crime, boroughs
or country boundaries. Spatial exaggeration is a critical factor. The data of interest
needs to be exaggerated in order to make connections and contradictions visible. Here,
telephone records and the routes of buses, for example, might be connected in some
way and an exaggeration of antenna regions may reveal that the mobile phone data is
following a certain bus route. This would be a valuable insight for the analyst.
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G14 Interaction processes

Guideline 14: Provide interaction to support sense-making.
The theory of Distributed Cognition assumes that interaction with cognitive tools,

such as the VALCRI system, plays an important role for sense-making processes [HHK00].
These interaction processes should be designed carefully and less is sometimes more
is part of the design decision for interaction. This indicates that not every possible
interaction technique should be implemented – indeed some interactions should rather
be left out if they might mislead or distract the analyst. In most analysis contexts, e.g.,
crime intelligence, it is crucial to support bias mitigation techniques. When to offer
filtering and which attributes should be supported in the filtering are examples where
design decisions for interactions are necessary. These decisions need to be made based on
a good foundation, such as empirical results from research.

4.3.4 Practical applications

G15 Design of node-link diagrams

Guideline 15: Design node-link diagrams in a way to support mental models.
Node-link diagrams can represent connections in the data. They should be designed in

a way so that significant relationships in the data can be perceived and processed easily in
order to develop a coherent mental model of the relationships in the data. The following
design recommendations are suggested by, e.g., Huang et al.[HHE06] and Archambault
and Purchase [AP16]:

• Reduce crossings of edges

• Cluster nodes which belong to the same group

• Highlight important nodes; put important nodes at the top or in the centre

• Preserve the mental map in a dynamically evolving node-link diagram to increase
memorability

The design of node-link diagrams is relevant in several contexts where relationships
are established, such as briefing/reporting, link/network charts, and visualisations for
patterns, trends and outliers detection.

G16 Repeated search

Guideline 16: Provide a history of queried searches for quick reuse.
In principle, users appreciate the feature of saving search queries because they want

to spend less time on repeating the same steps. They usually do not start with a fresh
analysis every day and rather want to continue their work at the point where they left
it the other day. Hence, a requirement is to restore a search result and being able to
reuse the thinking steps that lead to it, i.e., the selection of keywords. This needs to be
considered carefully in the system design. One possibility would be a search history.
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Graphical histories facilitate analysis, communication and training [HMSA08]. How-
ever, such a feature comes with certain challenges, which necessitate a trade-off decision.
The design of a search history is challenging because users can be overwhelmed easily by
the amount of the accumulated information. The search for a saved query could result
in extra work for the users and may take longer than to start a new one. Structured
search results may be an approach to overcome the problems of a lot of accumulated
results. However, another problematic aspect needs to be addressed at the same time.
This feature could inhibit the users’ motivation to make new searches. It therefore needs
to an active decision and not as easygoing as possible, i.e., automatic restoring via default
search queries is not recommended.

G17 Multiple views

Guideline 17: Show the data in multiple views to represent different aspects of the data.
Multiple views help users to assess the value of different solutions and might even

help to overcome some forms of biases. This technique encourages the analyst to address
the problem holistically and examine more than one type of the data presentation
method [RFF+08]. Here, it is important that the transition between various data views
is easy and fluid. The multiple linked views should further support cross filtering, so
that connections can be made [NS03, KGS11]. Multiple linked views can also help to
get a better picture of the events when different views can be compared next to each
other. The restrictions due to screen size require a trade-off for this guideline because all
views need to fit on the screen. Depending on the visualisation making the visualisations
smaller might induce clutter, which should be avoided (G11).

In the case of CCA it can be useful if comparing crime rates in different years allowing
to detect seasonal connections. Timeline plots and similar visualisations are suggested
by Boba Santos [BS13].

4.4 Example of applied guidelines

VisuExplore, a system prototype for the analysis of medical data, proved to support
the detection of connections (G3) and contradictions (G1) within different diagram
types [PWR+11]. Different temporal representations are used for the visualisation of
processes over time (G12). The prototype comprises event charts, line plots, bar charts
and timelines, where diagrams share a horizontal time axis. The specific requirement of
this project was to provide a simple visualisation. Encoding time by a common scale is
perceptually effective and is supposed to be easy to learn. Furthermore, the tool is very
flexible and provides interaction processes (G14). It is possible to change the diagram
type, scale, add new and delete diagrams. For comparing different variables users can
change the order of the diagrams to better see connections in the data. Moreover, one
can zoom into the data and resize diagrams. The representation scales with the available
screen size, showing more or less detail and thereby allowing the user to chose the level
of detail, which supports holistic sense-making (G8).
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However, there is a trade-off in how many diagrams can be compared at once. The
idea is to solve this problem through interactivity. By dragging and dropping it is easy
to change the view and to try out if something new pops up. With the VisuExplore tool
analysts found a contradiction in the medical data of the patients’ development when
they compared weight and sugar level. They could see that the patients’ weight was
going up when the sugar level was going down. This is a contradiction because with
growing weight the sugar level normally also goes up. This visualisation is simple and
effective and works well for the range of offered activities.

In the course of the VALCRI project we also described criteria for the formative
evaluation process, which can be used as evaluation criteria for visual analytics systems
in general. To verify if the guidelines are followed one can ask the following questions:

• Can users interact with visualisations?

• Does the system support clustering?

• Does the system support the visualisation of and interaction with social network
representations?

• Are there visualisations representing time?

• Are cyclical processes supported by specific visualisations?

• Does the system support multiple views and linking and brushing?

• Are there too many connections in the visualisation – is the visualisation cluttered?

4.5 Dissemination of guidelines
A detailed report of the guidelines was published in the proceedings of the International
Summer School on Visual Computing [HPPW15]. The process of developing guidelines
from empirical results as well as exemplary guidelines are published in the proceedings
of the European Intelligence and Security Informatics Conference [PHPW15] and the
Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting [HPH+nt],
where I contributed the related work and the description of the guidelines.
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CHAPTER 5
Empirical part B:

Investigations on sense-making
processes

The focus of our investigations lies on sense-making with visualisations on different levels
of detail. At the beginning we evaluated simple systems, comparing static visualisations
using a questionnaire with traditional measures for accuracy, error rates and preferences.
We then investigated the process of transforming graphs from one visualisation to another
using pen & paper, allowing more creative data collection. To investigate sense-making
strategies in visual analytics we used the thinking aloud method with parts of the VALCRI
prototype as well as an integrated system prototype.

An overview of the visualisations and methods used in the investigations:

• Investigation 1: Map, Gantt chart, matrix and line diagram studied with a survey
(task: Identify location-based meetings)

• Investigation 2 & 3: Node-link diagram vs. matrix

– Investigation 2: Transformation from node-link to matrix diagrams and vice
versa studied with a pen & paper questionnaire (task: transfer mental model)

– Investigation 3: Dual system designed for realistic tasks studied with observa-
tion and thinking aloud (task: assess temporal evolution)

• Investigation 4: Multi-component prototype (integrated system prototype) studied
with observation and thinking aloud (task: describe insights from crime analysis)

• Investigation 5: Choropleth map vs. centroid-dot map studied with observation
and thinking aloud (task: identify higher autocorrelation in line-ups)
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The goal in the first and third investigation was to find suitable representations for
specific tasks in the intelligence analysis domain. Several visualisations showing the
same data – information on actors over time – get evaluated. We study meetings of
suspects (investigation 1) and network developments of co-offenders (investigation 3).
The first investigation evaluates Gantt charts, bar charts, line charts and a map with
straightforward lookup tasks. We also compare a node-link based multigraph and an
enhanced matrix in a more realistic system evaluation setting in investigation 3. The
tasks were realistic and open-ended, which was ensured by designing them with criminal
intelligence analysts. The study design was open too in a way that users could switch
freely between the available tools and were not forced to use both for every task. Using
complex tasks enabled us to investigate participants’ sense-making processes. This is a
link to the second investigation, which was concerned about how graphs are represented
in ones’ mind (mental model) and which strategies are used to transform graphs from a
node-link diagram to a matrix and vice versa.

In investigation 4 we evaluated the system prototype of VALCRI – a decision support
system for criminal intelligence analysis - with regard to sense-making strategies. The
goal was to find successful sense-making strategies that lead to insights when using a
complex tool for visual analytics. We were interested if they are similar to strategies that
could be identified when using simple tasks or tools as investigated in investigation 3.

We also conducted a more general investigation with maps concerning patterns of
spatial autocorrelation – the measure of correlation of a variable with itself through space,
which is relevant not only in the intelligence domain but any domain using geographic
visualisations. In investigation 5 we evaluate two map types, a traditional choropleth
map and a newly designed centroid-dot map, with spatial line-up tests to see which is
better suited for assessing spatial autocorrelation. A high spatial autocorrelation in a
map exists when similar values are located near to each other. This can be calculated
by different means but it is interesting if sense-making strategies are biased due to the
geographic interpretation.

In the following I will describe the parts of the studies, which are relevant for the
results and my thesis. This includes the description of the visualisations, the dataset
and tasks and the outcome of the study. The outcome of a user study can often times
inform system design, although the generalisation of results can be challenging. In the
reviewing process we were often asked to answer questions such as How do these results
affect system design? or What implications do these results have? In an effort to collect
specific design recommendations from each contextual result I created guidelines in the
spirit of part A of this thesis, chapter 4, to provide advice on the application of the
results. The design recommendations yield a new result from the analysis for the thesis
and are not included in the publications. Finally, I define my responsibilities in each
investigation and published paper.
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5.1 Investigation 1: Location-based meetings

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.1: Four visualisations were used to depict locations of 12 persons: a) a map, b)
a Gantt chart, c) a matrix and d) a line diagram. To counteract occlusion a), c) and
d) use pie-charts for depicting the meeting information. A meeting is defined as two or
more persons being at the same location at the same time.

In this study, we wanted to know what kinds of visualisation support the sense-making
processes of intelligence analysts (research question 1) and if it is more helpful to adapt
visualisations that are already used (research question 2), like timelines or geographical
visualisations or if new visualisations can be beneficial. We conducted two surveys in a
within-subject design with the goal to identify visualisations that give a good overview
of location based information in combination with temporal information. We collected
qualitative and quantitative data from 24 participants in an online questionnaire, based
on which we were able to derive six specific design recommendations (see Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Design recommendations based on investigation I1.

Recommendation Description
1.1 Avoid using maps for the rep-

resentation of temporal data
We evaluated a static (Two-dimensional
(2D)) map containing time information as
labels of locations.

1.2 Use maps in combination with
other visualisations

It may be useful to combine a map with
one of the other visualisations, for example,
in a coordinated multiple view setting.

1.3 Use auxiliary lines carefully We suggest to use auxiliary lines with cau-
tion, for example, only on a certain subset
of entities.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – Continued from previous page
Recommendation Description

1.4 Avoid white space between en-
tities of the same group

It may be beneficial to provide possibilities
to rearrange the order of entities in the
visualisation to ensure that entities belong-
ing to the same group are displayed next
to each other.

1.5 Show duration of meetings ex-
plicitly

Showing the time explicitly improved the
identification of (recurring) group meet-
ings.

1.6 Consider the influence of vi-
sual properties

The qualitative content analysis revealed
an influence of certain properties of the vi-
sualisation on which groups were perceived
as salient or not.

5.1.1 Motivation

We were interested in the visualisation of geographic information of social networks over
time. To show where people are at different times we developed four representations: a
map visualisation Figure 5.2a, which is very intuitive but has well-known drawbacks, such
as overlapping data points or information overflow when temporal information about
movement or meetings is included. In comparison to this traditional geo representation
we show locations in an abstract way in a structured Gantt chart Figure 5.2b with
continuous time-bars as well as in a matrix representation Figure 5.2d with colour coded
dots per time step and pie charts for group meetings. As a fourth representation we added
lines to connect actors and compare this line chart to the traditional matrix Figure 5.2c.

With this study we address the problem that the representation of movement data
on maps leads to visual clutter quickly (e.g., occluded data at the same position).
Furthermore, the analysis of movement data over time is often a big challenge with
traditional visualisation approaches [AA08]. An interesting information in the context
of Crime Intelligence Analysis is the position of persons at the same points in time to
identify potential meetings. Since the results of an extensive literature research show
no solution to this problem, we designed alternative visualisation techniques for this
problem. We consider linear diagrams in addition to the traditional map representation.
Lines and bars in linear diagrams previously showed similar performance [RSC15], which
is why we developed a new visualisation technique using pie charts to show overlaps.

5.1.2 Description of the visualisations

Figure 5.2 gives an overview of the four visualisation techniques that we considered in
our study using a minimal demonstration dataset. Each visualisation shows who meets
whom at which time. They represent the locations Q, K and F , two actors, the blue
Person 1 and light blue Person 2 and their social network (meeting activity) over three
time points from 5-7pm.
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(a) Map (b) Gantt (c) Line (d) Matrix

Figure 5.2: Person 1 and Person 2 meet at location Q. A Map (a), Gantt (b), Line (c)
and Matrix (d) representation of two actors at 5, 6 and 7 p.m. [KHWP16]

In the map locations and time spans are given as labels. Persons are encoded in
colour and are visualised with a pie chart to overcome the problem of overlaying points
when persons are at the same location. The pie chart in location Q is composed of light
blue (Person 1) and dark blue (Person 2). The time frame of a person being in a specific
location is given in the label of the location for each person.

The axes of the Gantt chart are time and location. Persons are encoded with colour.
Persons in the same location are drawn beneath each other.

The axes of the matrix chart are time and location. Similar to the Gantt chart,
persons are encoded with colour. Locations are drawn as a pie chart. The size of the pie
chart increases the more persons are at the same location.

In this line chart the locations of persons are connected by a line. To overcome the
problem of overlaying points when persons are at the same location, pie charts are used
again in the same manner as in the map and the matrix.

5.1.3 Tasks

The participants were given four questions per visualisations:

• Question 1: Who meets for more than one hour?

• Question 2: Who meets at different places?

• Question 3: Which group is most/second most/third most striking? Please describe
what makes them striking.

• Question 4: Please describe any patterns or anything interesting.

5.1.4 Approach

We conducted an extensive online questionnaire to analyse different visualisation tech-
niques - a Gantt chart, a matrix, and a line chart - as alternatives to the commonly used
map visualisation. The ultimate goal was to identify which of these techniques give a
good overview of location based information in combination with time information.
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The questionnaire was split in two parts due to the heavy workload – the second
part was available after a one-week break. One questionnaire lasted about one hour. For
this study we generated a simplified version of the tracking and movement data from
the Mini Challenge 2 of the VAST Challenge 2014 [CGW14]. The assumption is that
analysts focus on groups of suspicious people only. Hence, we designed a smaller dataset
with 12 persons, 26 locations and two different complexities in time, 24h and 48h. With
four different days we ensure that the task performance is not bound to a single dataset.

Both questionnaires were grouped in

• General/demographic questions: In addition to their age and gender, the partici-
pants were asked to rate their familiarity with visualisation techniques

• Visualisation questions: The participants were asked to identify person groups who
were at the same position longer than one hour, as well as to identify identical
groups who were on different positions at the same time. Furthermore, they were
asked which groups were interesting or if they notice unusual movements.

• Preferences: In the end we asked the participants which visualisation techniques
they liked most.

The two questionnaires were sent out via email to Computer Science students and
results are based on 24 responses for the first questionnaire and 18 responses for the
second questionnaire, respectively.

The survey included closed questions using checkboxes accompanied by open-ended
questions to offer the possibility to explain decisions in a free form text field, and, finally,
rank-ordered questions to rank preferences of the different representations. All tasks had
to be solved with all visualisations, which were shown in a random order to avoid biased
results.

The dataset was kept moderately small to ensure that the visualisations fit on an
average screen without having to scroll. The shown data was the same in each visualisation.
Learning effects were considered in the design of the task such that answers were not easy
to memorise even after answering the task several times. To facilitate this, we conducted
pre-tests to see whether participants could remember answers from one visualisation to
the next. The four visualisations representing the first test case is given in Figure 5.3.

Dataset

We generated two simplified variants for our case study on the basis of the VAST
Challenge Dataset 2014 [CGW14]. That was necessary to not overload the user with
too much data and keep the questionnaire within the range of one hour. We chose two
different timespans (24h and 48h) to test different sizes of the dataset and 26 locations
(A-Z) for our abstract dataset, making it realistic enough for the tasks and to counteract
any learning effect. We ensured that each person is at least meeting someone once in
each test case to keep the number of relevant persons at the same level. 12 persons were
colour-coded using a colour-scheme for qualitative data from ColorBrewer [HB11].

An overview of the four test cases is given in Figure 5.4.
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Person Nr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 5.3: Day 1 represented in a map, a Gantt chart, a line chart and a matrix. The
visualisations were given in random order – a learning effect from using the same data
within the four visualisations could not be observed.
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Test Case 1 Test Case 2︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷
Test Case 3 Test Case 4︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
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Person Nr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 5.4: Overview of the time-dependent location visualisations and the different test
cases used for the surveys. There was no effect of the data size. Participants preferred
the matrix visualisation, which yielded the lowest error rate.
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5.1.5 Results

The 24 participants were 70% male and 30% female between 23 and 35 years. None
reported any colour vision deficiencies.

We targeted participants who are used to work with different kinds of visualisations
and recruited computer science students in an advanced master study to participate in
our study. Asking about their familiarity with visualisations 45.8% reported very familiar
in a five-point Likert scale ranging from not at all familiar and slightly (12.5%) to highly
familiar (12.5%). The remaining 29.2% stated moderate familiarity.

The results showed us that the matrix and line chart are good alternatives for the
representation of location based data. Participants preferred the matrix visualisation
(58%) to the line (33%) and the Gantt chart (8%), and the map was liked the least for
the given tasks (0%). In the interview they reported that they could develop a structured
way to answer the tasks with the matrix visualisation. The results from the tasks show
that the matrix yielded the fewest errors and the highest acceptance rate. Participants
ranked the line chart as second best, with which they made errors especially in busy
areas where more people meet.

5.1.6 Conclusion

The map visualisation as a traditional way to show position data seems to be not efficient
for displaying movement data in combination with time information to identify groups.
Furthermore, the pie charts that were used to cluster persons who were at the same
position on the map appear to be less-than-optimal because the people-per-pie limit is
reached quickly. A pie chart can optimally represent meetings of two persons, but as
soon as more persons are at one place at different times it is difficult to extract this
information. However, the spatial information can lead to new insights, for example, that
people stay in the same area.

5.1.7 Comments on dissemination

My responsibilities in this investigations include the implementation of the visualisations
and the design of the datasets and execution of the survey. The qualitative analysis and the
dissemination of results was done in co-operation with the first author of the paper "Who,
Where, When and with Whom? Evaluation of Group Meeting Visualisations" [KHWP16],
which was published in the 9th International Conference on Diagrammatic Representation
and Inference in the Diagram Layouts track.
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5.2 Investigation 2: How users transform node-link
diagrams to matrices and vice versa

Figure 5.5: Four graphs, two with a circular structure and two with a star-like structure,
are each represented in a node-link diagram and a matrix.

We conducted a user study with the aim to better understand how users transform
a node-link diagram to an adjacency matrix and vice versa. We are on the one hand
interested in the efficiency of the transformation, and on the other hand, the interpretation
of the graph and how adjacency can be depicted. As research questions we defined the
performance and interpretation of the transformation in terms of correctness, completion
time and sketching of the graph in the respective visualisations. We chose different
connection types and complexities for the test cases to see how they influence the
performance. The results also indicate how easy it is to switch from one representation
to the other in a multiple view visualisation.

Table 5.2: Design recommendations based on investigation I2.

Recommendation Description
2.1 Use clockwise or counter-

clockwise arrangement of
nodes

We suggest a clockwise or counter-
clockwise arrangement of nodes if the
meaning of the node-link diagram is not
defined.

2.2 Use × symbol to represent one
connection type

A × is an intuitive symbol used for a con-
nection between nodes in a matrix, espe-
cially when the connection is simple.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
Recommendation Description

2.3 Use the same representation
for connection types in both
visualisations

Switching from on visualisation to the
other is supported by using the same repre-
sentation for links, e.g., using the same line
types which represent the different connec-
tions between nodes in a node-link diagram
in the corresponding matrix and vice versa.

2.4 Avoid semantic meaning of the
order of connections

Avoid that the order of the connection
types represents any semantic meaning in
case this information is not already visi-
ble in other ways. If the order of connec-
tions, for example, represents the timing
of events (such as the left line showing the
first year, middle line illustrating the sec-
ond year, and right line representing the
third year) it may be useful to use another
visual property, like, e.g., colour (red for
the left line, blue for the middle line, and
green for right line).

2.5 Represent the reading direc-
tion of connections along the
left side

The results revealed a preference to indi-
cate the reading direction of the connec-
tions between nodes along the left side of
the matrix, e.g., as arrow.

2.6 Use intra-cell representations
for showing second-degree
neighbours in matrices

This form of representation was preferred
by the participants of our study.

5.2.1 Motivation

The current literature suggests that it is beneficial to combine different views that
complement each other, such as the node-link diagram and a matrix representation.
The considerable amount of research about their respective strengths and weaknesses is
discussed in the theoretical background, subsection 2.2.3. In essence their upsides can
be leveraged by combining the representations but users have to read them in different
ways, suggesting a difference in the cognitive processes and sense-making strategies.

5.2.2 Approach

We used the pen & paper method and asked participants to draw node-link diagrams
based on given matrices and vice versa. We handed out the transformation tasks in
three rounds and finally, collected the participants’ preferences regarding the type of
visualisation. To identify strategies how users convert these visualisations we randomly
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Figure 5.6: Node-link and matrix representation of the directed graph [KPDH18].

assigned the participants into two groups and let half of the participants draw a matrix
first and the other half start with the node-link diagram.

The first two rounds included single connection examples which lasted 47 minutes on
average. In the third round we handed out two tasks about design solutions for extended
adjacency matrices representing second degree connections, i.e., neighbours of neighbours,
which took the participants only around 14 minutes to complete. Finally, we asked the
participants if they found the conversion from matrices to node-link diagram or from
node-link diagram to matrices more laborious.

5.2.3 Dataset

We used two test cases, each containing four graphs with 5-10 nodes and 5-8 links between
them. The context of the data were cities and possible transportation modes. In the
first graph we only used a simple graph with one transportation mode to verify if the
transformation between the visualisations is understood in general. The second and third
graph showed between one to three transportation modes, e.g., bus, train, plane, for
two complexities: a smaller graph with five nodes and a bigger graph with ten nodes.
Figure 5.5 shows the first two graphs of the two test cases, which contain the five cities
Oslo, Paris, Prague, Rio, and Rome (in alphabetical order) and for the first graph single
connections (top row) and for the second graph multiple connections (bottom row).

5.2.4 Description of the visualisations

We used parallel lines for links in both visualisations. The different transportation modes
are represented by different line styles: a straight continuous line, a dotted line and a
zick zack line. We also evaluated directed connections, compare Figure 5.6.

The positions of the nodes play a huge role in the node-link diagram. They can either
emphasise the structure of the graph in a clear way by balancing the white space and
shortened lines, reduced edge crossings, or, obscure it by producing edge crossings and
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cluttered areas in a chaotic manner. We follow the guidelines for graph aesthetics in the
node-link diagram as discussed in the related work.

We use two datasets: one with a circular- and one with a star-like structure. The
structure of the data has an influence on the representations. The rows and columns
of the matrix can be sorted to highlight groupings, as the positioning of nodes in the
node-link diagram can emphasise group structures.

5.2.5 Results

The results were analysed in two steps. First, we assessed the performance looking at
the correctness of the sketches and the completion times. In a second step, we analysed
the sketches iteratively using qualitative content analysis [Sch12] to understand how
node-link diagrams and matrices were drawn and, specifically, how multiple connection
types were represented. A key outcome is that transforming node-link diagrams to
matrices is cognitively less demanding.

Style of the transferred matrices

All participants depicted a symmetric matrix. Most interestingly, the resulting sketches
of the participants depend decisively on the order in which either the matrix or the
node-link diagram have been used, compare Figure 5.7.

Numbers were used, for example, in the matrices to represent the connection types
between nodes instead of different line types. In return, there were no differences in con-
verting matrices to node-link diagrams, regardless of any experience the participants had
with converting matrices to node-link diagrams or vice versa. This leads to the conclusion
that the design of node-link diagrams is straight-forward, whereas the representation of
matrices includes several options, such as numbers vs. symbols.

Style of the transferred node-link diagrams

In contrast to converting a node-link diagram to a matrix, it seems that graph drawing
aesthetics gain in importance (e.g., minimisation of edge crossings) if the number of
nodes is increased. This aligns with the result of participants’ preferring the matrix
representation because of its clear arrangement in the raster layout. This is an advantage
over node-link diagrams which suffer from edge crossings and can get confusing easily.

The structure of the graph was reflected in the position of nodes in the node-link
diagrams. Adjacent nodes were drawn in a circle when the data showed a circular
structure, compare Figure 5.8a and a main connector was put in the centre when the
data showed a star-like structure, compare Figure 5.8b. A disadvantage of the pen &
paper method is that participants can not reposition a drawn node easily. However, for
the analysis this can be seen as an advantage since the positions suggest how the drawing
evolved, which helped during the analysis of the drawings. We assume that participants
started either with the top node or a centre node.
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Figure 5.7: Example of the transformation from a node-link diagram to a matrix
representation [KPDH18].

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: (a) Circular structure, (b) star-like structure [KPDH18].
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5.2.6 Conclusion

The familiarity with node-link diagrams has an influence how well they could be designed
to show different connections. Multiple parallel edges are not as familiar as single edges.
Our results confirm previous results on the importance of the structure of node-link
diagrams. We did not give a meaning to the position of the nodes but used different
structures, in contrast to Ballweg et al. [BPWv17], who used a strictly hierarchical layout
in the arrangement of nodes in a node-link diagram. Providing a meaning, such as
grouping or hierarchy, seems to influence the importance of edges. The results of Ballweg
et al. indicate that edges are less important for the assessment of similarity in node-link
diagrams.

A clear result is that converting node-link diagrams to matrices was cognitively less
demanding than drawing a node-link diagram on the basis of a matrix. This is evident
from faster completion times and a higher correctness rate while drawing a matrix on the
basis of a node-link diagram. We further observed that matrices allowed more creativity
in depicting the connections than the node-link diagrams. We conclude with a number
of design recommendations, which are especially relevant for hybrid visualisations that
combine a node-link diagram with a matrix. The design recommendations are summarised
in Table 5.2.

5.2.7 Comments on dissemination

I participated in the design and execution of the study and collaborated in the analysis
of the results. I further contributed the related work for publishing. The paper "How
Users Transform Node-Link Diagrams to Matrices and Vice Versa" [KPDH18] appeared
in the proceedings of the Diagrammatic Representation and Inference Conference 2018.
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5.3 Investigation 3: Social network evolution
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Figure 5.9: a) Node-link diagram with multiple parallel links representing the criminal
activity over time. b) Matrix representation using intra-cell bar charts to show the
criminal activity over time. c) Bar chart of criminal activity over time show in a pop-up
view in both, the node-link diagram and the matrix.

In the third investigation we evaluated two visualisations, a matrix and a node-link
diagram with regard to sense-making. We examined the capabilities of the visualisations
for weighted co-offender relationships and for interpreting the superimposed temporal
evolution per visualisation. We also investigated the feasibility of combining both
visualisations. As a result we describe sense-making strategies of participants observed
during realistic tasks. In turn, this allows us to suggest the design of a new system.
Finally, this investigation led to the following design recommendations:

Table 5.3: Design recommendations based on investigation I3.

Recommendation Description

3.1 Show connections of a social
network

Node-link diagrams yield a good under-
standing of connections in the data; phys-
ical lines can be used to show extended
connections in adjacency matrices.

3.2 Show temporal evolution in
matrix representations.

The matrix representation proved to be
efficient in look-up tasks (Connections) as
well as Comparison tasks on temporal evo-
lution.

3.3 Show data in different views For the Verification of results, two repre-
sentations such as a matrix and a node-link
representation of social networks can be
used in combination. It may be useful
to combine both views, for example, in
a multiple view setting. Strategies such
as Comparison and Contradictions can be
supported by multiple linked views.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page
Recommendation Description

3.4 Support Trend Analysis Bar charts can be used to represent tempo-
ral development integrated into a node-link
or matrix diagram.

3.5 Support Storytelling Showing up gaps and contradictory infor-
mation can provoke questions which might
be explained through the users’ imagina-
tion and capability to build narratives that
make sense.

3.6 Support Elimination Reducing the search space can be sup-
ported by interaction possibilities, such
as highlighting or filtering.

5.3.1 Motivation

The analysis of evolving networks improves the situational awareness in strategic analyses.
An overview of large networks of more than one hundred nodes enables the exploration
and discovery of specific nodes of interest.

In the field of intelligence analysis social networks are used to evaluate problematic
fields that might emerge, i.e., crime series that might become a bigger problem. Also,
applied mitigation strategies are monitored by analysing the evolution of the criminal
activity of such networks. Visualising such network developments is not straightforward
because there are many attributes of the actors that are of interest for the analyst and it is
not clear how the interaction in the tool is best designed to ease exploration. Experienced
analysts know their tools very well and are very fast in the steps they take as time is
mostly a crucial factor during their work. Especially when working with visual analytics
tools it is essential to know which representation suits which task in terms of time and
utility.

The analysts we worked with in the project experience a lack of visualisation tools
but have specific ideas of how an intelligent system could support them. Therefore, we
formulated the research question of how to visualise weighted networks over time. We
sought to lay out the terrain of the criminal networks by making the constraints and
boundaries visible in one view. Secondly, we wanted to semantically map the relevant
relationships to appropriate visual geometries and represent the evolution of those
relationships over time. Thus, appropriate visualisations need to represent co-offender
relationships, temporal development and weights for the events.

5.3.2 Approach

In this study we worked with two different target groups in two separate studies. First
we showed the visualisations to police analysts (N = 6) and observed how experienced
analysts make use of them. Second, we conducted a controlled thinking aloud study with
students (N = 31) to get a sense of how they work with different types of visualisations.
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In both evaluations we observed how the participants worked with the visualisations
and how they worked on realistic tasks. A task based methodology and the thinking
aloud protocol were used in an open, flexible way with the experts and a strict, rigorous
routine was followed with the students. For the analysis we used a mixed approach of
quantitative and qualitative methods using audio recordings and screen captures of the
experiment sessions.

We learned a lot about the requirements and tools police forces currently have at
hand during the early stage of the VALCRI project. In volume crime analysis a focus is
set by the respective agency, in our case a police force. The police force priority adds
an aspect to the traditional network characteristics, relationships, attributes and time,
namely, an artificial weight, that might be changed as the priority of the analysis changes.
The priority of a police force usually is not altered more than three times a year. Working
within the UK National Intelligence Model [Nat08], those priorities are set within a
Shared and Publicly Agreed Priority forum involving community partnerships. Priorities
must be SMART, i.e., Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timed, allowing
for true accountability [Bog05]. Topological network measures can be deceiving if used
in isolation. They are not able to reflect individual differences in the offender behaviour,
which might be crucial in identifying critical offenders and strategic interventions. Hence,
to fulfil the requirements of volume crime analysis an additional encoding for social
network evolutions is needed. Therefore, we take police force priorities into account that
stem from their internal intelligence cycle and prioritise the analysis by assigning weights
to different crime types.

Once the priorities have been determined, it is necessary to target offenders who
are responsible for committing crimes in that arena. New offences need to be assessed
accordingly. To establish the significance of a crime, a current priority might be, for
example, to determine which offenders are responsible for causing harm in the community.
The definition of harm relies on the individual police force, e.g., "Drug Supply" can be
prioritised differently in different regions. Nevertheless, police forces typically have to
target too many individual offenders. Therefore, it is important to nominate those who
are causing the most harm. This process relies upon the provision of intelligence from a
variety of sources and the analysis of trained professionals to provide a judgement.

5.3.3 Description of the visualisations

A network of co-offenders, occurring if actors commit a crime together, is depicted in a
node-link diagram and a matrix. Typically the past three to five years are considered
for current policing decisions. Therefore, we decided to show the crimes of three years
aggregated per year to show the development over the years. We considered the interaction
and exploration framework "overview first, filter and details on demand" in the design of
the visualisations [DS09]. The requirements of volume crime analysis should be covered in
a single overview of the network over time. We determined animation to be inappropriate
for evolutionary crime networks because they usually contain hundreds of nodes and,
as in our case, weighted links add another dimension of complexity to the visualisation.
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The analysts would much likely miss changes while following animated data of that
magnitude.

A line in the node-link diagram represents the existence of a relation. We chose to
use colour and style of the line for the temporal encoding of the time at which the crimes
were committed between pairs, compare Figure 5.10. The encoding of time via segments
or multiple parallel lines depends on the reading direction, i.e., left to right or bottom
to top. A horizontal encoding of time in segments of the line is not unambiguous for
symmetric relations in a social network. We decided on multiple parallel lines where each
line represents a time interval, encoded by colour as the layout algorithm does not ensure
that all lines are interpretable unambiguously (vertical lines occur). We use a colour-blind
safe, 3-class-paired colour scheme recommended by colorbrewer.org [HB03]. To support
the ageing metaphor, the line style changes as well from continuous to dashed lines for
older relations. The recency can be discerned by fading colours, i.e., lighter colours
represent older connections. The line thickness depicts harmfulness of the relation, i.e.,
more frequent and higher prioritised co-offences are represented by thicker line widths.
The focus in our dataset lies on Financial Fraud and Drug Supply, which were assigned
the highest weights.

Hence, we encode the temporal information in the node-link diagram as stacked
coloured lines, like multiple threads [KAW+14], with an additional differentiation in the
line style. Only the most recent relation is shown via a continuous line, the earlier years
are dotted lines with decreasing dash lengths for recency.

The matrix shows the adjacent relations of the network and the evolution between
two actors via intra-cell bar charts. Additionally, indirect neighbours of 2nd degree are
indicated by yellow bars, so that extended relationships can be investigated. Harmful
developments, e.g., an increase in the criminal activity, is made evident through the
height of the bar for each time period in the cells, compare Figure 5.11. The tabular
format of a matrix provides a structured overview of the dataset, compared to the node-
link diagram that follows a force-directed graph drawing algorithm. These algorithms
ensure more or less equal lengths of the edges and minimal edge crossings, which is
perceived as aesthetically pleasing. The full set of possible relations in the matrix can
overwhelm novice users but experienced analysts are enabled to use an efficient working
style. Problematic suspects can be represented in both visualisations through the layout.
The most active co-offenders are centred in the middle in the node-link diagram, and
in the top left corner in the matrix, compare the top four offenders in Figure 5.10 and
Figure 5.11.

Therefore, both visualisations, the matrix and the node-link diagram, emphasise
potential harmful developments and allow to investigate the whole network at the same
time. Showing the same information in different ways leaves room for interpretations by
the human in the loop.
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Figure 5.10: Excerpt of the node-link diagram showing detailed information of a crime
relation in a pop-up window. Parallel lines between nodes represent the aggregated
co-offences over three years encoded by colour and line style. Older relations appear
faded out by using lighter colour hues and dashed lines. The width of a line represents
the criminal activity: Person 27 and 28 (bottom right corner) committed more crime in
2015 than in 2014.
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Figure 5.11: Excerpt from the matrix representation: intra-cell bar charts represent the
co-offences over time; the height representing the criminal activity and the horizontal
axis the years like a timeline. Yellow bars indicate 2nd degree relationships, i.e., indirect
neighbours. Details of such a middleman relationship (100 - 55 - 65) are shown in a
pop-up view when hovering over a yellow bar.
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Dataset and participants

A realistic co-offender network from real police data was used. The dataset ran through
a de-personalisation process to ensure anonymity. We chose a network with 121 actors
from a set of hundreds of networks that resulted from a three-step algorithm to create
co-offender networks under a prioritisation strategy [ABW08]. The first step removed
offenders acting alone, the second step generated networks per co-offender assigning
weights per crime type to apply the prioritisation strategy, and the third step aggregated
the networks of overlapping offenders. The network was chosen due to its size. A
requirement for the controlled study was to find a network that can be analysed within
the available time frame of one hour.

For the first study, six senior police analysts spanning three different police forces
from the UK and Belgium were recruited. All participants reported normal colour vision
and none had prior experience using our visualisations. The participants were informed
about the procedure and after signing a confidentiality agreement they were trained on
the tool. The sessions lasted 42 minutes on average.

For the second study, 31 participants were recruited from two universities. 18 were
male and 13 were female, with their age ranging from 24 to 34 years. 21 of the participants
were Bachelor or Master students from Vienna University of Technology, the remaining
10 participants were PhD students from Middlesex University, London. The experiment
session lasted one hour in average; the follow-up interview about five minutes.

5.3.4 Semi-controlled study with experts

We showed the visualisations to six police analysts and observed how they worked with
them. We were interested if they could be used for realistic tasks of their domain, such as
capturing harmful developments (R1) and problematic suspects (R2), or monitoring the
effectiveness of mitigation strategies (R3). According to these requirements we developed
three tasks (Table 5.4) in close co-operation with police analysts to ensure realism and
generalisability. We trained the police analysts in the use of the visualisations and assisted
them when questions arose during the tasks, which they worked on one at a time.

The study aimed to collect immediate feedback on the design concepts. We took
notes and recorded the audio and screen capture of the sessions. After the task were
solved, participants filled out a questionnaire with six open-end questions and a comment
field to collect their feedback on the system.

Table 5.4: Overview of tasks for the police analysts addressing requirements 1-3.

Requirement Task
R1 Identify harmful development (individual & group level)
R2 Identify connectors of subgroups under consideration of the

domain information
R3 Identify if mitigation strategies of the past had any effect on

the network
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Tasks

In task 1 participants had to identify who seems to be causing growth of harm for the
community through activity and crime type.

Task 2 focuses on the structural development of nodes and node similarities to increase
understanding of local dynamics.

In task 3 we aim to identify if the inclusion of police force priorities helps in tackling
the top networks problems, e.g., in the judgement of the overall network trend (i.e., if
it is evolving to the better or not). This is usually a result of either active offender
management or the problem not being perceived as a problem any more. In both cases
this should be provided through indicators going down.

After this exploration part of the evaluation we asked five open-ended questions about
applicability and usefulness of the visualisations. The experts were also asked for further
improvements. The questions were:

• How helpful were the two visualisations for the different tasks and why?

• What challenges did they impose on your efforts?

• Are these types of visualisations useful for your work and why?

• What are relevant scenarios where they could be applied?

• What are possible enhancements in functionality?

5.3.5 Controlled study with novices

With the second target group we conducted a rigorous thinking aloud study of seven
exploratory tasks, where participants were prompted to give specific answers. We
conducted a full content analysis [Sch12] to see how the system was interacted with
and to enable meaningful coding. In a mixed-methods approach we use thinking aloud
protocols, observation notes, screen & audio recordings as well as retrospective cueing as
a basis for a qualitative content analysis.

At the beginning of the study participants got a training task to get familiar with the
visualisations. After that they got seven tasks which were recorded via screen captures
including audio recordings. Furthermore, the experimenter noted the answers to each
task, which were enforced after five to ten minutes at the latest. Finally, the experimenter
conducted a short interview to collect preferences and feedback.

The experiment design allowed all participants to use both representations at all times
and the time participants spent with a representation and how often they switched between
them was tracked. This data was used for a qualitative content analysis. We performed a
content analysis of thirteen thinking aloud protocols and derived nine cognitive strategies.
We further categorised statements about problems, the task description and reasons for
switching as meta-strategies, which could not be identified in a clear way as cognitive
strategies. Around half of the protocols contained such meta-reports on how they try to
solve a task and why they change to the other view.
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Table 5.5: Overview of tasks used with the second target group (N = 31), T0 was used
for the training, T1-T7 for the controlled study. The tasks address four research questions
of the study.

Research
question Task Description

T0 Identify offender Nr.8 and its co-offenders, as well as their
criminal activities over the shown time period.

Weights T1 Identify co-offenders whose criminal activity increases over
the shown time period.

Time T2 Identify a group (3 or more) whose criminal activity in-
creases or crime type worsens over the shown time period.

Relationships T3 Identify connectors (actors that connect two clusters)
between groups and their possible successors.

Relationships T4 Identify a remarkably well connected offender that had
many 2nd degree connections in the last year.

Weights T5 Identify two problematic crime types that cause most
problems in the network.

Time T6 What seems to be the overall tendency of the network in
terms of crime activity and harm to community?

Visualisation T7 What else did you notice in the network, are there any
patterns or other interesting observations?

Tasks

The participants were given eight tasks of which the first was used for training (T0). The
subsequent tasks addressed the research questions about weights (T1 & T5), temporal
change (T2 & T6), relationships (T3 & T4) and the visualisations themselves (T7),
compare Table 5.5. A mapping of the task to the research questions is given in Table 5.6.
This overview shows that in some tasks both techniques yield plausible results and,
therefore, both are valuable visualisations in the context of social network evolution.

5.3.6 Results from the quantitative analysis

The large sample size (N = 31) allows to statistically analyse the differences among
groups via the analysis of variance (ANOVA). We analysed whether there is a relationship
between the time spent on a task (T) and the visualisation (V) used: node-link diagram
or matrix.

The results from the ANOVA analysis (compare Table 5.7) show a significant main
effect of the visualisation 1. Post-hoc tests using Bonferroni correction revealed differences
between the matrix and the node-link diagram in tasks T2, T3, T5 and T7 (p < .04 in
each case). There is also a significant interaction between visualisation and task in the

1F(1;336)=34,849; p<.0001, η2
p=.053
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Table 5.6: We quantitatively analyse the duration of the used visualisation and the
quality of the results per task to show which visualisation caused more plausible answers
per research question. The symbol * represents equally plausible results for node-link
(NL) diagram and matrix (M).

Relations Weights Time NL vs. M

T1 *
T2 M
T3 NL
T4 *
T5 NL
T6 M
T7 *

times participants needed. Decomposing the interaction effect by visualisation confirms
that differences are statistically significant between tasks T3×T1, tasks T3×T2, tasks
T3×T4, as well as tasks T3×T5 for each visualisation (each p < .021). The participants
preferred the node-link diagram and used it more than the matrix. The distribution on a
task base is shown in Figure 5.12a.

The main effect of the task was also significant 2. Participants spent significantly
more time with task T3 than with task T1 (p < .007). Tasks T2 and T3 were each
significantly longer than tasks T4-T7, respectively (p < .04 in each case). We also tested
whether the visualisation usage time T correlates with the number of swaps S. This is
not the case (ρ(T, S) = 0.006).

We also analysed how often swaps between visualisations occurred to identify user
preferences and which tasks are best solved with which visualisation. Participants
swapped the visualisations least in the most time consuming task T3 and the most in the
second most time consuming task T2, compare Figure 5.12b. The data of the randomly
shown visualisation at the beginning, swaps and completion times per task, duration and
preferred visualisation from the interview is given for all participants in Figure 5.13. The
analysis of the visualisation usage is discussed in more detail below.

5.3.7 Results from the qualitative analysis

The qualitative analysis includes swapping behaviour between the two visualisations and
preferred visualisation collected from interviews with 31 participants and the content
analysis of thinking aloud protocols of 13 participants. The analysis of emergent themes
led to ten sense-making strategies during tool use and five motivation themes. The
data analysis approach was based on: (i) Familiarisation with the data, (ii) Coding,
(iii) Identifying emergent themes, and (iv) Reviewing themes [WB02]. We observed five
different motivations for user strategies: 1) to get an overview, 2) to gain new knowledge,

2F(6;336)=11,320; p < .0001, η2
p=.098
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: a) Mean completion time per task in descending order of the total completion
time. Overall, the NL diagram was used 60% of the time and the matrix 40%. Panel (a)
shows the distribution per visualisation technique, and (b) the mean swaps per minute.
Participants swapped least in task T3, with the longest completion time [DHGP+18].

Table 5.7: Summary table of the repeated measure ANOVA results (times) and means of
completion times per task.

Source df F η2
p p

V 1 34,849 .053 < .0001∗
T 6 11,320 .098 < .0001∗
V × T 6 32,239 .296 < .0001∗

V (visualisation), T (task), η2
p (partial eta

squared). Significant differences in comple-
tion times are indicated by *. 00:00:00	 00:02:53	 00:05:46	 00:08:38	

T1	

T2	

T3	

T4	

T5	

T6	

T7	

Mean completion time 

M	

NL	

3) to elaborate, 4) to improve certainty and 5) to create an overarching explanation. In
our study we observed that they occur in both a chaotic and cyclic manner.

We used tasks relevant for intelligence analysis. Nevertheless, we think the strategies
can be generalised to other domains. In general, the strategies we identified represent
very complex behaviour, going beyond simple lookup tasks and the identification of data
points.

On the one hand, participants adopted strategies to get an overview of the data, such
as trend analysis or the analysis of Increase in criminal severity. On the other hand,
they gained new knowledge by using strategies like Pattern recognition, Relationships
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Start Vis G M G M G G M G G M M G M G M G G G M G G G M M M G G G M M G
T1 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 4 1 0 2 0 2 1 2 2 5 1 4 3 1 3 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 7 3
T2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 3 6 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 13 9 11 17 8 19
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 4 0 0 2 0 0 1 6 4
T4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 2 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 5 1 1 5 2 0 0 2
T5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 4 2 3 1 4 4 2 1 5 1 7 3
T6 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 6 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 3 7 3 4 0 3 2 7 6 4
T7 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 7 1 1 6 1 0 1 9 4 6 3 1 1 2

Sum 0 1 2 2 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 8 8 9 9 10 11 11 11 12 14 15 15 16 19 24 25 26 28 35 37
Duration 49 48 48 15 53 43 61 35 57 25 49 48 45 24 38 42 45 45 43 40 44 37 36 48 42 51 35 40 44 50 48
Pref. Vis G G G G G T M G T T T G T G G G M M T G G G G G T T G G G T M

Figure 5.13: Results used for the quantitative analysis in ascending order of swaps, N = 31:
swap numbers per task (darker backgrounds represent higher values), visualisation
participants started with (the visualisation, node-link diagram G or matrix M, was
randomly chosen for task 1), duration of the whole session and user preference collected
from the interview. The swapping behaviour does not correlate with the duration. The
preferred visualisation was the node-link diagram, but many reported that it depended
on the task (T ).

and Profiling. As analysts interpreted the data, they elaborated their understanding and
created new insights by Comparing indicator sets, Laddering from one information to the
other and Summarising findings. To improve certainty, participants used Elimination and
Verification when they moved from low uncertainty to high certainty. For an overarching
explanation, participants adopted the strategy of Storytelling. These strategies took place
in a chaotic and cyclic manner depending on the information available and the tasks
required to gain cognitive traction. Although none of these strategies take place in a linear
manner we observe an order of sense-making processes over time. Interactions between
these sense-making strategies are shown in Figure 5.14. They take a fluid interaction
based on the analysis.

We analysed the data of thirteen thinking aloud protocols systematically to investigate
the participants’ sense-making strategies in more detail. We identified the frequency
of the involved strategies and whether they were applied in many different contexts or,
rather, if they were only adopted for specific kinds of tasks. For this kind of analysis we
made use of a count-coding system.

Coding depends on the data and the goal of the analysis. Our goal was to identify
naturalistic sense-making strategies to inform visualisation design. We developed a
coding scheme in two iterations to develop appropriate categories that fit the data. In
the first iteration we used the results from the preliminary analysis and the Triple Path
Model as a basis and created missing categories during the coding of the whole dataset
of one participant. We then discussed the results to ensure that the categories are a)
comprehensive, b) unambiguous and mutually exclusive and c) complete to a degree to
describe sense-making during fulfilling the tasks of this study. This combination of a
top-down and bottom-up data analysis process helped to identify users’ sense-making
strategies. The result of this discussion allowed to reduce from sixteen sense-making &
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To gain an overview
1. Increase in criminal

severity

To gain new knowledge
2. Pattern	recognition

3. Relationships
4. Profiling

10.Verification

5. Comparing
6. Laddering

7. Explanation and
storytelling

8. Summarization

9. Elimination

Figure 5.14: Interaction of strategies observed during the thinking aloud sessions. Par-
ticipants started the analysis by gaining an overview of the data and by gaining new
knowledge. New knowledge was created using strategies such as Pattern recognition,
Relationships and Profiling. Depending on their understanding at the time they used
Comparison and Storytelling to elaborate their understanding. Then participants used
strategies such as Elimination and Verification when they wanted to move from low
uncertainty to high certainty [DHSP+17].

meta strategies to the nine most relevant ones.
In the second iteration one experimenter coded the entire protocols of thirteen

participants. The second experimenter coded one task per participant at random using
the reduced coding scheme. This resulted in nine broad strategies featuring a high
inter-coder agreement that emerged from the analysis (Cohen’s Kappa κ = .82, compare
Table 5.8).

In the following we describe the codes derived thereby in detail to capture the
strategies participants used to gain insights. After that we relate the usage behaviour to
the original assumptions on a task basis.

5.3.8 The observed sense-making strategies

We used Klein’s Triple Path Model of Insight for the top down development of the
coding scheme because it fits the setting and tasks. The main path of the model is the
connection path, which we observed most often in our study as well. Other strategies,
such as Comparison, Coincidental Aha’s, Creative desperation and Contradiction, could
be observed less frequently. They also occurred much less in Klein’s research but, as
Klein argues, are existentially different and, therefore, have the right to form their own
pathways.

Participants used strategies such as looking for Connections and Trends, which are
native to visualisations in general as visualisations provide a way to gain an overview
of data and find patterns. Nevertheless, the applied strategies per visualisation show
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Figure 5.15: We identified nine sense-making strategies, which are in descending order
of frequency: Connections, Trends, Storytelling, Comparison, Elimination, Verification,
Coincidental Aha’s, Creative desperation and Contradiction. Comparing their employment
per visualisation type shows the predominant use of the node-link (NL) diagram, especially
for looking at connections [DHGP+18].

up tendencies of how the visualisations were used. An overview of the strategies per
visualisation is given in Figure 5.15.

Table 5.8: The sense-making categories used to evaluate the second study, sorted in
descending order of their frequency in the transcripts (N = 13).

Code Description Coding
frequency

Agreement
rate

Connections Relations in the network 156 79%
Trend assessment Temporal evolution of a person 98 75%
Storytelling Explain behaviour of a person, give

meaning to it
48 100%

Comparison Comparison of persons or attributes 47 50%
Elimination Elimination of elements from search

space
35 77%

Verification Verify with the other view 29 75%
Coincidental Aha’s! New, sudden ideas 28 100%
Creative desperation Impasse situation 25 n.a.
Contradiction Something is odd 9 n.a.
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Connections

Due to the nature of our tasks (connections of co-offenders), participants often looked
at relations between actors and connections within the crime types that two offenders
committed together. Direct and indirect (2nd degree) relationships were analysed, for
example, a statement that was coded as connection is "This is the man in the middle
connecting these networks".

Trend assessment

Participants looked for multiple lines between co-offenders, in the node-link diagram, and
the bar charts in the cells of the matrix, which represented the years 2013 to 2015. An
ascending bar chart, for example, showed that the criminal activity is on the rise. In the
multiple lines of the node-link diagram the colours get darker as the line style changes
from dashed to a continuous line. Statements about the temporal encoding were coded
accordingly, for example, "Here I look at the lines to see whether they were active all the
time" or, "I can see in 2013 they have not committed a crime, but it is increasing, if you
look at 2014 and 2015".

Storytelling

Participants constructed a story to explain the behaviour of criminals, crimes, time
intervals and relationships they observed within the data by using their experience or
imagination. By adding new information they filled the gaps to create stories that make
sense in the context of the available data. In that way they elaborated explanations to
create bridges to a new understanding. Participants inspected an actor of interest, for
example, and started looking at the number of 1st and 2nd degree connections to get
an idea whether the offender works with few or many criminals. They further looked at
crime types to get an idea of what kind of crimes the actor might commit in the future, if
the criminal activity was high or low in the past and how recently crimes were committed.
Time intervals and other associations to the neighbour’s criminal activity were studied
to see if offender pairs were rather active in the past or just started their crime career
recently. The factual interpretation by the participants was an enrichment that likely
stemmed from training, previous experiences, but also their creativity. Some participants
were using this strategy extensively with great imagination, whereas others did not use
storytelling at all and stuck to the presented facts. Speculative statements were coded as
storytelling as well, such as "They are committing crimes over all these years, so I guess
they must be very good friends or successful because they didn’t get caught".

Comparison

Comparison was used to identify similarities or differences between actors of the network
(offenders) depending on the task. One participant who previously identified a set of
actors, for example, consequently compared the group with another set to assess their
activity and see if they operate in similar ways. Statements about comparison were coded
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when the behaviour and verbalisation was obvious, e.g., "Here we have Financial Fraud
... here they did something else...".

Elimination

Filtering the search space by eliminating data that was considered as irrelevant generated
a new understanding of a situation as part of the solution of a task. First the participant
identified possible answers and then eliminated those that do not fit the requirements.
In that way participants eliminated mismatches from the search space quickly and did
not have to considered them any more. The search pattern was often specified through
elimination, such as, "Here I have to search for blue lines, they were active in one year
only".

Verification to conclude

Participants consulted both representations for verification when they came to the end
of a task. To infer how long an offender was active, for example, participants looked up
multiple lines in the node-link diagram (line style and colour) and verified their findings
by switching to the matrix and its bar charts. They stated, e.g., "I am going to the matrix
as it can show the crime times in the visualisation. The matrix confirms my discovery".
Participants also re-validated their findings within one visualisation by looking again
more closely. Examples: "So let me check again", "Did I forget something?".

Creative desperation

Experiencing an impasse is also part of the Triple Path Model developed by Klein [Kle13].
It describes the situation of not knowing what to do next and the feeling of being stuck.
We could clearly observe such situations where a strategy change needed to happen. It
typically took the participants some time to escape the impasse by changing the direction
and following a new idea. Statements that were coded for this creative desperation are,
e.g., "I have no clue", "nothing sticks out here", "too little information", "too complex", "I
don’t find anybody".

Coincidental Aha’s

New, sudden ideas indicated a spontaneous comprehension of a problem and the emergence
of a solution or an insight. In the literature this is often referred to as Aha-moments.
Coincidences are coded as such if it was not clear to the observer why an action was
taken, or where a new idea came from, i.e., previous statements in the verbal protocols
do not explain the insight. When a new insight occurs and the origin is untraceable, the
statement is coded as coincidental or even if "Aha" is used for the spontaneous insight,
e.g., "Aha ...", "I think this could be...", "Now here I found that...".
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Contradiction

In contrast to the Coincidental Aha, here contradictory information could be observed
as the reason for an insight. However, the experience of "Something’s odd" could be
observed least often. It also forms a category in the Triple Path Model, which describes
that new insights can be triggered by contradicting information. Obvious mismatches in
what is hypothesised or thought of being true, however, were observed rarely. The few
examples are, e.g., when participants expressed their wonders and new realisations, such
as, "Mhhh, this is different here... [wondering voice]" or "No, this can’t be right", "There
aren’t as many here anymore [surprised voice]".

5.3.9 Usage of the visualisations

Understanding relationships played a role in several tasks. We assumed that relationships
would be detected more easily using the node-link diagram. Indeed, the node-link diagram
was used more often (37 times) than the matrix (14 times) to find well connected actors
(and possible successors in task T3). This required a detailed analysis of the offences
that two persons were convicted for. Most frequently actor 18 was named as a prominent
connector, who could be substituted by actor 8 (10 times). Another plausible answer
was actor 44 with actor 18 being a possible successor (9 times).

Especially in task T4 we considered the node-link diagram to be superior as this
type of representation is supposed to depict structure better. However, for this task
the matrix was used more often (39 times matrix, graph 30 times). We interpret this
effect to be stemming from the special encoding of the 2nd degree relations in the matrix,
which they remembered from the training. One participant recalled "The position of
the yellow bars again represents the year" and formulated a pattern she could look for.
Another participant concluded "this means I have to look for dark yellow bars in the
rightmost part of the cells" using the matrix to look for an answer. Participants using the
node-link diagram reasoned that they had to look for a neighbour of very well connected
actors who, in addition, have dark, continuous lines because of the latest year (which
was asked for). Here, they first explored the large central group, but had difficulties to
decide on one answer and eventually switched to the matrix. Problems became apparent
in identifying distinct connections due to overlapping edges. Another problem with the
node-link diagram was to discriminate between the years. Although participants started
to look for dark, continuous lines for the most recent year, for example, two clearly
forgot about the pattern they were looking for and continued looking at all relations
(disregarding the colour and line style).

More participants used the matrix to identify relations with growing trend (task T1),
which confirms the assumption that the evolution of co-offenders is easier to inspect
in the tabular overview. However, some switched to the node-link diagram in between
to confirm their findings. There were also participants who started with the node-link
diagram right away and did not bother to change to the matrix at all. Participants
who solely used the node-link diagram looked for a pattern of parallel lines that become
thicker and many focused on the continuous blue lines, i.e., on showing a relation in the
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latest year. There were seven co-offender pairs that could be named to provide a valid
answer. We asked for an unspecified number, so participants tended to search the whole
dataset. For many the main central group constituted an ambiguous case as it does not
show a linear upward trend (rather an increase followed by a decrease). Especially this
group was explored often in both the matrix and the node-link diagram. In sum, both
visualisations were used 43 times.

In general, we assumed that the trend is depicted in both visualisations equally well.
The participants’ usage in judging the network’s trend (task T6) validated this as it was
distributed more or less equally (39/41 times). The number of crimes decreased over the
years in the depicted evolution. 18 participants perceived the decreasing trend correctly.
Only two participant saw an increase in the crime evolution, one suggested a steady
trend. The remaining ten participants were undecided. Two participants said that they
could only guess because it is too hard with either visualisation.

Participants looked for "fat lines" and if there were more of them in the node-link
diagram. Interestingly, only one person could make a sound judgement when looking for
that pattern in the node-link diagram. Six participants did not correctly perceive the
lightly coloured (older) links and concluded that there were more crimes committed now
in the latest year. They also investigated the strongly connected group in the centre but
after spending some time on this group, they switched to the matrix to analyse it further.
Two persons then changed their mind about their answer. Consequently one person,
for example, stated "I realise that I got the wrong impression with the graph [node-link
diagram]". Another person got more insecure about the answer after taking into account
both visualisations, stating that "the crime seems not to become more or less but rather
shift in the type of crime".

Six participants additionally analysed the change in the crime type. One participant
identified a shift from financial crimes to more violent crimes and inferred an increased
trend in terms of the seriousness of the crime. The criminal activity could be analysed
in detail using the bar charts in both visualisations. Here, we assumed that this was
easier in the matrix because the bar charts are immediately visible in the overview.
Co-offenders who performed a shift in their crime type (task T2) were looked up in both
visualisations (using the node-link diagram 67 times, and almost as often using the matrix
62 times). As people tried to match pairs found in the node-link diagram to the matrix
and vice versa for reassurance, this task led to the most frequent switching between the
two visualisations. Here, participants found it difficult to memorise identifiers in order to
find offenders in the other visualisation, necessitating frequent switching. This resulted
in short visits in one visualisation (1-5 seconds) and a high swapping number (0̃.5 per
minute; AVG= 0.35), compare Figure 5.12b. In the node-link diagram, criminal activity
had to be investigated by hovering and, therefore, participants liked the matrix better
as it provides an overview over the crime type evolution. Reasons for switching were
"finding groups is easier in the graph [node-link diagram]" and "I can see the crime types
better in the matrix". Searching for an ongoing criminal activity over the three years
in the node-link diagram was done by looking for multiple lines. One participant, for
example, started with the matrix, but was unsure if the identified co-offenders she found
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would build a group and, therefore, switched to the node-link diagram to cross-check the
connections.

Looking for dominant crime types (task T5) is presumably easier to answer with
the matrix and our results confirmed this. The matrix was used 39 times to solve this
task and participants only consulted the node-link diagram half of the time (27 times).
Every participant ranked "Financial Fraud" as the most dominant answer, which was a
correct choice (rank 1). This was a clear case as both frequency and weights were highest
for this type of crime. "Disorder violence", the second most dominant crime, was only
identified by 19%. 58% rather chose "Minor Assault" (rank 4) as more dominant, which
appears more frequently but has a lower assigned weight than both "Disorder Violence"
(rank 2) and "Burglary Other" (rank 5). Five participants chose "Burglary Other" as
more dominant overall. The worst assessment was done by the one participant who
only used the node-link diagram, missing nine more dominant crime types by reporting
"Criminal Damage" (rank 11). The high weight of "Drugs Supply" was not perceived as
nobody reported this type of crime as dominant although its weighted score reached rank
3. Hence, the frequency of crimes had a bigger impact than the weights, since having
the highest weight (the same as "Financial Fraud") did not compensate for the fact that
it occurred six times less often than "Minor Assault". Another reason for not seeing
"Drugs Supply" as a dominant problem is the decreasing trend over the years, up to no
occurrences in the last time frame. Using the matrix participants acknowledged that this
type of crime was causing problems, but not any more, which exemplifies that the matrix
gave a good overview over the network development.

5.3.10 Strategy usage per visualisation

Overall the most frequent strategy was Looking for connections. Participants mainly
applied this strategy in the node-link diagram. Trends were assessed in both visualisations
at the same rate, as well as the Verification and Contradiction strategies, which were
used about equally often. Storytelling, Comparison, Elimination, but also Creative
desperation occurred more often in the node-link diagram. Contradictions, on the other
hand, occurred twice as much in the matrix than in the node-link diagram.

Looking for connections was used in every task but dominantly in the relational tasks
(tasks T3 and T4). Participants could only apply this strategy in single cases using the
matrix and predominantly applied it in the node-link diagram. Trends were more often
assessed in the matrix in tasks asking for temporal developments (tasks T1 and T6).
However, in tasks regarding weighted crime activities, Trends were assessed as well and
here the usage was the other way around, i.e., the node-link diagram was used more often
(compare RQ2 in Figure 5.16).

Storytelling was the third most frequent strategy employed overall and much more
often used in the node-link diagram. There it notably occurred in all tasks, but least in
those regarding time, whereas in the matrix Storytelling was used most frequently for
the temporal tasks (compare RQ3 in Figure 5.16).

Overall participants verified results only once more in the matrix than in the node-
link diagram. In the node-link diagram weights were mostly verified and in the matrix
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verification was mainly applied for temporal aspects (tasks T1 & T6).
Participants compared results more often in the node-link diagram than in the matrix,

especially in the tasks regarding relationships and weights. In the matrix answers to time
related tasks got compared most often.

Participants eliminated information to a similar extent in the matrix and in the
node-link diagram. On a task basis Elimination was also used as often in both views
for time related tasks (tasks T1 & T6). In all other tasks it was dominantly used in the
node-link diagram.

Creative desperation happened in all tasks in the node-link diagram, where it was
observed more often overall. Primarily when looking for relations and weights participants
expressed impasse situations. In the matrix participants could avoid them in the relational
tasks (likely because they barely used the matrix for those tasks). Reaching an impasse
situation happened more often with regard to weights than to time.

Coincidental Aha-moments occurred more often in the matrix in every task. In the
node-link diagram they could be observed mostly with regard to weights and time, but
in the matrix they occurred in relational tasks as well.

Participants had realisations because of contradictory information in the matrix only
in time related tasks and when talking about the visualisation capabilities (task T7).
Interestingly, no contradictions occurred in the node-link diagram for temporal tasks,
i.e., the encoding in the lines, compare Figure 5.16.

5.3.11 Conclusion

We analysed sense-making strategies during the use of two visualisations and compared
their application on the basis of the visualisations and tasks. The tasks can be categorised
into 4 groups: time, relationships, weights and visualisations capabilities themselves. Two
strategies concern insight generation: Coincidental Aha’s are unexpected insights, and
contradictions often led to insights, but also to creative desperation, which on the other
hand did not directly lead to insight but to a change of strategy.

We could show that matrices are superior for representing temporal development. In
general, our results do not agree with previous results from literature, which suggests that
matrices are best used for dense networks and effective overviews, and node-link diagrams
shall be used to show structure and hierarchies. Our results suggest that the matrix is
also useful for structural tasks and that the additional encoding of extended relations of
2nd degrees is beneficial. We further show that the combination of both visualisations
is beneficial in certain tasks, especially for verification purposes. When asking for 2nd
degree relationships the matrix was preferred, possibly due to the overlapping of edges
and the lack of a uniform layout in the node-link diagram.

We assumed that the identification of crime weights would be easier with the matrix
as it shows crime types at a glance, whereas participants have to hover over relations
to see them in the node-link diagram and have to memorise this information while
investigating different links. Even those participants who were keen to use the node-link
diagram claimed that the matrix provides the better overview in this use case. The
matrix provided a better overall assessment of temporal developments of criminal activity,
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Figure 5.16: The frequency of the nine sense-making strategies, which we observed in
the experimental setup shown per research question RQ1-4, for both the matrix and
node-link (NL) diagram. We used two tasks for each research question. RQ1 Relations
gets addressed by tasks T3 & T4, RQ2 Weights by tasks T2 & T5, RQ3 Time by tasks
T1 & T6 and RQ4 Visualisation by task T7.
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but the usage in this task was shared equally between both visualisations. It was possible
to retrieve an overall impression of development in the network through the node-link
diagram, however, this sometimes misled participants to concentrate on the thicker and
continuous lines and to underestimate the previous time periods due to the dashed line
style.

A key result is that although participants had no prior knowledge of the two visuali-
sations, they were able to assess the views quickly and decide which was better fitting to
a task. The results show clear tendencies in four out of seven tasks. In tasks regarding
individual relationships and the overall trend the advantages of both visualisations were
leveraged and there were no clear favourites. Finally, individual results show that the
subjective preference was hindering the user in swapping views and preferring the node-
link diagram led to a different insight in one task than using either only the matrix or
both views. This strongly argues for providing both visualisation techniques and training
the intelligence analysts in using several visualisations for advanced insight generation.

To conclude, this investigation contributes in the following ways:

• Foremost, a novel visual analytics approach adapted to the requirements of criminal
intelligence gets introduced. We represent a weighted network over 3 years within
two established techniques, a node-link and a matrix based visualisation.

• Furthermore, we describe a set of sense-making strategies to generate insights while
using two different visualisations for the same tasks, which can be used for further
studies with similarly structured data.

• Finally, we find that using indicators for 2nd degree neighbours in an adjacency
matrix proved to be more precise than the analysis of this relationship in the
structure-inherent node-link diagram.

5.3.12 Comments on dissemination

The two visualisations were designed in co-operation with A E Solutions (BI) Ltd based
on the requirement analysis within the VALCRI project and state-of-the-art literature.
My contribution was in planning and conducting the studies in co-operation with the
co-authors.

Three papers were published on this investigation:

• First we describe the technical point of view of strategic intelligence analysis and the
focused target group in study 1 at the European Intelligence and Security Informatics
Conference 2016 [SHK+16]. Here we contributed mainly in the evaluation and
discussion of the results.

• Second, we wrote a short article with the viewpoint on sense-making strategies "How
Analysts Think: Sense-making Strategies in the Analysis of Temporal Evolution and
Criminal Network Structures and Activities" [DHSP+17], which appeared in the
proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 61st Annual Meeting in
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2017. In this first evaluation of the second study of the investigation we collaborated
with Middlesex University.

• Third, we followed-up with an extended qualitative analysis in 2018, which was
done in collaboration with a diploma student at Vienna University of Technology.
We wrote a journal article about the results of this in-depth analysis, entitled
Sense-making Strategies in Explorative Intelligence Analysis of Network Evolu-
tions [DHGP+18] for a special issue on human centred visual analytics in the
Journal of Behaviour & Information Technology. Here my contribution as the main
author lie in planning and structuring the analysis, as well as coordinating the
discussion of the results and the input of the co-authors.
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5.4 Investigation 4: How analysts think and form
hypotheses with visual analytics

Figure 5.17: Example of a large canvas as provided in VALCRI. Several views may
overlap each other as they can be manually repositioned and resized (a full-screen option
is included as well).

The goal of this study is, similar to the previous investigation, to better understand
and report sense-making aspects of analysts during realistic tasks. Here, we make use
of a complex visual analytics system which was designed to support and augment the
intelligence analysis process: VALCRI. The system uses tiles to offer various visualisations
that can be arranged flexibly on a large canvas. The formative evaluation process of
the VALCRI project ensured the usefulness by evaluating prototypes of the system
incrementally with police analysts to be able to adapt the prototype along the way. In
the course of this process we evaluated the integrated prototype with regard to sense-
making in June 2017, which led to suggestions for improvements as well as general design
recommendations. In addition, we again analysed the sense-making processes of 18
graduate students at Vienna University of Technology.
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Table 5.9: Design recommendations based on investigation I4.

Recommendation Description
4.1 Offer simple visualisations Offer simple visualisations such as maps,

timelines and bar charts. These well known
visualisations were preferred to more com-
plex visualisations in our study. We ob-
served many combinations of the simple
visualisations with the more specific ones
like, e.g., Statistical Process Chart (SPC),
Crime Classification Table (CCT) or Space
Similarity Selector (S3).

4.2 Support Verification The verification of results promotes high-
level insights. By assessing the quality of
insights we observed differences between
high-level insights, including inferences
rather than just single facts, which we refer
to as low-level insights.

4.3 Motivate Trend Analysis Participants who focused on analysing
trends tended to report better insights.

4.4 Motivate complementing
views

The combination of an interactive timeline
and a SPC, for example, may be used in
multiple views.

4.5 Emphasise training of the tool
use

Our results showed that participants who
focused on fewer strategies gained more
insights. Knowing the tool and what to
expect from a visualisation might help to
focus on certain strategies. Enable focused
work within a visualisation.

5.4.1 Motivation

Intelligence analysis suggests that over time similar MO of crimes can be observed
repeatedly in certain areas. Hence, by purposely fusing multiple data sources to enable
immediate detection of known crime patterns, visual analytics systems can facilitate
criminal intelligence analysis and thereby influence decision-making in policing.

The main challenge is that the sense-making processes of analysts during the use of
visual analytics systems are not fully understood, which impedes the implementation of
appropriate support mechanisms. Therefore, we are interested in the following research
questions:

• RQ1: How do users generate insights with visualisations for intelligence analysis
and which visualisation tools do they use to achieve this?
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• RQ2: Which sense-making strategies do participants use most?

• RQ3: Are sense-making strategies related to the number and/or quality of insights?

VALCRI encourages the user’s intuition based upon the available data, her analysis
goal at the time and her experience. The underlying idea is that requiring minimal
effort results in low commitment at the early stages and, thus, supports the creative,
playful, generative, chaotic and tentative nature of human reasoning. The system also
enables formal assessments by allowing the analyst to test her initial claims, by smoothly
transitioning into formal methods. This is necessary to support claims made through
evidence.

5.4.2 Description of the prototype

The prototype consists of three main parts. First, a search allows to filter the extensive
anonymised police database to a manageable set of entities that can be explored during
analysis. Secondly, a clustering algorithm extracts possible connections within the whole
dataset and gives insight on cluster characteristics. Finally, a SPC reveals outliers over
time and supports the temporal analysis of the database. This visualisation points to
noteworthy time ranges when crime rates differ from the usual crime behaviour, which
can be used again as an input to filter the results via a search function.

VALCRI starts the analysis with a search, which consists of a text field for a keyword
search and a date range selector, shown in Figure 5.18. After running the search with the
keyword school three linked visualisations are used to represent the vast set of results: a
timeline, a map and categorical terms in a bar chart. They are linked, which means that
each visualisation acts as a potential filter on its own.

The time view shows the period of time that the crimes on the result set were
committed in a timeline – an area timeline can be used to select a subset of that time
frame. The map shows crime event locations aggregated with an overlaying grid for
result sets exceeding 300 events, and the bar chart shows the distribution of different
characteristics, e.g., the crime type (default), or the categorical term of the town, compare
Figure 5.18. It further allows splitting results between custom attribute overlays, for
example, for solved or unsolved crimes.

The analyst can start several searches in parallel to compare different result groups.
They can be distinguished by a yellow border that shows connected search results. Closing
the respective search bar closes all corresponding views.

Each visualisation acts as a filter for the result group, e.g., selecting an offence type
in the bar chart reduces the result set to the respective offences. When the resulting
number falls below 300 each entity location is shown as a single dot in the map. Choosing
a time frame in the area timeline applies a gradient colour-coding on the dots in the map
to show temporal uncertainty, compare Figure 5.19.

Intelligence specific tools are the CCT, the SPC and the S3 with an additional cluster
view.

The SPC shows the mean crime rate of a selected time period and its standard
deviation, facilitating the detection of anomalies in the data, such as very large or sudden
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Figure 5.18: Screenshot of the VALCRI prototype, showing the components an analyst
starts with: a search bar with keyword search and a date range selector. The results are
shown in three basic visualisations: a timeline, a map and a bar chart. The bar chart
may represent different categorical terms, such as offence type, day of the week or time
in the day – here, the towns where the crimes happened are shown.

shifts. Intelligence analysts would interpret various types of deviation from the mean
over consecutive points typically as a new trend, which is encoded as turquoise points in
the SPC. Outliers are highlighted with red crosses (see Figure 5.20).

The CCT summarises all the information from the MO description of crime reports,
which consistently contain the time band and a role type, i.e., victim or defendant,
showing all features in columns and crimes per row. Analysts may then make use of
a clustering tool and visualise them via the S3. S3 groups crimes into clusters based
on their similarities allowing to set parameters for the k-means algorithm, such as the
number of clusters. Analysts looking for crime series are advised to look for small clusters
containing six to ten crimes in order to perform victimology analysis (determining age,
gender, etc.). Each crime is represented by a dot, where the distance to others represents
its similarity - closely grouped dots show a strong similarity of their crime reports. In
Figure 5.21 we can see overlapping dots in cluster 3, which means that there are very
similar crimes.
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Figure 5.19: Single crimes are shown in the map if the result set is smaller than 300
events. Colour coded dots represent the time the crimes happened in relation to the time
selected in the timeline (before and after the selected timestamp).
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Figure 5.20: Crime rates over time in the basic timeline (top panel) and an SPC (bottom
panel): the date is mapped on the x-axis, the counts are mapped on the y-axis. Mean
and standard deviation are shown as horizontal lines in the SPC.

Figure 5.21: The S3 visualisation allows to specify clusters based on keywords from the
MO description. Crimes are represented by dots and the distance between dots represents
similarity. Dots that are overlapping, therefore, represent events with matching textual
descriptions, such as occur in cluster 3 where "room" and "force" are the main common
keywords.
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5.4.3 Approach

We analyse the interaction with ten visualisations within a prototype of VALCRI:

1. Search bar

2. Timeline

3. Map

4. Bar chart

5. Entity card (Crime report)

6. List of crime reports

7. Statistical Process Chart (SPC)

8. Space Similarity Selector (S3)

9. Clusters

10. Crime Classification Table (CCT)

We analyse the use of a multi-component visualisation with regard to insight and
sense-making by extracting strategies employed during the work with the system. Hence,
we observe how the participants make sense of information provided by the visual analytics
tool. We expect participants to use different components to answer different kinds of
questions and follow up on investigative hypotheses during an analytical task.

To address these questions we conducted an extensive experimental thinking aloud
recruiting eighteen computer science students (5 female, 13 male) with a Bachelor degree
in computer science. We trained them on basic policing principles, as experts are not
available at this scale. No colour vision impairments were reported. We trained the
participants about strategic analysis goals and introduced the system in a walk-through
session and a video tutorial explaining the context and aims of the police work. A user
manual was provided for studying the system prior to the study session. Furthermore,
we started the study with a hands-on training task to establish a feeling for the tool and
to answer any questions.

Tasks: Making sense of crime in specific areas

The tasks were developed in cooperation with end users from police forces. They reflect
realistic application scenarios and are adapted to the dataset.

• Training task: Search for knife crimes in Birmingham during February 2017 and
investigate the information in the given visualisations.
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• Analysis task: Burglary dwelling in the town of Tormington - Analyse offences
that occurred between 1 April and 31 July 2017 and prepare a short report that
summarises your findings.

The task description of the analysis task further includes dates relevant to the analysis
(bank and school holidays) as well as the goals to be able to improve surveillance, allocate
the appropriate resources and apprehend the suspect(s). The report should include
insights, an assessment of relevant crime data by time, location, and MO. We think that
the task implicitly defines the insights that should be the outcome. This makes it more
obvious how insights can be measured. In our case, an insight is a recommendation
accompanied by one or two screenshots showing the visualisations that helped the
participants to get that insight. This screenshot was in most cases accompanied by text
explaining the insight and/or the recommendation.

5.4.4 Results

The analysis of sense-making strategies during the task reveals differences in the insight
generation process and the frequency and duration of applied strategies, which addresses
research question 1 and 2.

We adapted the coding scheme from the previous study to align the level of the
strategies and get clear-cut definitions for mutually exclusive strategies. In the extensive
investigation of an explorative visual analysis task it is not feasible to observe lower
level activities such as Comparison, Laddering and Summarising. With Comparison
we experienced that it was used within one visualisation as well as beyond one tool
by memorising the information to compare it with the information given by another
tool. We were able to detect this due to the experimental setting of study 3, where
participants could only see one visualisation at a time, but switch whenever they wanted.
Here we use a multi-component prototype with a focus on higher level activities such
as Pattern analysis, Trend analysis or Storytelling. We generalised the main category
of the network analysis in investigation 3, Connections, to Patterns for the analysis of
spatiotemporal-thematic event data in the present investigation. A lesson learned from
the previous investigation was that mutually exclusive categories enable straightforward
coding and evaluation processes. As it was sometimes hard to assign codes unambiguously
we now decided to add hybrid codes for these cases. This resulted in the two combined
codes Pattern with Profiling and Elimination with Trend. We think the resulting set of
codes is generalisable to other domains using multivariate event data.

A detailed description of the sense-making strategies including coding criteria and
exemplary statements is provided in Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10: The coding scheme for the structured analysis of thinking aloud protocols
including criteria and exemplary quotes.

Category Criteria Example
Pattern: Looking for
similarities across several
(groups of) actors between
crime types, criminals time
intervals, direct and indi-
rect relationships, etc.

– Considering various char-
acteristics of several, at
least two, individuals or
groups of actors or time
spans

– Mentioning patterns (i.e.,
similarities) across di-
mensions

P4: "So what I am inter-
ested in is how they
got in, window or
door [looking at clus-
ters in CCT]."

P11: "I can create a neigh-
bour [map from list]
and compare the loca-
tions [of clusters]."

Profiling: Characteris-
ing crimes or criminals
based on features such
as links (identify gangs),
crime types (what type of
crimes is most critical), or
time intervals (when and
why actors are active).

– Inspecting specific indi-
viduals or groups of ac-
tors or crime

– Considering various as-
pects about the suspects,
going into detail - may
contain trend assessment

P16: "I have a crime with
a victim, I will have a
look at [the victim],
maybe he was even
mugged twice."

P18: "I will read the de-
scription [of a crime
report]"

Pattern with Profiling:
Combination of Pattern
and Profiling.

– Comparing crime reports
with each other

– Activities where it is
hard to separate Pattern
from Profiling.

P18: [putting several
crime reports next to
each other]

Trend: Looking for trends
in the data. Attempting
to determine increasing or
decreasing criminal activity
over time.

– Inspecting crime rate
changes in timeline

– Comparing development
across time

P2: "In this time period it
[crime rate] goes up."

Elimination: Generating
new understanding by elim-
inating data considered as
not relevant.

– Filtering out data that
does not fit or is not in-
teresting

P10: "I will select burglary
dwelling in the bar
chart [which filters all
crime events by this
crime type]."

Continued on next page
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Table 5.10 – Continued from previous page
Category Criteria Example
Elimination with
Trend: Reducing the
search space with respect
to time.

– Reducing possibilities
that do not fit a temporal
requirement

P10: "I will look at 16th
July."

Explanation and Story-
telling: Constructing a
story by explaining the MO
and relationships that were
observed within the data by
using one’s experience or
imagination, thus, adding
information that subjec-
tively make sense.

– After profiling (likely)
– Added information that
is not visibly obtained
from the data

– "Made-up" or sub-
jectively enhanced
information depend-
ing on the previous
life experience of the
analysts

P1: "Christmas days are
less affected, I assume
criminals have a fam-
ily too."

P2: "People come home
from the Easter
holidays, kids go
back to school and
parents work and
then we have all the
dwellings."

Verification: Consulting
both representations for
verification purposes.

– Looking up information
in another visualisation

– Validate an assumption

P1: "I suppose I can see
this here [in the other
visualisation] as well."

Creative Desperation:
Not knowing what to do
next and the feeling of be-
ing stuck at an impasse.

– Expressing that one is
stuck and doesn’t know
how to continue

P4: "Now I am not sure
of what best to look
for."

Coincidental Aha’s: If it
is not clear to the observer
why an action was taken,
or where a new idea came
from.

– Seemingly coincidental
insights

– No clear line of thought.

P3: "Ah! That’s a good
cluster."

P13: "Ah, that’s interest-
ing."

Contradiction: Obvious
mismatch of what was hy-
pothesized or thought of be-
ing true.

Noticing that previous
thoughts or assumptions
were not right.

P3: "I don’t see a clear pat-
tern as I would expect
from..."
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Table 5.11: Frequencies of codes by experimenter 1 and agreement rate with experi-
menter 2.

Code Frequency Agreement

Pattern 286 93%
Trend 158 90%
Profiling 121 86%
Elimination 116 85%
Storytelling 75 100%
Elimination incl. Trend 57 100%
Creative Desperation 33 100%
Contradiction 26 100%
Verification 25 75%
Pattern incl. Profiling 15 67%
Coincidental Aha 12 50%

Observed sense-making strategies

Table 5.11 shows how often the observed strategies were used by the analysts in descending
order. Many strategies are used much less than the top five. The coding scheme is
partially based on the Triple Path Model of Insight [Kle13], which describes scientific
discoveries and inventions. We assume that there is a significant difference between this
process and everyday problem solving processes, which results in the difference between
the assumptions of the Triple Path Model and our results. We think that this is due to
the fact that Klein’s research investigates insight generation on a general level, whereas
we look at insight generation at a much finer level of granularity. Contradiction plays
an important role in Klein’s model but is, for example, difficult to observe because it
does not occur that often in everyday situations and participants are not sensitised
towards detecting contradictions. The identification of more Contradictions, however,
would be favourable in the hypotheses generation process because the assumption is that
contradictions lead to insights.

The analysis of insights, which got documented by the user during the tool use,
indicates how visualisations are related to the insight generation process. To answers
research question 3 we count the number of insights and contrast their quality to the
applied strategies.

We identified Looking for Patterns as the predominant strategy in our evaluation,
coded nearly twice as much as the second most frequent strategy. It includes comparing
characteristics of crime events, such as location or offence type, and often describes
manual clustering. Hence, participants were mostly looking for similarities in crimes
(Patterns) and secondly, were looking for Trends. The task description contains fairly
much temporal information, such as bank and school holidays, and all participants utilized
these time periods during their analysis. In contrast, the other specifications (burglary
type and town) were sometimes disregarded. The offence type was disregarded in eight
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Figure 5.22: Frequency of applied sense-making strategies and their relative duration
(sec), ordered by frequency [DHDP+19].

cases and the fictional town in five cases.
There is a difference in how long the different strategies are used. We measured how

long the strategies are employed during every occurrence. Patterns with Profiling took
the longest with approximately 48 seconds, thus, reading crime reports was the most
time consuming strategy. Participants searched longer for Trends than, e.g., for Patterns
or Verification. Profiling and Pattern with Profiling took longer than just looking for
Patterns. Our results further confirm that the Aha moment is a quick process and it
turned out to be a shorter moment than the one for Contradiction, when a participant
realises that something is odd (compare Figure 5.22).

Strategies and number of insights

We analysed sense-making strategies in relation to the number of reported insights. The
number of employed strategies is moderately associated with the number of reported
insights (r = −.441). Participants who reported more insights in general used a smaller
set of different strategies. There is also a small correlation between how many insights
were gained and how often participants changed strategies (r = −.294).

To follow up on research question 3, Are sense-making strategies related to the number
of insights?, we grouped participants by the number of reported insights into three equally
sized groups. Participants reporting the fewest insights used the Profiling strategy the
most. A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a significant difference in the use of Profiling
(χ2 = 6.106, p − value = .0473) across three different groups (Group 1, n = 6, 1-3
insights, Group 2: n = 6, 4-6 insights, Group 3: n = 6, 7-11 insights). Post-hoc pairwise-
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Figure 5.23: Number of insights - more diverse strategies led to fewer insights. Trends
were analysed most often when many insights got reported [DHDP+19].

comparison of groups using a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that Profiling significantly
led to fewer insights (p < .05) with a large effect size (r = 0.58). More insights were
reported when Trends and Patterns were used in a similar fashion (compare Figure 5.23).

A distinct feature of Group 1 (fewest insights) is the usage of Verification, Creative
Desperation, Coincidental Aha’s, Contradiction and Pattern with Profiling, which have
little to no occurrences in the other groups, compare Table 5.12. This indicates that
all these strategies, not only Creative Desperation, are related to struggle and a lack of
a systematic approach. The Aha-moment, for example, sometimes seems to indicate a
contradiction that participants were not completely aware of.

Reporting insights

We asked participants to report their insights in a tool of their choice (MSWord/PowerPoint)
using screenshots to capture the state of the tool when an insight was gained and add
annotations for explanations. We analysed the screenshots to see which visualisations
are used to convey an insight and the text descriptions to assess insight quality. We also
counted the number of insights. It was up to the individual to choose relevant insights for
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Table 5.12: Medians and interquartile ranges of strategy counts per number of insights
(few, moderate, many) for all strategies.

Nr of insights
Few
(n = 6)

Mod
(n = 6)

Many
(n = 6) p-value

Mdn (P25 to 75) Mdn (P25 to 75) Mdn (P25 to 75)

Pattern 17 (14.50 to 18.75) 19.5 (16 to 20) 11 (7.25 to 16.25) .2524286
Trend 5.5 (5 to 9) 6 (5.25 to 7.5) 13.5 (10.75 to 14.75) .06715
Profiling 8.5 (8 to 13.5) 5.5 (5 to 6,75) 2.5 (1.25 to 5.25) .04737*
Elimination 7 (5 to 11.25) 6.5 (5.25 to 10) 5 (1.25 to 5.75) .271
Storytelling 3.5 (2.25 to 4.75) 3 (1.25 to 4.75) 4 (3.25 to 7.25) .5424
Elimination incl. Trend 4 (0.5 to 6.75) 2.5 (0.25 to 4.75) 3 (0.5 to 4.75) .7156
Creative Desperation 1.5 (1 to 2.75) 2 (1 to 3) 0.5 (0 to 1.75) .5708
Contradiction 2 (1 to 3.75) 1 (0.25 to 1) 1.5 (0.25 to 2) .2504
Verification 2 (1 to 3) 0 (0 to 0.75) 1 (0.25 to 3.25) .1222
Pattern incl. Profiling 0 (0 to 0.25) 0 (0 to 0) 0 (0 to 0) .2834
Coincidental Aha 0.5 (0 to 2.5) 0 (0 to 0) 0.5 (0 to 1) .4406

* significant at p < .05; p-value obtained using the Kruskal-Wallis H test.

the report and no minimum requirements were asked (even though the task description
suggested time, location and MO to be included). In total 89 insights were reported
using 1.7 visualisations per insight on average. Most participants (two-thirds) reported
more than three insights. One insight was the minimum, while eleven the maximum.
The report quality is moderately correlated with the number of insights (r = .343), i.e.,
when more insights are reported they tend to be of higher quality.

We evaluated the quality of the insight reports, assessing the depth of an insight
depending on the policing recommendation. Low-level insights are statements about
single facts, such as crime rates at certain dates shown via screenshots. Moderate reports
are explanations of a hypothesis and high-level insights are conclusion that can be drawn
from discovered problematic crime scenes. A high-level insight report includes at least
one policing recommendation.

Example 1: Participant P6 reported high-level insights, such as: "This display
indicates that burglars often choose the rear entrance. Surveillance should therefore
focus on that, maybe by choosing patrol routes where officers have clear sight to rear
entrances of houses." She used five different sense-making strategies with the smallest
switching behaviour (32 times) and reported eight insights, of which six included a
policing recommendation.

Example 2: Participant P16, on the other hand, used eleven different sense-making
strategies, switching strategies more often than any other participant (98 times, compare
Figure 5.24), and reported three low-level insights. They contained facts on similar crimes
using only screenshots of crime reports aligned next to each other for comparison. Hence,
profiling was applied most, which did not lead to any policing recommendation.

Strategies and quality of insights

Using fewer strategies has a small correlation with higher insight quality (r = −.209)
and there is a moderate association between how good the quality of the insights were
and how often strategies were changed in total (r = −.365). Similar to the situation
in the case of the number of insights, the quality of insights increases the less people
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Figure 5.24: The number of applied sense-making strategies varied in the approximately
same time used for the task. We observe a better insight quality for participants sticking
with each strategy longer, thus, using less strategies in total (P16 reported few, low-level
insights, P8 many, moderate, and P6 many, high-level insights).

jumped between different sense-making strategies. Trends were assessed more often in
the better performing groups (moderate and high-level insights), than in then low-level
group. Patterns and profiling, on the contrary, were most often used in the low-level
insight group. Participants with high-level insights verified the most. Figure 5.25 shows
the distribution of the mean usage of strategies normalised per strategy.

A Kruskal-Wallis test shows a significant difference in the use of Pattern (χ2 = 6.7427,
p = .034), Verification (χ2 = 6.016, p = .049), and Profiling (χ2 = 9.711, p = .007)
across the three quality groups (Group C: n = 5, high-level insights, Group B: n = 6,
moderate insights, Group A: n = 7, low-level insights). Pairwise comparisons using the
Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that Profiling led to significantly more low-level insights
compared to the number of high-level insights (p < .05) with a large effect size (r = .73).
Verification led to significantly more high-level insights (p < .05) with a moderate effect
size (r = .57). The difference of Pattern leading to more low-level insights was not
significant compared to the other groups. The remaining strategies were used more
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Figure 5.25: Looking at the insight quality, Pattern and Profiling show a clear tendency
to lead to low-level insights. Higher-level insights were gained with the Trend and
Verification strategies [DHDP+19].

equally between the groups, compare Table 5.13.

Table 5.13: Medians and interquartile ranges of strategy counts for quality of insights
(low-level, moderate, high-level) for all strategies.

Insight quality
Low
(n = 7)

Mod
(n = 6)

High
(n = 5) p-value

2-4 Mdn (P25 to 75) Mdn (P25 to 75) Mdn (P25 to 75)

Pattern 19 (18.5 to 23) 13 (11 to 18) 11 (10 to 16) .03434
Trend 5 (5 to 6) 11.5 (7 to 14.5) 10 (8 to 14) .05184
Profiling 8 (7.5 to 11.5) 5.5 (4.25 to 8.25) 2 (1 to 3) .007823**
Elimination 7 (5 to 11) 3.5 (2 to 5.75) 6 (5 to 7) .2404
Storytelling 4 (2.5 to 4.5) 3.5 (2 to 7.5) 4 (3 to 5) .9349
Elimination with Trend 5 (0 to 6) 4 (2.5 to 4.75) 0 (0 to 2) .5026
Creative Desperation 1 (0.5. to 2.5) 2 (0.25 to 3) 1 (1 to 2) .9383
Contradiction 1 (1 to 2) 1 (0.25 to 1.75) 1 (0 to 2) .8481
Verification 1 (1 to 4) 0 (0 to 0.75) 3 (1 to 4) .04938
Pattern with Profiling 0 (0 to 2) 0 (0 to 0) 0 (0 to 0) .07098
Coincidental Aha 0 (0 to 1.5) 0 (0 to 0) 0 (0 to 1) .32

* significant at p < .05, ** p < .01; p-value obtained using the Kruskal-Wallis H test.

Tool use for insight reporting

The three visualisations from the search result group, time, map and bar chart, were
used most often for reporting insights. They often were useful on their own, but also
in combination with another view (see Table 5.14). Another basic visualisation, a
list, however, was used just once in combination with the map. From the intelligence
specific tools the CCT from the MO notes was used the most. The most frequently
used combination was the SPC with the time view, which complement each other by
additional information over the same period of time. The SPC additionally offers the
interaction possibility of selecting time stamp, which allows to investigate the events on
a detailed level.

Combinations of a bar chart with another bar chart were used to show crime statistics
together with a bar chart with time to emphasise the peaks in the timeline. The most
frequent combinations were a mix of a basic and one of the specific views. When more
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Table 5.14: Frequency of tools used to report relevant insights in a single or combined
view.

Tool use Single Combined

Timeline 10 22
Statistical Process Chart (SPC) 3 13
Map (Location) 11 17
Search bar 1 3
Bar chart 6 17
Crime Classification Table (CCT) 10 7
Space Similarity Selector (S3) 2 7
Clusters - 7
Crime Reports - 15
List - 1

than two views were combined they were used more individually, e.g., to show three crime
reports next to each other, or to compare several maps. Interestingly, the participant
reporting most insights only used the conventional visualisation tools and heavily exploited
the bar chart to gain insights. Tools representing the temporal development (Time and
SPC) were used more frequently when high-level insights could be gained, which lead
to specific recommendations. Also, the CCT was used twice as often in the high-level
insight reports as in the low-level insight report group, compare Figure 5.26.

5.4.5 Conclusion

We derived eleven sense-making strategies from the observation of an exploratory analysis
task in the area of criminal intelligence analysis. The evaluation of these strategies
indicates that concentrating on fewer strategies leads to more hypotheses and better
insights. Looking for connections in the data, i.e., Patterns, was the main strategy. It was,
however, less beneficial for insight generation than we assumed beforehand. The tools seem
to support looking for connection Patterns better than looking for Trends. Participants
who focused on analysing Trends tended to report better insights. Coincidental Aha’s
occurred rarely and we find little difference within the groups that produced more or less
insights than others.

However, there is a significant difference in the Profiling and Verification strategy
suggesting that Profiling in our case does not support insight generation well. Better
analysis is done via Verification, i.e., participants who validated more often also generated
more hypotheses. However, participants who do not have many hypotheses in the first
place cannot verify them. They rather change to another strategy quite arbitrarily, which
is reflected in the number of strategies used. Our results indicate that verification should
be supported by visual analytics systems to a greater extent. From the literature on
cognitive biases we also know that Verification can help to overcome biases [NVH+16].
Participants who concentrated on the Profiling strategy, on the other hand, tended to
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Figure 5.26: Tools used for reporting insights grouped by quality: low-level, moderate,
and high-level insights [DHDP+19].

focus on details and could not create more general recommendations. The quality of
their insights was, therefore, not as good.

In general, we think that more insights are better than less. In the context of
intelligence analysis, however, a quantity of insights is not always desirable if immediate
action is required. Therefore, we not only compared strategies to the number of insights
but also considered the quality of the reports. Nevertheless, the subsets match well and
there is some indication that the participants who reported more had better insights too.

The problem of how to define insights, especially the granularity of insights, has been
discussed in the literature extensively. As of yet, there is generally accepted solution for
this problem. We approached this problem in a pragmatic way because the granularity
was predefined by the tasks created by the domain experts. We think that this bottom-up
approach for defining what constitutes an insight might be viable to overcome this
problem. Domain experts usually have a fairly precise idea what makes up a relevant
insight in their domain. In this way, insights can at least be defined for specific domains.

5.4.6 Comments on dissemination

This work was conducted in co-operation with project partners from Middlesex University
London and a manuscript entitled Sensemaking Strategies vs. Quality of Insights: Inves-
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tigating Analysis Processes Using Multiple Visualizations [DHDP+19] is, at the moment
of writing, submitted for publication. I was responsible for conducting the study, data
analysis and publishing. In the paper I mainly contributed to the results, but also to the
related work, system and study description (Sections 2.3. Criminal Intelligence Analysis,
3. System Description, 4. Study).
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5.5 Investigation 5: Geographic map line-ups

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.27: Example of a spatial line-up task. A real map a) is hidden in a number of
random b) decoys generated to show a lower spatial autocorrelation. c) The task is to
identify the map with the higher autocorrelation in the line-up of such similar maps.

To analyse sense-making strategies further we were interested if certain sense-making
strategies lead to better decisions, and, consequently better results. Therefore, we
chose tasks with clear answers for the final study of this thesis, the graphical line-up
test [WCHB10]. This test is a practical way of effecting more reliable interpretations.
Graphical line-ups, as depicted in Figure 5.27, can be considered as visual equivalents
of test statistics. Based on the work of Beecham et al. [BDM+17] we were interested in
how people judge the autocorrelation inherent in geographic maps, which is also relevant
for the domain of criminal intelligence. The results provide a set of general as well as
specific guidelines for choropleth and dot-centroid maps.

Table 5.15: Design recommendations based on investigation I5.

Recommendation Description
5.1 Use choropleth maps to show

spatial autocorrelation
Generally choropleth maps performed bet-
ter and were preferred in most of the cases.
They were especially successful in high val-
ues of autocorrelation and irregular geogra-
phies.

5.2 Train participants in spending
more time on a line-up task

The impartial observer should take the
time to study each plot.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.15 – Continued from previous page
Recommendation Description

5.3 Train participants on the im-
portance of transitions

Looking for connections and clusters was
more intuitive than assessing transitions.
Taking a closer look at transitions would
benefit in this task as the number of clus-
ters can have a negative impact. Partici-
pants favoured plot 6 over 2 in the choro-
pleth line-up example of Figure 5.27 be-
cause of the smaller number of clusters,
while the correct plot 2 shows a smoother
transition.

5.4 Use dot-centroid maps care-
fully for lower autocorrelated
data and more regular geogra-
phies

Choropleth maps were preferred by the
users, but some lower autocorrelated line-
ups could be better assessed with the dot-
centroid map. A combination of both or
being able to switch the visualisation tech-
nique might prove beneficial.

5.5.1 Motivation

Everything is related to
everything else, but near things
are more related than distant
things.

Tobler’s First Law of
Geography [Tob70, p.236]

If statistical graphics are to be used in data analysis and reporting, there needs to
be reassurance that the statistical effect implied by a graphic can be perceived reliably.
The possibility of a mismatch between statistical effect and its visual perception is
especially relevant to geovisualisation. Whilst maps convey information around the
location and extent of phenomena that may be difficult to imagine using non-visual
techniques, they may also lead to artefacts that are incidental to the statistical structure
under investigation and that may even induce interpretation of false structure.

In the graphical line-up test a plot of real data is hidden amongst a set of decoys
generated under a null hypothesis. If an impartial observer, an individual who has not
previously seen the plot, is able to correctly identify the real data from the decoys, then
this would lend confidence to the claim that a statistical effect exists. In null hypothesis
significance testing this would suggest that the observed data is not consistent with the
specified null hypothesis.

Graphical line-up tests are straight-forward to implement and conceptually appealing.
They offer much potential to geo-spatial analysis [BDM+17]. However, they do not
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fully negate concerns around reliability of perception. Recent empirical studies have
demonstrated that perception of statistical effects varies systematically with the intensity
of effect [BG10], with visualisation design [CYFR14] and in the case of geovisualisation,
with the geometric properties of the regions being studied [BDM+17]. Whilst there
is evidence to suggest that these variations in perception are sufficiently systematic
to be modelled (e.g. [CYFR14]), the evidence is less compelling for representations of
geo-spatial data in choropleth maps (e.g. [BDM+17]).

Beecham et al. [BDM+17] speculated about potential explanations – why it is that,
after modelling for variation due to statistical intensity and geometric irregularity,
there is still much variation in participants performance on assessing the statistical
structure encoded in maps. Elsewhere, Hofmann [HFMC12] and later VanderPlas and
Hofmann [VH16] investigated whether or not the ability to make correct judgements in
(non geo-spatial) line-up tests varies as a function of the individuals’ perceptual capability
and reasoning or some other demographic characteristics. Whilst both studies found
variation in individual ability to interpret line-up tests, this variation was not consistent
with demographics or visual abilities.

This study attempts to address the problem from a different perspective. Through
structured qualitative analysis of thinking aloud protocols, we attempt to expose the
sense-making processes through which judgements are made during line-ups displaying
geo-spatial data. If we are aware of the users’ sense-making processes while they solve
problems with visualisations, recommendations can be provided for designers on how to
design graphics and develop systems accordingly.

Easy line-up tasks are those that suggest a solution immediately. This is due to
pre-attentive processes which are well-known to enable fast pattern recognition. We
are interested in the not so clear cases, where other strategies have to be advised, and
designed demanding line-up tests where participants fail as often as they find the true
answer. This was accomplished by two rounds of pre-tests. On the one hand we wanted
to know if humans come to the same conclusions disregarding the truthfulness of their
answers and if a gut feeling still exists when they can not explain their assessments. In
addition, we developed difficult line-up tasks to be able to assess which sense-making
strategies are successful and which are not. An additional question is whether differences
in maps can be detected by using similar strategies as in our previous studies.

5.5.2 Approach

When presenting data in maps, analysts are often concerned with the role of space, or
spatial association, in phenomena. One question might be, for example, to what extent
high crime rates are concentrated in certain neighbourhoods of a city and low crime rates
in others. Spatial autocorrelation is a concept used widely for describing such tendencies
[OU10] which helps to understand the degree to which one object is similar to other
nearby objects. We use the formal statistic of Moran’s I for quantifying the amount or
intensity of spatial autocorrelation [Mor50].

A test statistic for spatial autocorrelation is typically derived by comparing an
observed intensity of Moran’s I against a distribution that would be expected under
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Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR) or some sensible prior knowledge [BDM+17]. Whilst
theoretically convenient, the assumption of CSR has been much criticised since it is a state
that rarely exists in practice. Within the more informal framework of graphical inference,
however, it is possible to perform tests of spatial autocorrelation in line-ups with decoys
that assume autocorrelation based on some sensible prior knowledge [BDM+17].

Previously, Beecham et al. [BDM+17] measured the precision with which differences in
spatial autocorrelation can be perceived in choropleth maps through a large crowd-sourced
experiment. The authors investigated how this precision varies with increasing geometric
irregularity and increasing intensity of statistical effect (see Figure 5.28). They found that
as the intensity of autocorrelation structure increases, the difference in statistical effect
necessary to correctly discriminate that structure decreases. Additionally, they found
that as geometric irregularity increases, so too does the difference in statistical effect
necessary to correctly discriminate that structure. Beecham et al. [BDM+17] also found
much variation in ability to discriminate structures that could not be explained easily
through the experiment conditions. This unexplained variation may relate to physical
artefacts introduced in choropleth maps that could not be controlled systematically. Or
it may relate to differences in qualitative heuristics – strategies – applied by participants
when making judgements.

This research aims to expose and characterise these strategies that are employed when
making judgements in map line-up tests.

We developed a series of map line-up tasks with line-ups consisting of nine data
graphics: one plot of real data hidden amongst a set of eight decoy plots. The study
conditions were generated by adapting the resources from Beecham et al. [BDM+17] to
generate 3× 3 line-up plots.

We conducted a randomised controlled study (N = 19) where the following conditions
were varied:

• Geovisualisation design: choropleth map | centroid-dot map

• Geometric irregularity: artificial grid | real geography, regularly shaped | real
geography, irregularly shaped

• Graphic size: small | large

• Statistical intensity: low | high

We analysed how the ability to perform line-up tasks, i.e., to correctly identify the real
from the decoys, varies under the above conditions. We also paid attention to participants’
perceived confidence in making line-up judgements under different conditions and their
preferences amongst the different conditions.

We use the same geometries as Beecham et al. [BDM+17] in two sizes, a small
and a large dataset, and two variants of the same data, a traditional filled areas map
(choropleth) and a centroid-dot representation. Additionally, we design line-up tests with
two intensities of baseline statistical effect: Moran’s I of 0.8 (high) and 0.3 (low). A
summary of the conditions tested is displayed in Table 5.16.
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Table 5.16: Study conditions.

2 geovis types (choropleth, centroid-dot) ×
3 geometric irregularity (grid, regular, irregular) ×
2 map size (small ≈ 50 units, large ≈ 100 units) ×
2 statistical effect (low 0.3, high 0.8 – Moran’s I ) ×
19 participants =
456 tests overall
24 unique test conditions

5.5.3 Description of the visualisations

One hypothesis for the large variation in perception identified in Beecham et al. [BDM+17]
relates to geovisualisation design. In a choropleth map, the entirety of each spatial units
is given a single colour, which can result in salience bias favouring larger regions and
other artefacts that are due to statistical effect. We therefore also test a centroid-dot
alternative, where a coloured dot represents the autocorrelation value in the centre of an
area, as opposed to the whole area being colour-filled. As an example compare first with
second row in Figure 5.28.

We vary geometric irregularity in the same way Beecham et al. did: a grid, regular
real map and irregular real map. We use the same geographic maps, but add a further
set of three maps with approximately the same levels of geometric irregularity but twice
the number of spatial units (from approximately 50 to approximately 100 units).

Introducing the centroid-dot maps brings some additional challenges: with a white

irregular realregular realregular grid

low high low high low high

Figure 5.28: The difficulty of line-up tests is assumed to increase with increasing irregu-
larity of spatial units, i.e., grids and regular geometries are easier to assess than more
complex, irregular geometries. The lower autocorrelation condition is assumed to be
easier than the high condition for each geometry [DHBDP19].
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white (0% 0% 100%) silver (0% 0% 75%) black (0% 0% 0%)grey (0% 0% 50%)

Figure 5.29: In the centroid-dots map the background colour influences the perception of
coloured dots. Both light yellow and dark red should be perceptually on an equal level.
A black background emphasises light dots, whereas a white background the dark ones. A
50% grey proved to be more dominant than a silver background [DHBDP19].

background, dark dots gain greater saliency, whilst the contrary is true of a black
background. A light grey background appeared to minimise these artefacts (compare
Figure 5.29).

Since we wanted to expose the various strategies employed when making line-up
judgements we generated challenging line-up tasks. We therefore selected difference values
for decoy plots based on the thresholds published in [BDM+17]. These thresholds loosely
represent the minimum difference necessary to correctly judge between two choropleth
maps 75% of the time – a quantity referred to as Just Noticeable Difference (JND) –
and take into account the modelled influence of geometric irregularity and intensity
of statistical effect. By choosing difference values in this way, we hope to control the
influence of geometry and intensity of any statistical effect, i.e., we expect no difference
in performance due to these factors.
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5.5.4 Design and tasks

We used a within-subject (N = 19), counter-balanced design, where every participant
performed 24 line-up tasks in random order. Each line-up was composed of nine images:
eight decoy plots and one correct target, randomly positioned in a 3× 3 array. The target
was made different from the decoys by increasing its autocorrelation value in line with the
thresholds published in Beecham et al. [BDM+17] – one-tenth higher than the decoys.
The JND value depends on the geometric irregularity (grid | regular | irregular) and
baseline intensity of Moran’s I (low | high). All eight decoys contain approximately the
same autocorrelation level. Note that each decoy is unique – even if it contains the same
spatial autocorrelation value. The decoys were generated using a permutation approach
published in [BDM+17]. Through permutation of the regions it is possible to generate
several maps for one autocorrelation value. Hence, recognising the same data could not
happen and memorising results was not possible.

For each map line-up we asked the following three questions:

1. Which is the plot with the highest spatial autocorrelation?

2. How confident are you in your choice?

3. Are there possible alternatives?

We specifically decided to develop challenging tasks that forced participants to reflect
explicitly about the problem and possible solutions. In this way, we were able to evaluate
the employed strategies better than with simple tasks that can be solved at a glance.
In easier scenarios, participants are less able to verbalise how they reached a solution
because the reasoning process is fast and unconscious.

Dataset

We arrived at threshold values for our conditions based on the experience of two pre-tests.
Important considerations included the time taken to complete the experiment (restricted
to 60 minutes) and generating stimuli of sufficient levels of difficulty to trigger slow sense-
making processes. We, therefore, expose strategies, rather than testing for pre-attentive
perceptive abilities. In addition, we wanted to assess which sense-making strategies are
successful and which are not. This is only possible if we can observe a certain number of
failures.

Difference in the decoys of the line-ups

The JND thresholds by Beecham et al [BDM+17] were generated under a setting that was
different to ours. Rather than a full map line-up, participants had to compare two images
at a time in an established staircase procedure where the difficulty level changed based on
participant performance. The aim was to encourage learning and improve performance
to the extent that the JND level represents the minimum perceptible difference between
the two stimuli. Since only two stimuli are used, the intuitive explanation of JND –
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the difference necessary to correctly discriminate 75% of the time – cannot be easily
transferred to sour study since the 75% figure must also include some chance-guessing.

We started by constructing line-up tests using the minimum JND threshold values
published by Beecham et al [BDM+17] and completed two pre-tests with two and three
participants in each. After the first round the feedback was that line-ups were very
challenging and exhausting – participants sensed that their performance was poor and the
level of challenge resulted in a lack of motivation or engagement. Participants managed
to correctly identify the target from the decoys in approximately a third of occasions.
This difference from the expected success rate given Beecham et al.’s JND thresholds is
likely due to departures in procedure – most probably that the line-up protocol minimises
chance-guessing and that no staircase procedure was used. We hypothesise that a 50:50
success rate would suggest tests that are sufficiently challenging to expose user strategies
and maintain the motivation of the participants. Primarily, it is necessary to provide
a sufficient number of correct and incorrect tests in order to analyse the circumstances
under which correct and erroneous judgements are made.

In a second round we increased the difference to the median JND thresholds used by
Beecham et al [BDM+17] and found that the target was too easy to identify, with the effect
that almost all answers were correct. Based on this observation we chose the value midway
between the minimum and the mean JND’s per geometry (mean(JND)− (mean(JND)−
min(JND))/2) and Moran’s I, which yielded the anticipated 50:50 performance (see below
for details).

5.5.5 Participants and procedure

We conducted a study with 19 computer science students with a Bachelor’s degree or
higher, from which eleven were male and eight female. Participants were between 23
and 31 years old with fair knowledge of geovisualisation (average 3.15 on a five-point
Likert scale). We asked "How familiar are you with map visualisations?" with ranges
from extremely, moderately, somewhat, slightly to not at all familiar. One participant
reported a mild red-green colour perception deficiency. Due to incomplete data we had
to exclude one participant from the analysis. Participants were trained on both map
types with different data than in the experiment.

Participants had 10-15 minutes time for training prior to the experiment. They
were introduced to spatial autocorrelation by using the same material as Beecham et
al.[BDM+17] (see Figure 5.30). To explain the concept of spatial autocorrelation we used
a neutral context, i.e., we used examples from real estate and terrain data. Secondly,
we tested their understanding by providing six example line-up, one per map type and
geography (2×3), and let them learn by giving feedback on their answers. We asked
participants to complete line-up tasks as depicted in Figure 5.27 by identifying the plot
with the greater level of spatial autocorrelation. They were asked to think aloud in these
examples, so they practised the method at the same time.

In the trial we first collected demographic information, followed by the line-up tasks
and finally preferences on the map types. In the actual experiment, no feedback on
participant performance was given. Additionally, we deliberately provided no context with
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Figure 5.30: Example of decreasing spatial autocorrelation from very high to very low.
Image reproduced with permission from Beecham et al. [BDM+17].

respect to the phenomena and spatial processes under investigation. Special attention
was paid to participants providing explanations behind their judgements that included
storytelling. Experiment sessions lasted between 50 and 60 minutes.

5.5.6 Results from the quantitative analysis

The participant performance was as anticipated – overall around 50% of line-ups were
answered correctly, corresponding to 213 line-ups , i.e., the target could be identified from
the decoys, and 219 incorrectly identified the wrong target. For each test condition we
considered the number of participants that performed the line-up correctly. Figure 5.31
displays this information as well as a frequency plot of participants’ self-reported confi-
dence in their answers for that condition on a 5-point Likert scale (1=not at all confident;
5=very confident).

The test condition with the highest success rate was the small centroid-dot map with
a regular geometry and low level of baseline autocorrelation. Comparing success levels
between geovisualisation type, we found, opposed to our expectation, that the choropleth
maps were associated with higher success rates than the centroid-dot maps (Cohen’s d
effect size 0.64).

An even larger effect was observed between the high and low baseline autocorrelation
cases (d = 1.64). Our participants were more successful in low autocorrelation conditions
than in high ones. There is no obvious difference in success rates between map size (small
and large) (d = 0.02).

On average, participants needed 42 minutes to complete the line-ups. There is a
small correlation between used time and performance (ρ(T, P ) = .27). The greater the
time spent studying the line-ups, the better the performance. We have eight participants
with a good success rate of more than 50%. The remaining 10 answered less than
half of the test cases correctly. The individual performances differ significantly. The
best performance is 18 out of 24 line-up tasks answered correctly (75%), the worst
performance is 5 out 24 (20,8%). We can neither observe a clear increase nor decrease in
performance over time: whilst participant performance did not improve over time, neither
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Figure 5.31: The conditions 1-24 are ranked by participant performance, i.e., the number
of correct solutions. They are labelled by a description of geovisualisation type, Moran’s I,
size and a thumbnail of the real plot to show the map type. The reported confidence on a
Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very confident) shows that participants were overcon-
fident in the incorrect cases. Red lines show conditions that are discussed in the strategy
examples, compare Figure 5.27, Figure 5.35 and Figure 5.34, respectively [DHBDP19].
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Figure 5.32: Participant performance over time, split into good participants (those with a
success rate of > 50%) and bad participants (with a success rate < 50%). The left-most
column represents the first test that participants performed; the right-most column the
final (24th) test. The bottom graphic displays individual, participant-level performance
– each row represents a participant and each column identifies their nth test. The top
graphic displays counts of these columns – the number of correct identifications for the
nth test that participants performed. Note that the conditions shown to participants
were randomised – therefore we do not expect patterns of performance over time to be a
function of relative difficulty.

did it deteriorate towards the end of the experiment, although verbal protocols include
statements regarding fatigue in the last third of the experiment (compare Figure 5.32).

Participant preference

Participants expressed a strong preference for choropleth maps over the centroid-dot
maps. This was true of all geometries (grid 29:9, regular 32:6, irregular 32:6). Only a
small number of participants preferred the centroid-dot maps and in a small number
of specific cases: in the grid geometry five participants expressed a preference for the
centroid-dot maps.

Overall the centroid-dots irritated the participants due to overlaps and differently
sized areas between the dots. Nevertheless, when reporting this frustration, participants
reflected on the importance of inter-zone distances. In one dot case a participant pitied a
lonesome dot, as it "stands all alone by itself", reporting that it would especially catch
their attention. Our design seemingly did not overcome the saliency problem with large
areas and may have exacerbated it.

Participant confidence

Asked directly about their confidence, participants were more confident with the choro-
pleth maps (mean 3.49) than with the centroid-dot maps (mean 3.33). The top four
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Table 5.17: The sense-making codes show a high inter-coder agreement (Cohen’s Kappa
κ = .976, N = 19).

Code Frequency Agreement rate

Cluster 499 99.6%
Transition 355 98.7%
Outlier 354 99.1%
Colour 162 97.6%
Figure 70 85.1%
Gut feeling 58 93.9%

mean confidence values were reported in choropleth map conditions. The success rate
and self-reported confidence of each condition is shown in Figure 5.31. A chi-square
test of independence showed no significant linear association between the confidence and
success rate, χ2(1) = 6.334, p = .175, (V = .118). This is confirmed by visually scanning
Figure 5.31. An interesting observation, hidden by the summary statistic here is that
high success rates are generally associated with high levels of confidence, but also that
the lowest levels of confidence do not appear at the bottom of the graphic – where the
success rate is lowest.

Participants were asked to provide an optional second choice for the target. On
average only 6 of the 19 participants named a possible alternative for the line-up test.
There is a small negative correlation between number of alternatives and mean confidence
(ρ(A,C) = −.190), i.e., the higher the confidence the fewer the number of alternatives.
This association is confirmed by the fact that the condition with the fewest alternatives
offered was associated with a high success rate (> 75%), whereas that with the most
alternatives offered (12 participants in total specified an alternative target) had a success
rate of only 50%.

5.5.7 Qualitative analysis of strategies

We conducted a thinking aloud to study to investigate the processes underlying the
perception and interpretation of autocorrelation in maps and how people try to solve
such tasks. For the interpretation of the thinking aloud data we used qualitative content
analysis [Sch12, May03]. One of the main goals was to identify the main cognitive
strategies people use in such a context.

Qualitative content analysis can either adopt a bottom-up or a top-down approach.
The top-down approach requires investigators to develop a frame of categories before the
study, the bottom-up approach consists of a repeated processing of the material with the
goal to structure the material in a way to derive the categories from the material itself.
We adopted a bottom-up approach but were inspired by codes identified in previous
research. After transcription of the thinking aloud protocols we developed a coding
scheme, similarly to the previous studies. The codes for sense-making strategies were
based on the content and consequently discussed and reviewed with the co-authors.
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The final six codes were used by both researchers and their high inter-coder agreement
(Cohen’s Kappa κ = .976, compare Table 5.17) shows that the codes are unambiguous
and fitting for the data.

We, therefore, identified six strategies: Searching for clusters/identifying connec-
tions, Analysing transitions, Identifying outliers, Emphasising colour, Recognising figures
(Storytelling) and Gut feeling. The most important strategies are Searching for clus-
ters, Analysing transitions, Identifying outliers and Emphasising colour. The other two
strategies were less important in this context.

Contrary to our expectation, we could not find any relationship between the strategy
used and the performance of the participants. We specifically assumed that the strategy
analysing transition would be more successful than the others because it is tightly related
to the task of finding autocorrelation. This was not the case. In the following we describe
the results of the performance and the strategies with exemplary participants’ statements.

Strategy usage and performance

Better participants switched less frequently and applied fewer strategies than participants
with a success rate of less than 50%. Their employed strategies are shown in the top
row of Figure 5.33. Comparing them to the worse performing group, transition could be
better employed by the good performers, as could be outliers – but a clear pattern does
not emerge. The strategies of the worse performance group is shown at the bottom of
Figure 5.33.

The individual performances differ to a high degree, from the best performance with
18 out of 24 line-up correct cases (75%) to the worst performance of 5 out of 24 (20,8%).
The best participant took more time (55 minutes) than the average (42 minutes) for
the tasks and looked at every map in close detail. She reported that the centroid-dot
condition was harder as was the higher autocorrelated condition compared to the lower,
a good self-assessment as five out of the six wrong answers showed low autocorrelations.
The best participant used 81 strategies (with an average of about 83).

Most often Clusters was used with Outliers being the second most popular choice
of strategy. These strategies were the only ones that could be applied successfully, i.e.,
leading to more correct answers than wrong ones. The participant with the least correct
answers reported a red-green colour-vision impairment but afterwards reported that she
had no problems discerning the colours. She noted that lighter colours seemed to stick out
less than the dark ones. Although she completed the line-ups in average time, much more
strategies (118) than the average (83) were used. We observed quick switching between
strategies and insecurity about whether a strategy was useful for the task. Interestingly,
three out of the five correct line-ups were the supposedly more difficult ones, the low
autocorrelated centroid-dot regular real and the high autocorrelated irregular real small
and large choropleth map.

The strategies will be described in detail in the following.
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Figure 5.33: Strategies used by the better participants group (top left), the best participant
(top right), the worse participants (bottom left) and the worst participant (bottom right).

Searching for clusters

The grouping of units into clusters of the same colour has a big influence on the decision
about autocorrelation.

Examples: "There is one big cluster in the middle", "Here we have two clusters on
the sides", "I take the one with the fewer clusters", "I will choose the one with the big
centred cluster above this one which also looks nice, with the left to right separation".

Identifying clusters was the most dominant strategy employed, including mentioning
the number, size and the position of the cluster. If the form of a cluster was mentioned
explicitly the statements were coded as both, Cluster and Figure strategy.

We can summarise the following observations:

• Bigger and fewer clusters were favoured. The size and consequently the number of
clusters had an effect on the decision making. If there are fewer clusters in the decoys
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it can happen that they look more homogeneous than the higher autocorrelated
plot with, e.g., two clusters having a smooth transition, and, therefore, a higher
Moran’s I value. This happened, for example, in the small, regular, choropleth map
line-up (compare Figure 5.27 plot number 6: one red and one yellow cluster).

• Centred clusters were favoured. The position of the cluster influenced the decision
in some cases and centred clusters had a greater effect than those on the side.
The cluster in the middle got over-emphasised, e.g., in the case of small grid high
autocorrelated centroid-dot maps (compare the position of the cluster in Figure 5.34
plot number 5).

These strategies seem intuitive and can lead to good decisions, however, they are not
reliable for autocorrelation judgements. The clusters in the high autocorrelated regular
small choropleth map condition, for example, were often wrongly interpreted and decoy
plots seemed to fit better to these strategies than the correct real ones (compare the low
success rate in Figure 5.36 and the Cluster example in Figure 5.34).

Analysing transitions

This strategy summarises all statements on transitions, where participants looked for
smoother changes within each plot.

Examples: "There is a nice transition to the centre", "This evolves beautifully from
light to dark".

Transition was remarkably well reported in the condition of high autocorrelated
regular large choropleth line-ups, which led to a good success rate compared to the
centroid-dot (compare Figure 5.36) and fairly confident decisions (compare 11 reg 8 large
in Figure 5.31).

Elimination due to single outliers

Participants used single outliers in a plot as a reason to exclude the plot from the possible
range of answers. Hence, this elimination strategy was sometimes heavily applied when
no positive example stood out. The maximum of 8 times per line-up, however, was rarely
employed, but instead, a switch to a different strategy occurred with the reduced set of
plots.

Examples: "I will exclude this because of these high contrasts here", "Here are also
these high contrasts", "There is a very light one right next to a very dark one".

Emphasis on colour

Dark hues had a greater impact than light ones. Darker colour hues were more often
explored than the yellow, light hues when looking for clusters and transitions in both
the choropleth map and the centroid-dot map. Some participants reported on looking at
orange "mid-level" colours, some tried to look at both and change their focus when they
were stuck at an impasse, but those were the exception.
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Examples: "I mostly look at dark areas", "Maybe I should look more on light colours..
I will try that now.".

Regarding outliers light and dark hues were equally distracting, e.g., "One light in
the middle of this dark area", as well as ”..but then there is this one dark dot here”.

Recognising a figure (storytelling)

Storytelling as an option to design visualisations has already been discussed in the
visualisation community [KM13, LRIC15]. It has been argued that the development of a
storyline supports users in forming connections between disparate facts to make them
memorable. Similar issues have been discussed in cognitive psychology too (see, e.g.,
[ZMG95]). Therein, the emphasis is on the activities of the study participants and how
they make sense of the material that is being presented to them. Participants try to
construct coherent models based on this material. We called a strategy storytelling when
participants identified meaningful shapes in the maps that helped them to solve the tasks.
Figure-like cluster arrangements have a big impact.

Examples: "Here are dark clouds", "A blob or an island", "..like a mountain range",
"This looks somewhat like Vienna".

If a random plot resembles some kind of figure (a recognisable pattern with some
kind of meaning) it has a strong effect on the user’s decision although it is unrelated to
the task of judging autocorrelation, e.g., "This looks somehow like a man with a stick"
(compare decoy number 8 of the Figure line-up in Figure 5.35). This can, of course, also
help if the figure is seen in the correct real, as it was the case in the low autocorrelated
large choropleth grid condition where the highest autocorrelated plot was described as the
shape of a pincer (compare real of condition 8 grid 3 large in Figure 5.31). Confidence,
however, was not high in this case (compare confidence in Figure 5.31).

Trusting a "gut feeling"

This strategy summarised statements about first impressions and gut feelings, where no
rationale could be verbalised. It is hard to discern aesthetics and other statements from
this category, but we wanted to grasp how often participants were stuck at an impasse
and had to give up like this, or just liked to trust their guts. We think it is due to the
difficulty of the line-up tasks that this strategy was not employed very often.

Examples: "I don’t know, it is just a feeling”, ”This was my first impression".
Although participants mostly could not make a decision at first glance, they often

had first choices as a starting point. However, this depends decisively on the participant
and the verbal reporting (participants usually do not verbalise in the same amount of
detail). For example, participant 17 mentioned a first idea in 16 of the 24 line-ups, but
only stuck with this choice in five of the cases. The explanation then was, e.g., "Here I
will stick to my gut feeling". More cautious people, on the other hand, stated their gut
feeling only when they were more or less sure about it, e.g., participant 19 verbalised
eight times a first idea and then stuck with it in seven of the cases.
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Figure 5.34: Condition 24 grid 8 large centroid-dot: Most participants chose plot 5
because of the dominant centred cluster instead of the smoother, higher autocorrelated
plot 9, leading to the lowest success rate of all tasks [DHBDP19].
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Figure 5.35: Condition 14 grid 8 large choropleth: Most participants chose plot 8 in
this line-up task because they perceived some kind of Figure. Plot number 7 corre-
sponds to a higher autocorrelation value and, therefore, would have been the correct
answer [DHBDP19].
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Figure 5.36: Each dot represents a unique line-up, representing each experiment condition.
The vertical position of dots varies according to the success rate for that line-up, i.e., the
number of participants that correctly identified the real from the decoys.
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5.5.8 Generalisation of strategies

We assumed that participants would use the transitions most often because it seems to
be most appropriate for the task of finding autocorrelation. Instead, they relied most
often on the strategy of finding clusters. Some of the strategies are more general and
were also identified in other contexts: Finding clusters, Identifying outliers (Elimination),
Storytelling and Gut feeling [DHSP+17, HPH+nt].

Especially finding clusters seems to be a very general strategy. It has some similarities
with finding connections in Klein’s model [Kle13] where it is an important element. Klein
argues that finding connections often occurs in the context of problem solving activities.
In our experiment participants described clusters as elements having some connection
with each other. From this they concluded that autocorrelation exists. This is also
confirmed by Doppler Haider et al. [DHSP+17], where looking for connections was a
popular strategy.

Finding connections seems to be a kind of default strategy people adopt when they
are not sure how to solve a problem. This might be the reason why participants applied
it very often in our study although it is probably not the most obvious strategy. Doppler
Haider et al. [DHSP+17] also found that elimination is often used when people work
with visualisations. People frequently exclude elements from consideration to make the
problem space more manageable [NS72].

Other strategies seem to be more specific to the task of detecting autocorrelation -
especially analysing transitions, which is the most obvious strategy to use when trying to
detect spatial autocorrelation. Nevertheless, it was not the most prominent strategy in
our experiment and also not more successful than the other strategies. This was a very
surprising result. This might be due to the fact that the participants did not apply this
strategy correctly, but more research is necessary to reinforce this interpretation.

5.5.9 Performance and confidence

The quantitative analysis also provides interesting results. The performance of the
participants was influenced by level of autocorrelation (high vs. low autocorrelation),
but not by map size. This is surprising as we have deliberately designed our line-ups to
control for this effect using empirically-informed prior knowledge [BDM+17]. We assume
that the Moran’s I levels low (I = .3) and high (I = .8) are equally difficult. That
we find a lower success rate associated with the condition of high autocorrelation may
suggest that Beecham et al.’s [BDM+17] modelling might have overrepresented the effect
of statistical intensity, so that the staircase procedure used in Beecham et al. [BDM+17]
disproportionately improves the ability to detect differences in the high autocorrelation
cases. Another explanation might be that the 3× 3 line-up design is more challenging
than the comparison of two maps where the level of statistical effect is low.

There is one approach that is helpful to solve map line-up tasks. This is analysing the
material in detail and spending more time on the tasks. This is probably an indication
of increased motivation. This also shows that challenging map line-up tasks require the
users to study the material repeatedly for a considerable amount of time.
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There was no relationship between confidence about the correctness of the results and
the performance of the participants. The participants apparently had difficulties to assess
the correctness of their solutions, especially when the tasks were very difficult. This
probably indicates that the participants need more training in detecting autocorrelation.

Map design

We compared choropleth and centroid-dot maps assuming that centroid-dot maps would
be associated with higher success rates, especially in the more irregular geographies, as
they negate certain artefacts inherent to choropleth maps. Contrary to our expectation,
participants performed significantly better with choropleth maps. This might be due to
the fact that people are better acquainted with choropleth maps and feel more comfortable
with them. Subjective ratings of the participants indicate that they prefer choropleth
maps to dot maps. This could be addressed by adapting the centroid-dot design, e.g.,
varying size of dots, prominence of region borders or different colour palettes.

Level of spatial autocorrelation

The different autocorrelation levels (low and high) were received with mixed feelings.
On the one hand participants liked the higher autocorrelation plots, calling them "more
pleasing" just to realise that it made the task not easier because "all look very good
now" (the highest autocorrelated plot was not sticking out). In the high autocorrelated
conditions they would quickly find one or more possible candidates and while looking
at each plot they would add more and more to this subset, ending up with a long list
of possible answers. When participants try to narrow potential candidates down to one
solution (Elimination) they compared pairs and would often have difficulties to decide.
In situations where they were stuck, we could observe strategy changes, e.g., from looking
at dark colours to light ones. A participant said "If I look at the light colours for once,
at least one area is connected here and maybe, therefore, this is the better choice". In
some cases this yielded better results, like when the number of light clusters was smaller
than the dark ones, compare, e.g., plot number 6 with the correct plot number 2 in
Figure 5.27. When they could not decide at all, they named the remaining choices as
possible alternatives.

We observed higher discomfort in the participants when confronted with the lower
autocorrelated line-ups. Participants did not like them at first sight because they found
them chaotic and could not make out any clusters or good transitions, i.e., the two most
frequently applied strategies could not be employed. One participant said, for example,
"I don’t like these chaotic one’s, I see nothing and it is very painful to look for any
autocorrelations". Nevertheless, once the participants applied other strategies and started
to look at each plot in detail, they could effectively use elimination to come to a decision
more efficiently than they would have thought, especially with the centroid-dot map.
This aligns well with the results for the group comparison of lower and higher correlated
line-ups, where performance of the centroid-dot maps is higher in the grid conditions as
well as the small regular condition (compare Figure 5.36).
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5.5.10 Future work

Further investigations are necessary to clarify the importance of the order of analysed
plots in the line-up, as well as to study the number of plots and arrangement might
influence the applied strategies. Analysing the order of strategies – left to right, or top
to bottom or scan then check – seems like an important next step. We might find that
performance is better if the outlier is checked first as a baseline. Using eye-tracking in a
quantitative study would facilitate this. Similarly to Beecham et al [BDM+17] we also
found a great variability among participants with respect performance and strategies
used. The reason for this is not clear.

It would also be interesting to investigate whether people use different strategies
for different levels of difficulty of the tasks or different levels of autocorrelation. We
also noticed that the confidence about the solution deviated from the performance.
Participants were sometimes very confident about incorrect solutions. They were, for
example, distracted by large clusters in the middle of the map or by cases where meaningful
Figure occurred. Training might help to overcome this problem. In general, it is an open
question as to whether training can help to improve user performance in challenging map
line-up tasks.

We would like to point out that the tasks participants had to solve were quite hard. In
many cases it was impossible to detect the correct solution at a glance, but participants
had to study the map line-ups repeatedly. In this process they applied several different
strategies in succession. This conforms to research from everyday thinking indicating
that people do not adhere to fixed algorithms when solving problems, but use strategies
pragmatically and apply them depending on the context [Wol01]. In the case of solving
map line-up tasks this approach might be inappropriate. Future work should try to clarify
the issue whether combining different strategies is helpful in the context of map line-ups
or not. Our experiment indicates that challenging tasks in map line-ups are difficult to
solve. Drawing statistical inferences under such conditions is not a straight-forward task.

5.5.11 Conclusion

We conducted a study of graphical line-up tests to investigate how statistical inferences
are drawn from data graphics. In this context, we are especially interested in the users’
sense-making strategies. We conducted an in-depth experiment with 19 graduate students
with choropleth and centroid-dot maps. We could identify six strategies users adopt
to solve challenging line-up tasks. Some of the strategies are comparable to strategies
used when interacting with other visualisations (Clustering to Looking for connections,
Elimination and Storytelling). There is one strategy that is specific to the interpretation
of map line-up tasks (Transition).

We also investigated factors influencing performance in map line-up tasks, but, as
of yet, there is no clear evidence which factors influence the quality of the solutions.
In general, the performance of participants for the challenging map line-up tasks was
fairly weak. This indicates that a consistent interpretation of statistical structure for
challenging map line-up tasks is not a straightforward process. It certainly requires more
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contemplation than the quick visual judgements associated with some visual tasks, and
whether or not training has an effect on performance remains an open question. Finally,
we compared choropleth maps and centroid-dot maps. In general, choropleth maps were
superior to centroid-dot maps. We think that our results and the analysis of users’
sense-making strategies provides valuable information for designers of (geo)visualisations.

The three main contributions of the study are:

• An exposition of the cognitive strategies users adopt when performing map line-up
tasks. We identify six cognitive strategies – most are strategies generalisable across
visualisation types, but one is specific to geo-spatial data.

• Findings on the factors influencing performance of map line-up tasks. These factors
may result from differences in the stimuli (map size, low/high statistical intensity)
or from the strategies the participants adopted (cognitive strategies, time spent on
tasks). The most important factor influencing performance is time spent on a task.

• Insight into the role of geovisualisation design in influencing task performance. We
compared choropleth maps and centroid-dot maps to find out which of the two
supported more reliable judgements of statistical structure in maps. We assume
that centroid-dot maps would be associated with more reliable interpretations
since visual artefacts resulting from different sizes and shapes of spatial units are
minimised. Our investigation indicates that this general assumption is inaccurate.
Overall the performance was better when using choropleth maps, but there were
some line-ups of lower autocorrelations (regular grid, compare Figure 5.31) which
could be better solved with the dot-centroid map.

5.5.12 Comments on dissemination

This study was conducted in co-operation with project partners from City University
London and a manuscript is prepared for submission [DHBDP19]. My responsibilities
included the planning and execution of the study. The idea is based on Beecham et al.’s
paper Map Line-ups: Effects of spatial structure on graphical inference [BDM+17]. We
performed the qualitative analysis and co-operated on the interpretation of the results.
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CHAPTER 6
Outcomes

Research on sense-making goes beyond discovering problems in working processes and
usability of a system. It digs deeper into explaining usage behaviour – why a tool is
used in a certain way – and the reasoning processes of the user. Sense-making has been
investigated occasionally in information visualisation and visual analytics, but there is
little research about the specific sense-making strategies that users adopt. This kind of
research is essential for the design of appropriate visual analytics systems not only in
this domain, but also in general.

This thesis describes general sense-making strategies similar to the ones found in the
literature, but also task-specific sense-making strategies that were formulated based on
our observational studies. We observed that strategies applied with simple systems could
be transferred to complex ones. We used realistic tasks, that were created in collaboration
with end users, and students with the background of computer science as participants.
Additionally, we could assemble a group of experts for an investigation with the goal to
evaluate the suitability and usefulness of the system.

Our studies address the following research questions (RQ):

RQ1: How can the design of visual analytics tools support cognitive processes for intelli-
gence analysis?

RQ2: What kinds of sense-making processes get employed in visual analytics?

RQ3: What kinds of interaction processes should be supported by the system?

RQ4: How useful are models of insight generation and does the representation of the
problem influence insights?

The results of our investigations indicate how intelligence analysis can be supported
by the type of visualisation (RQ1) and how the analysis of sense-making strategies can
help to inform system design (RQ2). We derived design recommendations from the
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investigations, which are described at the beginning of each investigation. To answer RQ1
we provide general design implications in section 6.1. RQ2 is addressed in section 6.2
where we present a framework of sense-making strategies on the basis of our empirical
investigations.

The first two studies investigate simple systems, analysing different kinds of visualisa-
tions and the transformations between a node-link diagram and a matrix. In the third
and fourth investigation the interaction with visual analytics systems is used to identify
sense-making strategies, once in a dual visualisation system and once in a complex system
with multiple components. The final investigation addresses map line-ups in more detail,
comparing two map designs with a task coming from the geography domain.

In the spirit of the evaluated visualisations in investigation I3 and the resulting
design recommendation 3.3., we map the research questions to the studies using two
techniques, a node-link diagram (Figure 6.1), and a matrix (Table 6.1). The matrix gives
a structured overview and the force directed layout algorithm puts the node with the
highest in-betweenness in the centre. Note that research question 2 (RQ2) was addressed
by most of the studies.

Results from the first investigation clearly show that the 2D map, which is the
predominant visualisation for spatial information, is not suitable for the representation
of temporal data. The Gantt was less successful than the line chart and the matrix,
which yielded the smallest error rate. The matrix was also the preferred visualisation by
the participants, thus, we suggest that matrices can give a good overview of temporal
data. In the line chart errors were made in the more busy areas where more people meet.
There the technique of using pie charts to counteract occlusion was not successful.

The second investigation on node-link diagrams and matrices has direct implications
on the design of these visualisations, such as using a clockwise or counter-clockwise
arrangement of nodes in node-link diagrams. Results suggest that the mental transforma-
tion from node-link diagrams to matrices is cognitively less demanding than vice versa,
i.e., it was harder to draw a matrix on the basis of a node-link diagram.

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5
RQ1 x x x
RQ2 x x x x
RQ3 x x x
RQ4 x x x

Table 6.1: Mapping of research
question RQ1-4 and studies I1-5
in a matrix representation.

RQ1
RQ2

RQ3

RQ4
I1

I2

I3

I4I5

Figure 6.1: Node-link represen-
tation of Table 6.1 using a force-
directed layout algorithm.
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Results from the third investigation I3 suggest to show developments over time at a
glance instead of forcing the analyst to jump from one visualisation to another (again and
again). An important point the study makes is that participants used the combination of
two visualisations for verification purposes making sure that their conclusions from one
visualisation hold true under consideration of the other visualisation. This indicates that
the juxtaposition of two visualisation of that type can be used to support Verification
strategies. These are examples for the usefulness of analysing sense-making strategies for
design purposes, here, systems for intelligence analysis.

An overview of the design recommendations per investigation I1-5:

1. Identifying location-based meetings (I1).

1.1. Avoid using maps for the representation of temporal data
1.2. Use maps in combination with other visualisations
1.3. Use auxiliary lines carefully
1.4. Avoid white space between entities of the same group
1.5. Show duration of meetings explicitly
1.6. Consider the influence of visual properties

2. Transferring mental map from node-link to matrix and vice versa (I2).

2.1. Use clockwise or counter-clockwise arrangement of nodes
2.2. Use × symbol to represent one connection type
2.3. Use the same representation for the different connections types in both visual-

isations
2.4. Avoid semantic meaning of the order of connections
2.5. Represent the reading direction of connections along the left side
2.6. Use intra-cell representations for showing second-degree neighbours in matrices

3. Assessing temporal evolution in node-link vs. matrix representations (I3).

3.1. Show connections of a social network
3.2. Show temporal evolution in matrix representations
3.3. Show data in different views
3.4. Support Trend Analysis
3.5. Support Storytelling
3.6. Support Elimination

4. Analysing crime with the VALCRI prototype (I4).

4.1. Offer simple visualisations
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4.2. Support Verification
4.3. Motivate Trend Analysis
4.4. Motivate using complementing views
4.5. Emphasise training of the tool use

5. Assessing spatial autocorrelation with map line-ups (I5).

5.1. Use choropleth maps to show spatial autocorrelation
5.2. Train participants on the importance of transitions
5.3. Train participants in spending more time on a line-up task
5.4. Use dot-centroid maps carefully for lower autocorrelated data and more regular

geographies

Through the thinking aloud protocol and self-reported insights we investigate the
analysis process in investigation 3 and 4. To address RQ3 we chose challenging tasks,
which have no clear answers. In this way we could observe interaction processes and the
level of the resulting insight. Notably is, that interacting with different tools induced
strategy changes.

Our research findings concerning insights (RQ4) confirm Friel et al.’s [FCB01] three
level model for making sense with graphs. We found low-level insights reporting simple
facts without explanations (which goes in line with (1) reading the data), moderate
insights reporting explanations (which aligns to (2) reading between the data), and
high-level insights reporting recommendations (which equals (3) reading beyond the
data). We think the analysis of tool use and interactions related to reported insights is a
promising approach. With future work we aim to retrieve interaction patterns, which
might differ depending on the quality of insights, i.e., patterns of success or failure in the
sense-making and insight processes.

In the final investigation we address patterns in different map designs, which yielded a
clear preference for the traditional choropleth design to represent spatial autocorrelation.
Other evaluated parameters (size, geometric irregularity and baseline autocorrelation)
showed no significant differences. Investigating the success of sense-making strategies
proved to be a difficult endeavour. While a variety of strategies was applied per task,
the distribution of correct answers resembles those of wrong answers, thus, we cannot
say that one strategy was more successful than another. While it is unlikely that all
strategies influence the task at the same rate it might be challenging to retrieve their
individual influences. We further assume that the difficulty of the task has an influence
on the number of strategies. We, thus, suggest to follow up on this kind of research and
describe future work in this area.
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6.1 Design implications

By combining guidelines from literature (chapter 4) and the results from our investigations
(chapter 5) we derive implications for the design of visualisations and visual analytics
systems. We can generalise the results of our four research questions by formulating
seven recommendations for the design of visual analytics systems.

6.1.1 Provide different perspectives on the data

Data from the end user interviews show that analysts are actively looking for contra-
dictions in a hypothesis. They challenge their hypotheses against contradicting data
and they go after each piece of evidence to form a coherent story. To support this a
system should provide different perspectives on the data and let the user work with
multiple visualisations. A design that supports relationship mapping in the data and
form a coherent mental model can be achieved by multiple coordinated views. Multiple
coordinated views combine different views on the data in one visual representation like,
e.g., Microsoft’s Windows Explorer combines an outline view of the folders, a tabular
view of the files in the selected folder and a quick details view of the selected file.

Empirical data shows that the ability to see data in multiple linked views significantly
speeds up easy as well as difficult tasks in comparison to a single scrolling view [NS03]. The
requirement analysis further shows that analysts want to work with different visualisations
that support cross filtering. They want to have a visual representation of spatial events
on maps and additional information of the events in the investigated area to get ideas
in which direction an inquiry can go. A multiple view approach supports that because
unexpected or less expected ideas can be shown as well.

6.1.2 Provide open exploration and allow the redefinition of the goal
and the methods

Research in everyday reasoning indicates that so-called wicked problems are solved
differently than clear-cut problems. Wicked problems have no clear method or path to
the solution and it is sometimes not clear how the solution might look like. It is typical
for such problems that users explore the problem space and often redefine the problem
while working on the solution [Kle13, DS03] A trade-off decision is needed in order to
support exploration in a way that does not lead users astray but helps to brainstorm on
the one hand, and on the other hand, to focus at the end of the exploration process. The
two higher objectives for a better system are saving time and reducing uncertainty. A
more concrete goal would be to identify relations between crimes.

A general hypothesis is that a crime is seldom a single event. Search is especially in
the context of CCA a particularly interesting topic due to its breadth in functionality.
One might be interested to find similarities and look for patterns or find oddities that
stand out from the others. Control over threshold parameters should be given to the user
as one can explore the data more openly and is able to bring in one’s experience in that
way. Analysts have different privileges in different systems and sometimes have to ask for
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access to different databases which results in delays of different magnitudes. Analysts feel
the barrier that this procedure brings to their investigation process. Though restricted, a
vast amount of data is available and uncertainties as well as gaps (missing data) need to
be represented in equal terms. This needs to be addressed in distinct guidelines from
other perspectives but is also considered in these sense-making guidelines.

6.1.3 Support holistic sense-making processes by structuring
information in a coherent manner

Gestalt psychology indicates that sense-making is a holistic process where structure
plays an important role and empirical evidence shows that everyone develops his or her
own structure [May95]. Hence, users should be able to generate their own structures of
knowledge where this is possible, e.g., by being able to structure network representations
such as social networks themselves. However, anything too complicated and time-
consuming is unlikely to be used in an environment characterised by significant time-
pressure. The requirement analysis supported this because the analysts prefer to start
from scratch rather than remodel an auto-generated representation. In addition to this,
program response times are important for sense-making and reasoning. Analysts stated
that slow programs are very frustrating. Responses like, e.g., search results, should ideally
be available to the user at the speed of thought. Otherwise the slower response might
influence reasoning, as one might have no time to follow an idea or forget a sparking idea
in the meantime [HSP12].

6.1.4 Support reuse and provide graphical histories

Users should be able to reuse previously performed working steps and get a fluid transition
between different visualisations to save time. A keyword search on text documents should
be transferable onto other data so that results can be textual, but, for example, also
spatial data on a map. Furthermore, an investigation can last over days and weeks and
an analyst might end up looking for the same thing over and over again.

To provide a graphical history on the one hand improves a quick reuse of previous
searches but also provides an overview over the steps taken. In addition to facilitating
analysis and communication, graphical history may help in teaching analysis by exam-
ple [HMSA08]. The problem with visual histories is that they do not scale. It might be
faster to do a new search than to look up an entry in a long search history. For example,
the history in current web browsers is implemented as a simple list with every site you
visited in the past. Since this list quickly gets long in a short period of time, searching
for a specific site can become a time-consuming task. An entry in the history must be
identifiable and in reusing a previous search it must be visible what the result set means.
To provide a graphical history is a challenging task but users appreciate the feature if
they can reuse done work.
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6.1.5 Provide interaction possibilities

Providing interaction techniques supports sense-making. A single image can only answer
a small set of question. Visual analysts gain insight by repeatedly looking at the data,
exploring, refining the views iteratively and are consequently developing insights [HSP12].
The theory of Distributed Cognition assumes that interaction with cognitive tools (e.g.,
the VALCRI system) plays an important role for sense-making processes [HHK00].

Semantic zooming is one interaction technique that should be provided for temporal
and spatial data to enable the exploration of more details as a chart is enlarged in the
area where the zoom happens. The granularity in time can vary from years to weeks to
days, time of day, etc. The granularity of spatial data occurs on different levels such
as zip code, grid, and address – with address being the most common practise in crime
analysis. Geocoding is a critical issue because the visualisation reveals information that
is not obvious by looking at a street name or address. However, using coordinates from
GPS data is the most accurate and reliable way to locate incident data, especially when
they happen in parks or on vacant land [BS13].

6.1.6 Enable the users to cluster similar cases

Another interaction technique is to offer an easy clustering and hot spots generation
possibility to show similarities in the data. There are various mathematical methods to
cluster data that can support analysts in finding similarities, e.g., in MOs of criminal
gangs.

The results of the mathematical methods can be visualised on the screen so that
analysts can see at a glance which data is similar. It should be possible for the users
to influence the clustering process, for example, by choosing how many clusters should
be presented. Therefore, we distinguish between machine and human created clusters.
Cluster visualisation can be used for rapid identification of relevant documents. Allan et
al. [ALS97] support the cluster hypothesis and show how feedback techniques enhance
the effect to help users separate relevant from non-relevant documents. Data can be
clustered in different ways, depending on the criteria for the clustering procedure. It is
sometimes difficult to identify a clustering procedure that helps the user to gain insights.
For example, in node-link diagrams (networks) the users could cluster persons with
similar attributes or the users could cluster crimes with a similar MO. It might sometimes
be difficult to identify the criteria of what constitutes a similar MO which indicates that
the same group of persons is responsible for a series of crimes. In alignment with the
guideline to support reuse, users ideally should be able to save a cluster selection for
future analysis.

6.1.7 Do not overwhelm the user with too many connections

Displays that visualise too many individual data points become cluttered, which affects
analysis because trends and patterns are harder to spot. There are different techniques
to measure and reduce clutter in a visualisation [PWaR04]. Crime maps need to convey
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a lot of attributes in different granularities, like the incident numbers per year (as well as
per hour a day, etc.), the crime types, boroughs or boundaries. It is sometimes difficult to
identify what constitutes clutter. How much information is needed might depend on the
data or the task. Possible solutions to this problem are to enable filtering or highlighting
interesting data. The representation of large datasets can be simplified with the help of
aggregates, which represent a group of data points so that fewer markers are needed.

A challenge in the construction of aggregates is to choose the right granularity. This is
an important decision for the effective visualisation and depends on the application domain
and on the task at hand [FNPS99b, WBB03]. The problem with different aggregation
levels is that anomalies are possibly hidden [RFF+08]. On the other hand effective maps
have to be highly generalised so that important trends and features emerge [Har03]. To
address the problem of the unit of analysis exploratory tools should allow the selection
and combination of aggregates and give several perspectives on the data. To reduce this
threat the system needs to give control to the user and raise curiosity to explore the
different levels.

Further, in the context of map visualisations, spatial exaggeration is a relevant
factor. The data of interest needs to be exaggerated in order to make connections and
contradictions visible. An example that came up during the requirement analysis is that
telephone records and the routes of buses might be connected and that an exaggeration of
antenna regions may reveal that the mobile phone data is following a certain bus route.

6.2 Sense-making strategies

Designers can also adapt the system according to the sense-making strategies potential
users adopt. For that purpose, we exposed sense-making strategies in various contexts and
tasks. An overview of the observed strategies is given in Table 6.2. They were analysed
with regard to the insights that were generated in the tasks and some conclusions on the
efficiency of strategies could be made. Looking for trends, for example, yielded higher
level insights than Profiling, which in that sense was an especially unsuccessful strategy.

We identified nine, eleven and six sense-making strategies in the last three studies
respectively. The strategies we identified in the third and the fourth investigation are
quite similar. This is an indication that these strategies are more general and apply to
different visualisation systems. Nevertheless, the strategies have to be validated with
other systems in future work.

We also related the observed sense-making strategies to the number and quality of
insights in investigation I3. The following results were the most important: Applying
fewer sense-making strategies is correlated with more insights in general and high-level
insights, which are the conclusions we want to be able to make with visual analytic
systems. When such high-level insights were reached analysts used significantly more
verification. Similarly, they analysed more trends and it seems that there is a tendency
of looking for trends being favourable for high-level insight generation. Pattern and
Profiling, on the other hand, do not support insight generation very well and mostly lead
to low-level insights.
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Table 6.2: Strategies derived from the user investigations I3-I5.

Purpose Strategy Insight level

Overview Looking for connections (I3 and I4) / Clus-
ters (I5) Make connections

between data points

Elaborate

Storytelling (I3-I5)
Comparing, Summarising, Laddering (I3)
Colour (I5)

Looking for an increase in criminal activity (I3)
/ Trends (I4) / Transitions (I5)

Identify single data
points

– Creative Desperation (I4) Change strategy

Conclude

Verification (I3-I5)

Make inferences
Elimination (I3-I4) / Elimination incl. trend (I4)
/ Elimination due to outliers (I5)
Coincidental Aha’s (I4)
Contradictions (I4)
Gut feeling (I5)

The contribution of our studies, therefore, is twofold:

• First, the analysis of sense-making strategies in a complex system with a mixed
approach has not been done before. We investigated sense-making strategies
adopted by the participants to interact with a visual analytics system consisting of
multiple components. The system enables users to explore large datasets at great
length by providing different perspectives on the data. We also studied cognitive
sense-making strategies in investigation 2 in a dual visualisation tool revealing user
expectations and preference of the visualisations, a node-link diagram and a matrix.
We can partly confirm previous results where simple systems were used. They seem
to be transferable from simple systems to complex, realistic systems in general, and
differences depend rather on the semantics of the study.

• Second, we related sense-making strategies to the insight generation process to
identify successful strategies, where success is not only measured by the number
of insights but also the quality of the insights in investigation 4 and 5. Strategies
frequently adopted by users are sometimes not the most efficient ones. Therefore,
we wanted to identify strategies generating appropriate results and observed that a
faster change of strategies led to more low-level insights and spending more time
on one strategy led to more high-level insights.
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CHAPTER 7
Critical reflection

This work contributes to the related work in two ways: 1) by developing specific rec-
ommendations for visual analytics through the analysis of existing research and 2) by
adding empirical results to this research area through five sense-making investigations
and, additionally, by describing strategies during tool use.

7.1 Comparison to existing research

The systematic analysis of how analysts make sense with visual analytics tools on a
sense-making level is a novel approach and related work in this area is rare. The
literature review did not reveal investigations comparable to our empirical work. Existing
systems are rather evaluated with regard to efficiency and accuracy of the analysis results.
Interactions are studied by relying on automatic analysis methods to find patterns in
the user behaviour. Guo et al. [GGZL16], for example, related insights to interaction
by using an algorithm to analyse interaction logs, being able to derive only two general
design recommendations.

Identifying sense-making processes is challenging. Blandford et al. [BFA14] and
Sedig et al. [SPLM16] have addressed this issue in great detail. Early research on
sense-making was done by Pirolli and Card (e.g., [PC95, PC05]), but their approach
got criticised due to fundamental reasons (such as tool use and user interaction). Since
then Klein’s perspective on sense-making and the Triple Path Model of Insight [Kle13]
was applied to support naturalistic decision making by, e.g., Wong [WV12, Won14],
Attfield [AB10, AHW10], or Kodagoda [KPS+17].

Reda et al. [RJLP14] point out that interaction processes with information visualisa-
tions are analysed by focussing on the outcomes rather than on the sense-making process
itself. Notably, the research by Sedig et al. [SPLM16] is concerned about interactions
that occur in conjunction with each other in order to improve the user performance. In
another investigation by Sedig et al. [SRL05] could show that linked, juxtaposed views
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were more effective than single views by addressing the cognitive processes involved to
understand change over time.

7.2 Understanding of sense-making

Our first investigation looked at visualisations that support the detection of meetings
and our results suggest that the matrix is more effective than a line diagram. A similar
evaluation by Tversky et al. [TGC+16] concludes that lines are recommended to track
persons. They compared two visual stimuli in matrices, once putting the dots per person
next to each other in the cells and once by using parallel lines that connect the respective
cells. As a result they describe how different kinds of insights can be gained by the
different visualisations. We want to note that their evaluation uses a smaller dataset
with four persons and time steps. The question is if their result holds with a three to ten
times larger dataset or if the apprehension of the lines will reach their limit as they did
in our investigation. Research conducted independently by different groups highlights
the relevance of this topic in the community.

In Doppler Haider et al. [DHSP+17] we developed sense-making strategies based
on Klein’s research [Kle13] and a bottom-up analysis approach and a detailed analysis
of thinking aloud protocols. In the third investigation we identified several general
sense-making strategies: Comparing (to find connections), Laddering, Storytelling, Sum-
marising, Eliminating, and Verifying. We also found task specific sense-making strategies:
Increase in criminal severity, Pattern recognition, Relationships, and Profiling. In this
study we were interested if matrices can be designed in a way to show connections as good
as node-link diagrams and compare the usefulness of two visualisation techniques in real
life scenarios. For that purpose we adapted the basic node-link and matrix visualisations
to represent structures over time in a superimposed static visualisation. We developed
fairly complex, explorative tasks with intelligence analysts to determine whether such
tasks yield similar results to previous research using generic tasks. Such realistic tasks
would strengthen the guidelines on when to use node-link diagrams and when a matrix
representation. However, we found contradictory evidence and we show that principles
from previous results are not as clear cut as suggested [DHGP+18].

In the third investigation the evaluated system was a simple one, consisting of two
visualisations. In the fourth investigation we identified similar strategies derived from an
analysis of sense-making with a complex system. An in-depth analysis of eleven strategies
contrasted the descriptive analysis of the strategies with the interactions of strategies over
time. The three layer model by Friel et al. [FCB01] conforms to our research findings
concerning insights in a complex system (Investigation 4). We found low-level insights
reporting simple facts without explanations, moderate insights reporting explanations,
and high-level insights reporting recommendations. The switching of strategies during
tool use was evaluated quantitatively, and it could be shown that switching strategy
often decreased the performance. We observed in our studies that focusing on fewer
strategies was related to an increased amount of insights. A possible explanation is that
more motivated participants used strategies for in-depth analysis which takes longer,
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which results in fewer switches as all participants had about the same time for the task.
In contrast to that, superficial examinations, what we call "the easy way", is to switch
views to see if something pops up" at first sight".

We investigated whether the representation of the problem influences insights by
looking at basic visualisations, such as different types of maps or diagrams and advanced
analytical tools like the SPC, S3 or CCT. More insights were communicated with the
basic representations. Basic representations often have only one job, which is well-known,
e.g., maps for spatial data, or timelines for temporal data. Although participants used
all tools in their analysis, they reported high-level insights more often with a simple
timeline, most moderate insights in timeline and bar chart and most low-level insights in
the map. The traditional choropleth map also led to more insights than the centroid-dot
alternative. The new design was not convincing and participants strongly preferred the
choropleth map. A problem with novel designs might be that participants prefer the
more familiar design and longitudinal studies would be of benefit so that users can get
more familiar with new designs and tools.

In the final investigation we wanted to elicit sense-making strategies with challenging
tasks offering clear answers. The assumption that one strategy would be superior to
others could not be proven as we observed similar strategies for correct and wrong
answers. The only significant factor leading to success was spending more time on a task.
It is likely that different motivation levels affect sense-making, thus, more motivated
participants perform better in difficult tasks. We assume that participants who studied
the tasks longer were more motivated. Another idea is to determine which strategy was
most dominant per task or which strategy had most influential power. Additionally, it
might be possible to gain more insight on the sense-making processes with the line-up
task, which we used in our investigation for the detection of patterns of higher spatial
autocorrelation. These results do not rule out the influence of other factors in the use of
strategies and we, therefore, see a definite need for future work in this area.

7.3 Development of guidelines

Guidelines for the design of visualisations have been questioned critically in the past [PRS+94].
We think the value of guidelines lies in their application, and yet oftentimes guidelines
are very general and not easily adaptable for specific use cases. Many guidelines stop at
a certain level because they shy away from the problem of not being valid ubiquitously or
solid enough to hold in various situations. The more specific individual guidelines get they
more likely they will fail to satisfy the tricky problem of managing design trade-offs. From
an HCI perspective the application of very general guidelines sometimes poses serious
problems. One of the eight golden rules defined by Ben Shneiderman [Shn10] is that
systems should provide informative feedback. This is certainly sensible advice but difficult
to achieve because it is not always clear what informative feedback really is. Because the
guideline is quite general it is sometimes difficult to apply it in a specific context at hand.
It makes sense to break down such guidelines into more specific ones which specify how
to achieve the goal defined in a general guideline more clearly. There are similar problems
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with respect to the design of visual analytics interfaces. The guideline specifying that the
identification of connections by the users should be supported is certainly sound but, at
the same time, also difficult to realise because this can be done in many different ways.
Such a general guideline does not provide system designers with concrete advice how to
develop systems for intelligence analysis. There are many different methods which could
be used here, but it is rarely clear which methods fits a certain context best. Methods like
multiple views combined with linking and brushing or the usage of network visualisations
proved to be useful in general. Again, it is necessary to interact with prospective users
to make sure that these methods are adapted to their needs and requirements. Typical
for applications in visual analytics is the necessity of trade-off decisions.

Individual guidelines might sometimes be contradictory. One guideline might have
consequences which prevents the realisation of another. One example from the VALCRI
guidelines concerns the issues of privacy versus providing the user with as much related
material as possible. Privacy principles sometimes prevent access to required information
which can help to identify connections between information and patterns in the data. On
the other hand, privacy is an important issue, and sensitive data has to be treated with
care. In this context legal considerations have to be taken into account. Within these
legal constraints, access has to be provided to all the relevant information. Guidelines
concerning the issue of filtering data could be also problematic in terms of the occurrence
of confirmation bias. Such a selection of data can be based on initial thoughts, hypotheses,
but also unconscious prejudice, which may lead to wrong decisions.

Sometimes trade-offs are necessary when applying guidelines [HPH+nt]. One guideline
which can be derived from the sense-making theory of Klein [Kle13] is to support the
identification of connections. This can be supported by providing the user with access to
a large amount of related material to enable the users seeing connections in the material.
This represents a trade-off since users in intelligence analysis usually only have a limited
amount of time to come to a conclusion about some specific issue. If they are overwhelmed
by a large amount of information this will become increasingly difficult. Apparently,
there is a trade-off between supporting the users to identify unexpected but relevant
connections and overwhelming them with information. The question here is how much
information is enough to enable the user to come to valuable insights in a reasonable
amount of time, but still providing him or her with enough information to be able to see
unexpected patterns in the data. This problem can only be solved by a detailed analysis
of the work environment of the user. Designers have to know the time frame in which
analysts have to come to a conclusion and the possible importance of finding unexpected
patterns. They then have to weigh these two necessities to come to a viable solution. In
the context of cognitive biases and their mitigation, the application of a guideline that is
used to mitigate a specific cognitive bias might induce another one. Taking as example
the guideline on providing the same information in different visualisation formats. The
underlying idea is that presenting the same information from different perspectives can
mitigate the confirmation bias, as it allows for building alternative hypothesis on the
same background information. However, when using visualisations dependent on the
visualisation format, a framing effect can occur if the same information is visualised
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differently.
Despite the problems encountered when using guidelines, they are a very valuable tool

for designers that can help to improve the design of interfaces tremendously. An advantage
of dealing with guidelines during the design process might be a better understanding of
the characteristics of the specific design problem. A thorough understanding may emerge
over time through iterative analysis (repeatedly looking at user studies) and synthesis
(advancing the prototype design).

7.4 Limitations and future work

Our explorative studies mainly yield first tentative results. More systematic investigations
are necessary in the future. One limitation when investigating complex, realistic systems
is that a formative evaluation will never be able to simulate realistic usage conditions.
Long-term investigations in which users are acquainted with the system will probably
yield different results. Such a long-term investigation is not possible within the context
of a formative evaluation. Possible topics for future research would be, for example,
to investigate how to support the Verification strategy and looking for Trends where
applicable). In the cognitive bias literature some suggestions have been made, but more
research in this area is still necessary.

The last study aimed to identify sense-making strategies in line-up tasks in a qualitative
manner. We were successful in exposing sense-making strategies that were used in the
line-up tasks, but the relationship between usage of strategies and performance is not
straightforward. We noticed that participants adopted several different strategies for the
same task, while whether or not such combinations are beneficial remains unclear. The
analysis of decisive strategies is a natural next step.

Thinking aloud is a good method to analyse thought processes while a task is solved
or a specific tool is used. It can show up what participants have in mind while they are
working [BR00, ES93]. However, this information cannot be complete because humans are
not thinking about everything they do and look at, and only verbalise certain information
at a time. As a consequence, the thinking aloud method has its limits. The analysis
of our verbal protocols indicate, for example, that reading directions of line-ups were
employed in different ways. The starting position was described by some participants:
if the top most left plot or the centre position was more investigated than other. One
participant was concerned, for example, that she was always coming back to the centre.
The participant stated "I don’t really know why I decided for plot 5, maybe because it’s in
the middle". From the protocols we could observe starting from the top left to the right
line-by-line, chaotically jumping between plots as well as pairwise comparison between
likely candidates for the answer. Further analysis of such strategies requires another
method, such as eye-tracking, to see in which order the plots get fixated. Although
eye-tracking was suggested to complement thinking aloud, we think the verbalisation is
influencing eye gazes in a way that alters the interpretation of the tracked eye movements.
Therefore, we suggest to rather use eye-tracking in isolation and combine the results with
the results from thinking aloud studies. This additional information might provide more
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insights on the specifics of the strategies, which are used to solve line-ups and help to
determine their influence on the task performance. It would also provide detail on whether
the position of the target plot makes a difference when judging spatial autocorrelation in
map line-up tasks.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion

The aim of my thesis was in one sense to make the invisible visible. First, we uncover the
knowledge about sense-making with visualisations that is already contained somewhere
hidden within research results. By making this knowledge visible and understandable for
system designers, they can readily incorporate this knowledge in their design decisions.
This first empirical part constitutes a guideline catalogue in the form of design actions,
which can be found in the Appendix. Second, we try to shed more light on sense-making
processes with five empirical studies. We investigate the insight model of Klein [Kle13] by
studying sense-making with the thinking aloud protocol and, thus, provide dearly needed
empirical data on the topic of visual analysis by looking at the user interaction with
traditional visualisations [MSSW16]. The results yield further design recommendations
as well as a general set of sense-making strategies that can be applied in future work.

We could identify that looking for connections and more generally, patterns, is a
prevalent activity in the explorative analysis process. This allows to conclude that
humans naturally thrive to gain insights by looking for new connections in the data.
There are different ways in which such connections can be shown. Social networks or
other network-like visualisations proved to be suitable for emphasising connections in
the data. However, such visualisations can easily get too large for standard screen sizes.
If the network contains too many nodes and links, it is difficult to identify connections
between single entities. Interaction, as suggested in the literature, is key to overcome
this problem. Thus, a considerable amount of research has been published trying to
explain user interaction [WGK10, PSM12, Tom15, PWK16]. A well-known example of
interaction for clutter reduction is to enable filtering. This also enables the user to
look at the data from different viewpoints, which supports making new connections
and, therefore, the insight generation process. Another possibility to show connections
is via multiple views, which also show the data from different points of view. Here,
we face again the scalability problem as each view needs to fit on the screen. These
examples show that there are up- and downsides to each decision, inevitably leading to
trade-off decisions. To be able to make informed design decisions we collected this kind
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of information and put it in a concise form, readily available to designers and developers.
The goal of the format is to provide straightforward information and references to further
reading.

The research of Klein [KMH06a, KMH06b, Kle13] shapes our understanding of sense-
making and mainly influenced our research questions, while it was not clear how to
support seeing Connections, Contradictions and overcoming Creative desperation at the
same time. Klein points out that contradictory evidence can be a powerful motivation for
getting novel insights. We describe ways from literature how contradictory evidence can be
made visible, such as patterns from semi-automatic analysis methods and investigate how
such patterns can be made visible in a visualisation, e.g., by overlaying this information
on a map. A human analyst is necessary to assess the significance of these patterns, and
if the story the patterns tell makes sense or if new explanations and insights are needed.
It is not always clear how the human in the loop is best supported by visualisations since
literature suggests different theories of the analysis process, none of which fully describe
the processes of visual analytics. Our investigations on sense-making strategies in the
domain of criminal intelligence analysis contribute another piece to the puzzle of how
analysts think and how they can be supported by design.
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Appendix

Guideline Framework

ID G1 Contradictions

Title Identification of contradictions between observed patterns
and ideas that just don’t make sense.

Description The system should identify differences between observed
patterns (e.g., in the modus operandi of criminals).
Visualisations could be used to present these differences to
the users for inspection (human in the loop).
Analysts working with a cognitive Tool like VALCRI should
be supported in detecting stories that don’t make sense.
Contradictions warn the analysts that something is seriously
wrong with the stories we are telling ourselves. More im-
portantly, it tells us that we have weak anchors – important
beliefs that are not fully supported.

Trade-off (optional) If the system emphasises contradictions it might be difficult
for users to reach a coherent conclusion.

Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection
18.2 Volume Crime-Related Tasks

Theory Gestalt principles, e.g., the law of proximity says that objects
that are near to each other are seen as belonging to each other.
The law of similarity says that objects that are similar to
each other are seen as belonging together. Gestalt principles
are powerful tools to indicate differences and similarities to
users.
See, e.g., Pinker 1999 [Pin90], Carpenter and Shah
1998 [CS98], Klein 2013 [Kle13]

Example Deviations from normal day-to-day activities which can be
interpreted as indication of suspicious behaviour. Contradic-
tions cause the analyst to think, "that can’t be right! That
doesn’t make sense!".
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ID G2 Clustering / hot spots

Title Enable the users to cluster similar and different cases.
Description The system should enable easy clustering and hot spots gener-

ation. Visualisations can be used to achieve such clustering.
Trade-off (optional) Different granularities can result in clutter (compare G3.2.4

Clutter). Data can be clustered in different ways, depending
on the criteria for the clustering procedure. It is sometimes
difficult to identify a clustering procedure which helps the
user to gain insights.

Context 13. Data Annotations / Data Extraction / Metadata
26.3 Link/Network Charts

Theory Allan et al. 1997 [ALS97]
Example Clustering is a possibility to show similarities in the data.

There are various mathematical methods to cluster data.
Such methods can support analysts in finding similarities, e.g.,
in MOs of criminal gangs. The results of the mathematical
methods can be visualised on the screen so that analysts
can see at a glance which data is similar. It should be
possible for the users to influence the clustering process (e.g.,
too choose how many clusters should be presented), so that
different views on the data are shown. In node-link-diagrams,
e.g., actors with similar attributes could be clustered or the
user could be enabled to cluster crimes with a similar MO
(comment: it might sometimes be difficult to identify the
criteria for what constitutes a similar MO which indicates
that the same group of persons is responsible for a series of
crimes).

Evaluation Criteria Clustering can be enabled in various ways. Users could be
given the possibility to let the system perform clustering
algorithms or similar mathematical procedures. It is also
possible to let the users cluster data manually in a visual
form (e.g., in a social network). The evaluation criteria would
be whether such possibilities exist in the system or not.
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ID G3 Facilitate the making of connections

Title Indicate connections in the data in an appropriate way and
show new or other pieces of information and non-information.

Description The system should indicate connections between data in an
appropriate way. Connections between people, e.g., can be
shown as social networks. Such networks can indicate con-
nections between people, which are not immediately obvious.
The system should enable the user to explore such networks.
The system should help the analyst distinguish between
dots, non-dots, anti-dots, and other ambiguities. "Dots"
are information that is relevant to the problem; "non-dots"
are information that are irrelevant messages; "anti-dots" are
data that are different, contradicting, conflicting, such as
situational information that may make the ideas seem less
likely, though perhaps plausible. These new connections
could create new ideas or open up new pathways to consider
or investigate.

Trade-off (optional) Too many connections are confusing and lead to clutter.
Restriction of screen size

Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection
13. Data Annotations / Data Extraction / Metadata
14. Data Presentation/Briefing/Reporting
26.1 Visualisation

Theory Klein et al. 2007 [KPRP07], Klein 2013 [Kle13]
Example E.g., show connections between people as social networks.
Evaluation Criteria Does multiple views and linking and brushing exist or not?

Does the system support the visualisation of and interaction
with social network representations?
These are just a few evaluation criteria.
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ID G4 Facilitate the identification of coincidences

Title Enable the analyst to re-organise and present data in multiple
ways that can reveal repetition or co-occurrence.

Description The visualisation and the interaction techniques should en-
able the analyst to see repeating events, patterns or co-
occurring similar events, in context. These are coincidences
and associations we don’t fully understand; relationships we
cannot (yet) articulate – but they look like they are related,
somehow. This can cause us to break from initial stories or
to break away from initial anchors, and to initiate alternate
stories.

Trade-off (optional)
Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection
Theory Klein 2013 [Kle13], North & Shneiderman 2005 [NS03]
Example Use multiple views
Evaluation Criteria Does multiple views and linking and brushing exist or not?

This is just one possible evaluation criterion.

ID G5 Presentation of unexpected/less expected ideas.

Title Enable the analyst to persistently see the ideas created by
combining and grouping data.

Description The visualisation and the interaction techniques should en-
able the analyst to be persistently exposed to other ideas,
unexpected ideas, and less-expected ideas.

Trade-off (optional)
Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection

Theory Klein 2013 [Kle13]
Example Use multiple views.
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ID G6 Facilitate the perception of curiosities

Title Raise curiosity in the analyst for unusual single events that
stands apart from the trend, such as an outlier.

Description Curiosities make the analyst wonder about something. This
reaction is not the insight, but starts the person on the road
to gaining insight.
Curiosities are sparked by a single event, while coincidences
are observed as a repetition of pattern.

Trade-off (optional) Curiosities might distract analysts from other important
patterns.

Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection
25. User Interface / System Functionalities

Theory Klein et al. 2007 [KPRP07], Klein & Jarosz 2011 [KJ11],
Klein 2013 [Kle13]

Example Curiosities cause the analyst to think, "what is going on
here?" and to comment, e.g., "that’s funny" / "that’s strange"
/ "that’s odd". Visualisation should emphasise outliers or
other unusual data.

ID G7 Provoke questions

Title The visual representation should provoke the analyst to ask
questions.

Description The intention is to create situations that prompt the analysts
to ask questions such as, "That’s interesting - why did that
happen?" or "why are there missing elements?"

Trade-off (optional) How to point out the unknown unknowns?
Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection

13. Data Annotations / Data Extraction / Metadata
25. User Interface / System Functionalities
26.1 Visualisation

Theory This idea is based on Klein’s Data-Frame Model ("Question
a frame"), and Klein’s Triple Path Model of Insight (Klein,
2013 [Kle13]; Klein & Jarosz, 2011 [KJ11]); Asking questions
see, e.g., Wong & Varga, 2012 [WV12]

Example "Blackholes" or showing gaps where data is missing in a
series.
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ID G8 Holistic sense-making processes

Title Information should be structured in a coherent manner to
support holistic sense-making processes.

Description Gestalt psychology indicates that sense-making is a holistic
process where structure plays an important role.
There is empirical evidence that everyone develops his or
her own structure therefore it makes sense to allow users
to generate their own structures of knowledge where this is
possible.

Trade-off (optional) Anything too complicated and time-consuming is unlikely
to be used in the environment characterised by a significant
time-pressure.

Context 11.2 Data Processing / Management
13. Data Annotations / Data Extraction / Metadata
14. Data Presentation/Briefing/Reporting
16.2 Organizational Knowledge Management
25. User Interface / System Functionalities
Ability to freely organize different views

Theory Pretz et al. 2003 [PNS03]
Example Users should be able to structure network representations

(e.g., social networks) themselves if it makes sense in the
context of their work.
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ID G9 Open exploration

Title Allow for open exploration and the redefinition of the goal
and methods.

Description Research in everyday reasoning indicates that so-called
wicked problems are solved differently than clear-cut prob-
lems. Wicked problems have no clear method or path to
the solution and it is sometimes not clear how the solution
might look like. It is typical for such problems that users
explore the problem space and often redefine the problem
while working on the solution.
To support such problem solving processes, systems need
to be open and allow the redefinition of the goal and the
methods to reach a solution.

Trade-off (optional) Exploration should be supported in a way which does not
lead users astray but helps to brainstorm on the one hand
and to focus at the end of the exploration process on the
other hand.

Context 3.1 Manual, semi-automatic, and automatic analysis
Be uninhibited in creatively exploring the data
11.2 Data Processing / Management
16.3 Personal Knowledge Management

Theory Davidson & Sternberg 2003 [DS03] , Klein 2013 [Kle13]

ID G10 Facilitate the identification of assumptions

Title Enable the analyst to identify and change assumptions that
lock-in.

Description In some situations, we can become fixated on or trapped by
our assumptions or habits that are the basis of our under-
standing of our world or events in that world.

Trade-off (optional)
Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection

13. Data Annotations / Data Extraction / Metadata
14. Data Presentation/Briefing/Reporting
25. User Interface / System Functionalities
26.1 Visualisation

Theory Klein 2013 [Kle13]
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ID G11 Graph design

Title Design of simple graphical representations.
Description There is a systematic body of research on the design of simple

graphs, including guidelines that are simple to apply. They
can be easily used for the design process of simple graphical
representations.

Trade-off (optional)
Context 14. Data Presentation/Briefing/Reporting

26.1 Visualisation
Theory See e.g., Kosslyn 1989 [Kos89]
Example Line graphs are, e.g., usually interpreted as trends even if

the data does not represent trends. Lines are better able to
represent values than other visualisations.

ID G12 Time

Title Use different timelines for the visualisation of processes in
time.

Description Linear timelines are only one possibility to present temporal
data. To describe recurring events, circular visualisations are
used to enable the users to identify recurring patterns easily.
The system should probably recommend a certain visualisa-
tion, which is most appropriate for the data.

Trade-off (optional) The design of several co-occurring patterns is a special chal-
lenge. Another challenge in this context is the fact that
time has different and irregular granularities (years, months,
weeks, days, hours etc.). Formats for dates vary for different
countries.

Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection
Automatically determine similarities and highlight differences
in MOs from same crime types, different crime types, different
times (season variation), regions, etc.
26.1 Visualisation

Theory Johnson-Laird 1996 [Joh96], Keim et al. 2010 [KKEM10],
Andrienko et al. 2010 [AAD+10]

Example There might be more crimes at specific times/days of the
week, which rather pops out in a circular visualisation than
in a linear one.

Evaluation Criteria Are there any visualisations representing time? Are cyclical
processes supported by specific visualisations? Can users
interact with the visualisations?
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ID G13 Clutter

Title Do not overwhelm the users with too many connections.
Description Possible solutions for this problem could be filtering or high-

lighting interesting connections. Filtering mechanisms should
be appropriate for the user’s task.

Trade-off (optional) It is sometimes difficult to identify what constitutes clutter.
It depends on the users and their tasks how much information
they need.

Context 13. Data Annotations / Data Extraction / Metadata
14. Data Presentation/Briefing/Reporting
26.1 Visualisation

Theory Peng et al. 2004 [PWaR04]
Example Crime maps need to convey a lot of attributes in different

granularities, like the incident numbers per year (as well as
per hour a day, etc.), the crime types, boroughs, boundaries,
etc. Automated clutter reduction techniques could be used
in combination with hierarchical data visualisation.
Spatial exaggeration is a critical factor. The data of interest
needs to be exaggerated in order to make connections and
contradictions visible. Telephone records and the routes of
buses might be connected and an exaggeration of antenna
regions may reveal that the mobile phone data is following a
bus route.

Evaluation Criteria Use an appropriate measure of visual clutter.

ID G14 Interaction processes

Title Provide interaction to support sense-making.
Description The theory of Distributed Cognition assumes that interaction

with cognitive tools (e.g., the VALCRI system) plays an
important role for sense-making processes. These interaction
processes should be designed carefully.

Trade-off (optional) This can mean that not all technical possibilities should be
implemented and better be left out.

Context 11.2 Data Processing / Management
25. User Interface / System Functionalities

Theory See, e.g., Hollan et al. 2000
Example When to offer filtering; Which attributes are used for filtering,

etc.
Evaluation Criteria Does the visualisation support various interaction processes?
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ID G15 Design of node-link diagrams

Title Design node-link diagrams so that users can develop a coher-
ent mental model of the relationships in the data.

Description Node-link diagrams can represent connections in the data.
They should be designed in a way so that significant rela-
tionships in the data can easily be perceived and processed.
The following design recommendations should be adopted:
- reduce crossings
- cluster nodes which belong to the same group
- highlight important nodes, put them on top or in the centre
- preserve mental map in a dynamically evolving node-link
diagram to increase memorability

Trade-off (optional)
Context 3.4 Patterns, trends, relationships, outliers detection

14. Data Presentation/Briefing/Reporting
25. User Interface / System Functionalities
26.1 Visualisation
26.3 Link/Network Charts

Theory Huang et al. 2006 [HHE06], Archambault & Purchase
2012 [AP12]

ID G16 Repeated search

Title Provide a history of queried searches for quick reuse.
Description In principle, users appreciate the feature of saved search

queries because they save time if they can reuse done work
(selection of keywords).

Trade-off (optional) The design of a search history is challenging because users
can easily be overwhelmed by the amount of the accumulated
information. The search for a saved query could result in
extra work for the users and may take longer than to start a
new search.
Another problem is that this could inhibit the users’ motiva-
tion to make new searches.

Context 1.5 Saving Search Results
25. User Interface / System Functionalities

Theory
Example Structured search results may be a solution approach to

overcome the problems of a lot of accumulated results.
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ID G17 Multiple views

Title Use multiple views to get different views on the data.
Description This helps users to assess the value of different solutions

and might even help to overcome some forms of biases. It
encourages the analyst to address the problem holistically
and examine more than one type of the data presentation
method.

Trade-off (optional) Restrictions due to screen size.
Context 5. Bias Mitigation

25. User Interface / System Functionalities
Fluid transition between various data views
Ability to see data in multiple linked views that support
cross filtering

Theory Robertson et al. 2008 [RFF+08], North & Shneiderman
2000 [NS03], Kang et al. 2011 [KGS11]

Example In the car theft case there were multiple related events in
different locations at different times. Multiple linked views
would help to get a better picture

Evaluation Criteria Does the system support multiple views and linking and
brushing?
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